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More than 5 million two -way trans- 
mitters have skyrocketed the demand 
for service men and field, system, and 
R & D engineers. Topnotch licensed 
experts can earn $12,000 a year or 
more.You can be your own boss, build 
your own company. And you don't 
need a college education to break In. 

tensed expert can "write his own 
ticket" when it comes to earnings. 
Some work by the hour and usually 
charge at least $5.00 per hour, $7.50 
on evenings and Sundays, plus travel 
expenses. Others charge each cus- 
tomer a monthly retainer fee, such as 
$20 a month for a base station and 
$7.50 for each mobile station. A sur- 
vey showed that one man can easily 

How WOULD YOU LIKE to earn $5 to maintain at least 15 base stations and 
$7 an hour... $200 to $300 a week 85 mobiles. This would add up to at 

... $10,000 to $15,000 a year? One of least $12,000 a year. 
your best chances today, especially if How to Get Started 
you don't have a college education, is 
in the field of two -way radio. 

Two -way radio is booming. Today 
there are more than five million two - 
way transmitters for police cars, fire 
trucks, taxis, planes, etc. and Citizen's 
Band uses -and the number is grow- 
ing at the rate of 80,000 new transmit- 
ters per month. 

This wildfire boom presents a solid 
gold opportunity for trained two -way 
radio service experts. Most of them 
are earning $5,000 to $10,000 a year 
more than the average radio -TV re- 
pair man. 

Why You'll Earn Top Pay 
One reason is that the U.S. doesn't 
permit anyone to service two -way ra- 
dio systems unless he is licensed by 
the FCC (Federal Communications 
Commission). And there aren't enough 
licensed experts to go around. 

Another reason two -way radio men 
earn so much more than radio -TV 
service men is that they are needed 
more often and more desperately. A 
two -way radio user must keep those 
transmitters operating at all times, 
and must have them checked at regu- 
lar intervals by licensed personnel to 
meet FCC requirements. 

How do you break into the ranks of 
the big -money earners in two -way ra- 
dio? This is probably the best way: 
1. Without quitting your present job, 
learn enough about electronics funda- 
mentals to pass the Government FCC 
License. Then get a job in a two -way 
radio service shop and "learn the 
ropes" of the business. 
2. As soon as you've earned a reputa- 
tion as an expert, there are several 
ways you can go. You can move out, 
and start signing up your own cus- 
tomers. You might become a fran- 
chised service representative of a big 
manufacturer and then start getting 
into two -way radio sales, where one 
sales contract might net you $5,000. 
Or you may be invited to move up 
into a high -prestige salaried job with 
one of the same manufacturers. 

The first step- mastering the fun- 
damentals of Electronics in your spare 
time and getting your FCC License - 
can be easier than you think. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
has been successfully teaching Elec- 
tronics by mail for over thirty years. 
Right at home, in your spare time, you 
learn Electronics step by step. Our 
AUTO -PROGRAMMEDTM lessons and 1776 E. 17th St., Dept. EH -5 

This means that the available li- coaching by expert instructors make Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

everything clear and easy, even for 
men who thought they were "poor 
learners." You'll learn not only the 
fundamentals that apply to all elec- 
tronics design and servicing, but also 
the specific procedures for installing, 
troubleshooting, and maintaining two - 
way mobile equipment. 

Your FCC License... 
or Your Money Back: 

By the time you've finished your CIE 
course, you'll be able to pass the FCC 
License Exam with ease. Letter than 
nine out of ten CIE graduates are able 
to pass the FCC Exam, even though 
two out of three non -CIE men fail. 
This startling record of achievement 
makes possible our famous FCC Li- 
cense Warranty: you'll pass the FCC 
Exam upon completion of your 
course or your tuition will be refunded 
in full. 

Find out more. Mail the bound -in 
post -paid card for two FREE books, 
"How To Succeed In Electronics" and 
"How To Get A Commercial FCC 
License." If card has been detached, 
send your name and address to CIE 
at the address below. 

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
All CIE courses are available under 
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on 
active duty since January 31, 1955, 
or are in service now, check box on 
card for G.I. Bill information. 

CIE 
Cleveland Instituite 
of Electronics 

How to get into one of today's hottest 
money- making fields-servicing 2 -way radios! 

/ Z/71 DucMAcr Cwruw1uos 5[mK[ i;;}/ 

o 

file's flying high. Be /ore he got his CIE training and FCC License, Ed Dulaney's only 
professional skill was as a commercial pilot engaged in crop dusting. Today he has 
his own two -way radio company, with seven full -time employees. "I am much better 
off financially, and really enjoy my work," he says. "I found my electronics lessons 
thorough and easy to understand. The CIE course was the best investment I ever made." 

Business is booming. August Gibbemeyer 
was in radio -TV repair work before study- 
ing with CIE. Now, he says, "we are in 
the marine and two -way radio business. 
Our trade has grown by leaps and bounds." 
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EICO Makes It Possible 
Uncompromising engineering -for value does it! 

You save up to 50% with Eico Kits and Wired Equipment. 

NEW r) 
... .. _..... 

asir 

NEW 

r °® 

1 i i; r 

Eicocraft 

Cortina stereo 

- -- -- 

mm 
THE VERDICT IS IN. High fidelity authorities agree: 

Cortina's engineering excellence, 100% capability, and 
compact dramatic esthetics all add up to Total 
Stereo Performance at lowest cost. 

A Silicon Solid -State 70 -Watt Stereo Amplifier for $99.95 kit, 
$139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3070 

A Solid -State FM Stereo Tuner for $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired, 
including cabinet. Cortina 3200. 

A 70 -Watt Solid -State FM Stereo Receiver for $169.95 kit, $259.95 wired, 
including cabinet. Cortina 3570. 
NEW Silicon Solid State 150 -Watt Stereo Amplifier designed for audio 
perfectionists. Less than 0.1% harmonic distortion, IM distortion. 
Less than 0.6% at full output. Controls and inputs for every music 
source. $149.95 kit, $225.00iwired including cabinet. Cortina 3150. 

NEW70 -Watt Solid State AM/ FM Stereo Receiver for $189.95 kit, 
$279.95 wired including cabinet. Cortina 3770. 

The newest excitement In kits. 
100% solid -state and professional. 

-:n to build and a _- ; °cdable, interconnectable. Great as "jiffy" projects 
and as introductions to ,-Iccaronics. No technical experience needed. Finest parts, 
pre -drilled etched printed circuit boards, step -by -step instructions. 

EC -100 Electronic Siren $4.95, EC -101 Electronic Burglar Alarm $6.95, 
EC -102 Electronic Fire Alarm $6.95, EC-200 Electronic Intercom $5.95 
EC -300 Audio Power Amplifier $5.95, EC -400 Electronic Metronome $3.95, 
EC -500 Tremolo $9.95, EC-600 Electronic Light Flasher $3.95, 
EC -700 Electronic "Mystifier" $4.95, EC -800 Photo Cell Nite Lite $4.95, 
EC-900 Power Supply $8.95. EC -1000 Code Oscillator $2.50, 
EC -1100 FM Wireless Mike $9.95, EC -1200 AM Wireless Mike $9.95, 
EC -1300 Electronic VOX $8.95, EC -1400 Solid State FM Radio $9.95, 
EC -1500 Solid Slate AM Radio $8.95. EC -7600 Electronic Bongos $7.95 

Color n' Sound 
Add a new dimeralon to your 
music system. Introducing 
the first inexpensive solid -state 
electronic system which 
provides true synchronization 
of color with sound. Watch 
the music you love spring 
to life as a vibrant, ever 
shifting interplay of colors. 

Simply connect to speaker leads of your 
Hì -Fi system (or radio). Kit can be assembled 

in several hours - no technical knowledge or 
experience necessary. Kit $49.95, Wired $79.95. 

EICOCÍiAFTwv 

6 EXCITING NEW PROJECTS 
EC -1700 Ham /CB Vox $8.95, 
EC -1800 Electronic "TOX" $8.95, 
EC -1900 "Treasure Finder" $9.95, 
EC -2000 Electronic Organ $9.95, 
EC -2100 Electronic "Eye" $9.95, 
EC -2200 Electronic Touch Switch $8.95 

Automotive 
EICO 888- Car /Boat 
Engine Analyzer. 
For all 6V/ 12V 
systems; 4, 6, 8 -cyl. 
engines. 
Now you can keep 
your car or boat 
engine in tip -top shape 
with this solid- state, portable, self -powered universal 
engine analyzer. Completely tests your total . 

ignition /electrical system. 
Complete with a Tune -up & Trouble- shooting Manual. 
Model 888; $49.95 kit, $69.95 wired. 

Test Equipment7E /COQ; 
100 best buys to choose from. 
"The Professionals" 
-laboratory precision at lowest cost. 

Model 460 Wideband Direct -Coupled 
5" Oscilloscope. DC -4.5mc 
for color and B &W TV service 
and lab use. Push -pull DC vertical 
amp., bal. or unbal. input. Automatic 
sync limiter and amp. 
$99.95 kit, $149.95 wired. 

Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must for color or B &W TV and industrial use. 
7 non -skip ranges on all 4 functions. With exclusive Uni -Probe.' 
$34.95 kit, $49.95 wired. 

FREE 1969 CATALOG EH -9 
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO 
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
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UNIVERSAL 
STROBE 

GOES 
PSYCHEDELIC 

EXCITES DANCERS 

STOPS MOTION 

TAKES PICTURES 

TIMES ENGINES 

EDITOR'S NOTE 
Medical opinion concerning the use of strobe 
lighting in darkened rooms is "cautionary." 
Prolonged use may induce hallucinations or 
trigger undesired side -effects. It should not be 
used in the presence of anyone subject to 
epilepsy. 

1969 Winter Edition 

BY JAMES CUCCIA 

ONE OF THE MOST interesting of the 
new "turned on" type of lighting ef- 

fects is strobe lighting. By using a strobe 
light system flashing at the proper rate 
in a semi -darkened room, a visual flicker 
effect similar to that found in old -time 
movies can be seen as people walk or 
dance in the light of the flash. Since the 
action seems to take place as a series of 
"still" frames, a very unreal atmosphere 
can be created. 

The "Universal Psychedelic Strobe" 
described in this article will not only be 
the hit of your next party, but can also 
earn its keep by performing other, less 
glamorous duties. It will serve as an auto- 
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mobile timing light, a slave flash for your 
camera, or a general -purpose strobe light 
for stop- motion observation of moving 
mechanical elements. 

Construction. The circuit (Fig. 1) can 
be built on a single printed board, such 
as the one shown actual -size in Fig. 2. 
The components are mounted on the 
board in accordance with the layout of 
Fig. 3. Carefully solder all components 
to the board using resin -core solder. 

Be extra careful when mounting the 
flashtube as it is made of glass and can 
be broken if it is accidentally dropped, 
or hit with a metal tool. Orient the trig- 
ger coil (L1) so that the tab with the 
red dot points toward the flashtube. (The 
flashtube is mounted as shown in Fig. 4 
with its trigger lead soldered directly to 
this coded tab to prevent a voltage break- 
down on the printed board.) And be sure 
to observe the proper polarity when 

mounting all semiconductors and electro- 
lytic capacitors. 

Then mount the finished wired board 
in a 3" x 5" x 2" metal enclosure using 
half -inch spacers. The flashtube should 
extend above the top of the enclosure, 
but not high enough to short the leads 
when the cover is attached. On -off switch 
S1 is mounted on one end of the box, 
while the a.c. power lead and audio cable 
extend from the other end. Note the lo- 
cation of R10 and drill a hole in the 
enclosure wall so that R10 can be screw- 
driver- adjusted from the outside. 

Carefully measure the location of the 
flashtube, and, allowing some clearance 
on all sides, make a cut in the cover of 
the metal enclosure of a size that will 
permit the cover to pass easily over the 
flashtube. Obtain some form of metal re- 
flector -the one shown in the author's 
prototype is a stainless steel half -quart 
container -and cut a slot in its bottom 

PARTS LIST 
C1-0.02-AF, 50 -volt disc capacitor 
C2- 30 -pF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C3 -1 -0F, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C4- 0.02 -p.F, 400 -volt disc capacitor 
C5- 20 -p.F, 350 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C6- 10 -p.F, 150 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C7- 10 -pF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
Dl, D2 -1N34 diode 
D3, D4, D5- 1N4003 silicon diode or similar 
FT1 -Xenon flashtube (Southwest Technical 

Type 110) 
L1- Trigger coil (Southwest Technical Type 

TL2) 
Q1- 2N4870 unijunction transistor 
R1 -100 ohms 
R2- 22,000 ohms 
R3- 10,000 ohms 
R4 -180 ohms 
R5 -220 ohms 
R6- 100,000 ohms 
R7- 120,000 ohms 
R8- 27,000 ohms 
R9 -20 ohms, 5 watts 
R10- 50,000 -ohm potentiometer 

All resistors 
-watt unless 

otherwise stated 

B Ióó41 

Ci 
.02pF 

T t 

0 
ppO 11, 

N34 

C2 + 
30pF 

RIO 
50K 

S1- S.p.s.t. switch 
SCR1-2N3528 silicon- controlled rectifier 
TI- Interstage transformer, 2000 ohms, CT, to 

10,000 ohms (Southwest Technical TT10 -2 or 
similar) 

Misc.- Circuit board, metal enclosure, metal re- 
flector, audio cable, power cable, spacers, wire, 
solder, etc. 

NOTE: An etched and drilled PC board is avail- 
able from Southwest Technical Products Corp., 
219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216, 
for $2.25; complete kit of parts, PC board, and 
enclosure for $12.75 (less reflector). 

R7 
120K 

03 

cs 
IOpF 

+ 4003 

SCRI 
OOK 

02pF 20pF R91 
2N 3528 

R3 
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C3 
15F 

02 
1N34 22K 

Fig. 1. Unijunction Q1 triggers SCR1 which 
produces a 3 -kV pulse at top end of coil L1. 

+ 

E 
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Fig. 2. Actual -size printed circuit board. You can make the board yourself or pur- 
chase it (see Parts List). If you make your own board, drill the holes as shown. 

7, 

SCR1 

Fig. 3. Component mounting for the strobe. 
The terminals marked "B" are for the audio 
input, those marked "A" for power input. 
Some flash tubes will trigger more con- 
sistently if R6 is left out of the circuit. 
To do this, simply wire a jumper in place 
of R6. Simultaneously, it may be useful to 
drop R7 value to 100,000 ohms, or below. 

Fig. 4. The finished strobe be- 
fore the top cover and reflector 
are assembled. Note that a hole 
must be drilled in the PC board 
to accommodate the lamp trigger. 

1969 Winter Edition 
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Be especially careful when installing 
the strobe tube as it is fragile and it 
cannot withstand mechanical shock. 
The flashtube is polarized. The end 
of the tube with the mesh attached to 
the wire inside the tube must be con- 
nected to the ground side of circuit. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The heart of the strobe is a low -cost xenon 

flashtube that can be operated from a 250- to 
300 -volt d.c. voltage source. This voltage is pro- 
duced by a voltage doubler consisting of D3, 
D4, C5, and C6, with R9 limiting the surge cur- 
rent flow. However, the flashtube will not fire 
until its trigger electrode is provided with a 3000 - 
volt pulse, which is generated in a "flyback" type 
pulse generator consisting of auto transformer LI 
and SCRl. 

When the power is first turned on, the SCR is 
in its non -conducting state; thus C4 is allowed to 
charge up to the power supply potential. if the 
gate of the SCR is furnished with a positive - 
going trigger pulse, the SCR goes almost instan- 
taneously into conduction and allows C4 to dis- 
charge through the lower end of inductor L1. The 
auto transformer action of LI produces a 3- 
to 4 -kV pulse at its high -voltage end which trig- 
gers the flashtube on. 

The SCR is triggered by unijunction transistor 
QI. This UJT is connected as a conventional re- 
laxation oscillator in which C3 discharges 
through the UJT every time the voltage across 
C3 exceeds the firing potential of the UJT. The 
rate of charge of C3 is determined by potenti- 
ometer R10 and series resistor R3. As R10 is set 
to a higher voltage, capacitor C3 reaches the 
required firing voltage faster, making the UJT 
oscillate at a faster rate. The positive -going 
pulses generated at the UJT BI lead put the 
SCR into conduction. 

Once the SCR conducts, the voltage at its 
anode momentarily drops to zero, allowing the 
SCR to switch to its non -conducting state, and 
be ready for the next gate trigger pulse. Supply 
voltage for the UJT is obtained from a separate 
power source (consisting of diode D5, resistor 
R8, and filter capacitor C7) to prevent the sud- 
den current surge produced by the flashtube from 
firing the transistor. 

To make the flash rate follow a given audio 
level, transformer T1 isolates the strobe from any 
external grounds (remember that it is a line - 
operated device), and couples the UJT circuit 
into an audio amplifier. The audio signal applied 
to T1 is rectified by diodes DI and D2, and 
the resulting d.c. is applied through R2 to the 
emitter of the UJT. Capacitor C3 is also charged 
by a voltage generated by the input signal. If 
RIO is set properly, every time that the d.c. on 
the emitter reaches the required firing voltage, 
the UJT triggers, producing a flash. 

Cut a slot in both cover and reflector 
so that tube can easily slip through. 
Be careful also when installing cover or 
the tube, or its leads, may be damaged. 

14 

surface similar in size to that made in 
the enclosure cover. Bolt the reflector to 
the metal cover, carefully aligning the 
two slots. Now, still being very careful, 
mount the cover -reflector combination on 
the remainder of the enclosure. 

Operation. Point the strobe reflector so 
that it will not flash directly into your 
eyes. Connect the power lead to a source 
of 117 volts a.c. and turn on Si. A slight 
rotation of R10 should start the flash 
operating. The frequency of the flash is 
dependent on the setting of R10. 

To make the strobe follow a musical 
beat, connect the audio leads in parallel 

(Continued on page 20) 
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MOTOR 
SPEED 

CONTROLLER 
You can win at slot -car racing, extend 
battery life of variable -speed toys, 

get more recording time on your battery - 
powered tape recorder, and be able to 
control the speed of a great variety of 
d.c. motor driven devices if you build this 
low -cost d.c. motor controller. When used 
as a slot -car speed control, you can keep 
the car at full speed until you hit the cor- 
ners, then you can rapidly reduce speed 
to avoid spinning out -it is an axiom of 
slot -car racing that the highest control- 
lable speed in the corners wins races. A 
built -in electronic brake makes sure that 
when power is removed from the car mo- 
tor, the speed will reduce and the car will 
not hurtle through the corner and off the 
track. 

When not used for slot -car racing, the 

By CHARLES M. LENNY 

VA RIA BL E SPEED 
AT 

FULL TORQUE 

controller can be used with any battery 
driven toy that incorporates a speed con- 
trol (usually a rheostat)- simply sub- 
stitute the controller for the rheostat. 
By making this substitution, the power 
that formerly was wasted in heating the 
rheostat (PR losses) will be saved and 
battery life will be greatly lengthened. 

Another application is to slow down 
the recording time of low -cost, battery - 
powered, portable tape recorders. Al- 
though the frequency response suffers 
and the motor pulsations can be heard 
on the tape, you can increase the avail- 
able recording time by as much as three 
times that formerly obtained. Although 
music reproduction is far from ideal, 
speech frequencies are sufficient for re- 
cording speeches, interviews, etc. 
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.250F 

C 

C 

MOTOR TO BE 
CONTROLLED 

Dt 
IN400I 

PARTS 
Cl, C2- 0.22 -uF tantalum electrolytic capacitor 
Dl, D2- 1N4001 diode 
R1, R4- 560 -ohm, IA -watt resistor 
R2-1800-ohm, ,A-watt resistor 
R3 -5000 -ohm, 2 -watt linear potentiometer 
R5- 200 -ohm, 1,4-watt resistor 

1 

Fig. 1. The motor speed con- 
troller applies d.c. voltage to 
miniature motors in short 
pulses. The width of the applied 
pulse determines the speed of 
rotation of the motor arma- 
ture. A wider pulse applies 
more voltage per unit of time 
and the speed is increased. 
A narrow pulse works is 
the opposite fashion -less volt- 
age delivered to the motor. 

LIST 
QI, Q2- 2X3392 transistor 
Q3- 2X2S69 transistor 
T51- two -terminal strip 
Misc. -Power transistor insulated mounting hardware 

and mica insulating sheet, silicone grease (optional), 
metal box, spacers (4), per) board, rubber grommet, 
wire, solder, etc. 

Construction. The author elected to 
build up the schematic of Fig. 1 using 
perf-board construction as shown in Fig. 
2. Parts layout is not critical, and almost 
any variation will be satisfactory. Note 
that power transistor Q3 is not mounted 

on the board. Cut a piece of pert board 
to a size that will easily fit into the metal 
case that you select. Stand the board off 
the case using a spacer at each of the 
four corners. Make sure that no part of 

(Continued on page 153) 
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The author built his own 
speed controller in an 
ordinary aluminum metal 
box. The circuit is as- 
sembled on a perf-board. 



BUILD YOUR OW\ 
MEMO MINDER 

URGENT NOTES AND TELEPHONE MESSAGES 
MAKE THEMSELVES KNOWN 

By R. PERSING* 

W HAT EXCUSE does your wife give 
when that important phone message 

-which arrived just after you left -goes 
unseen and unanswered? Was the mes- 
sage plainly visible, or hidden under some 
old newspapers? Did your wife forget to 
hang it on your tackboard or message 
clip? If you have this problem -and what 
family doesn't -the "Memo Minder" is 
for you! 

*RCA Laboratories. Princeton. N. J. 

1969 Winter Edition 

To leave a short written message, sim- 
ply write it on a 3" x 5" card and drop it 
into the slot of the Memo Minder. Auto- 
matically, the Memo Minder senses the 
presence of the message and a bright 
lamp starts flashing at a rate of about 
once -per- second. The lamp will keep flash- 
ing as long as the card is in the message 
slot, and only when the card is removed 
will the Memo Minder go back to sleep. 

If you're not likely to see the flashing 
light, the recipient of the message can 
turn on a Sonalert alarm -its insistent 
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Fig. 1. When R6 is shielded from the light by an opaque card, the unijunction- SCR -bulb 12 circuit op- 
erates once per second. Without a message in the slot, the circuit shuts itself off and remains on standby. 

beeping is guaranteed to attract your at- 
tention. Although the Memo Minder is al- 
ways plugged into the a.c. power line, its 
current consumption is negligible. 

How It Works. As shown in Fig. 1, the 
Memo Minder consists of two interlock- 
ing circuits: a unijunction transistor os- 
cillator that automatically turns on when 
a message card is placed in the slot, 
and produces a one -per -second trigger 
signal; and an SCR and lamp combination 
that generates the actual message alert 
indication. 

Unijunction transistor Q1 is used as a 
relaxation oscillator. When d.c. power is 
applied to the circuit, capacitor C2 
charges up through resistor R2 until it 
reaches the firing voltage of QI. At this 
point, the normally reverse- biased emit- 
ter junction becomes forward- biased, thus 
presenting a low impedance between the 
emitter and base -1. Capacitor C2 then 
discharges through the transistor and 
the series combination of R4 and R5. 
The positive -going pulse generated at the 
junction of R4 and R5 is applied to the 
gate of SCRI to turn it on. 

Once C2 discharges, the emitter of QI 
is again reverse- biased, and C2 begins 
charging again through R2. The time 

constant of C2 -R2 is set so that one 
pulse occurs each second. This eventual- 
ly becomes the blinking rate for the mes- 
sage alert indicator lamp (I2) . If a 
slower rate is desired, the value of C2 
can be increased. Conversely, if you want 
to speed up the blinking rate, decrease 
the value of C2. 

Connected in parallel with the R4 -R5 
combination is light- sensitive resistor 
R6. The property of R6 is such that when 
its face is illuminated, its resistance drops 
to a very low value, and conversely, 

5/8" DIA. HOLE 

- I 
14 --I/4' SLOT 

Fig. 2. Construction details for the message detec- 
tor. The plastic tube for R6 is cemented to one 
guide, then both guides are cemented to the chassis. 
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PARTS LIST 
Al- Audible alarm such as Mallory Sonalert 

SC628A (optional) 
C1- 1000 -µF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C2- 100 -µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
D1- 1N3255 diode 
11 -#50 lamp 
12 -#44 lain p 
Q1- Unijunction transistor (Texas Instruments 

TIS43) 
R1 -20 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R2- 10,000 -ohm, / -watt resistor 
R3 -1500 -ohm, a -watt resistor (nominal value 

-see text) 
R4 -6S -ohm, j::-watt resistor 
R5- 430 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R6- Photoresistor (Clairex CL505L photocell) SI- S.p.s.t. switch (optional) 
SCR1-2N3528 silicon -controlled rectifier í RCA) 
TI -Power transformer; primary, 117 volts; 

secondary, 12 volts CT 
1 -3" x 4" x 5" metal box 
Misc. -Line cord, %" inside- diameter plastic 

tube, sockets for 11 and 12 Isee text,, ma- 
terial for paper guides. flat black paint, vector 
board, screws. glue, etc. 

Fig. 3. The perforated circuit board is secured to 
the side of the chassis with a small L- bracket. Re- 
sistor RI is mounted directly on bulb 11's socket. 

when dark, its resistance is very high. 
When R6 is in the dark, as would be the 
case when a message card is in the Memo 
Minder, essentially it does not influence 
the circuit and the transistor oscillates 
normally. However, with no message in 
the Memo Minder, R6 is illuminated by 
11, reducing its resistance, and the total 
base -1 to ground resistance, to a very low 
value. With the circuit in this state, R2 
supplies just enough current to the emit- 
ter junction to prevent Q1 from return- 
ing to its reverse- biased emitter -base -1 
state necessary for continued oscillation. 

Resistor R3 in the base -2 leg of Q1 

1969 Winter Edition 

may require a slight alteration in value 
to compensate the circuit for the particu- 
lar unijunction transistor and SCR used. 
This adjustment will be described later. 

Lamp 11 is supplied with power through 
dropping resistor R1, which produces 
about 4 volts across the normally 7.5 -volt 
bulb. Although the light output is re- 
duced, it is still sufficient to operate R6, 
and bulb life is greatly extended. 

Message indicator lamp 12 is connected 
in series with SCR1 across the 12 -volt 
a.c. supply. To make the lamp glow, the 
SCR must be turned on. This is accom- 
plished by supplying the SCR gate elec- 
trode with a positive -going pulse (with 
respect to its cathode) during the part 
of the a.c. sine wave when the SCR anode 
is supplied with a positive voltage. The 
gate is generated, as previously described, 
across R5. 

Once the SCR is gated on, it will re- 
main on until the a.c. waveform on its 
anode passes through zero (as occurs 
during each cycle of the power line sine 
wave) . As the gate pulse is longer than 
the a.c. cycle, the SCR will turn on and 
off at a 60 -Hz rate for the duration of 
the gate pulse, but this will have no no- 
ticeable effect on the bulb operation. 
When the gate pulse stops, the next time 
that the anode alternation passes through 
zero, the SCR automatically shuts itself 
off, and remains off until the gate pulse 
is re- introduced. 

Construction. Begin construction by 
preparing two paper guides, which can 
be made from plastic, metal, or any other 
suitable material. The author used the 
cover from a plastic box for each of 
the guides, with the rim of each cover 
providing a convenient means for mount- 
ing. Although dimensions are not criti- 
cal, those indicated in Fig. 2 should be 
adhered to as closely as possible. The 
plastic tube used to house photoresistor 
R6 is glued to one paper guide and tilted 
at an angle of approximately 15 degrees 
to minimize the effect of stray room 
light. The photoresistor is very sensitive 
and any light reflected onto it will cause 
the flasher to stop even when there is a 
piece of paper in the slot. 

Once the guides are cut to size, holes 
drilled for bulb 11 and the tube, and 
provisions made for mounting them in 
the box, they should be painted with a 
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flat, black paint. Be sure to paint both 
the inside and outside of the tube. 

When the glue and paint have dried, 
R6 should be inserted in the end of the 
tube and held in place with a dab of glue. 
The paper guides should be temporarily 
mounted in the box and the socket for 11 
should be bent and oriented so that it will 
be in line with the tube housing R6. 
There should be enough space left in the 
box to mount the remainder of the com- 
ponents as shown in Fig. 3. The socket 
for 12 must be an enclosed type so it will 
not interfere with the proper operation 
of the photoresistor. 

The power supply consists of T1, which 
has a center tapped 12.6 -volt secondary, 
rectifier DI, and filter capacitor Cl. 

The circuit can be built on a small 
piece of vector board or a printed circuit 
can be made. Sockets for Q1 and SCR1 
are not absolutely essential but, if possi- 
ble, should be used. Layout of the com- 
ponents is not at all critical but be sure 
to refer to the base diagram for Q1 and 
SCR1 when wiring the circuit. 

Adjustment. It is advisable to tempo- 
rarily insert a 5000- to 10,000 -ohm po- 
tentiometer in place of R3. Turn on the 
power and adjust the potentiometer un- 
til proper operation of 12 is obtained - 
when a piece of paper is put into the 
slot, bulb 12 should flash about once a 
second. Improper operation would be in- 
dicated by 12 staying on all of the time, 
or not flashing at all. When the piece of 
paper is removed, the light should flash 
once and then remain off. 

While you're making this adjustment, 
be sure there isn't any bright, light shin- 
ing on the open box since this might ad- 
versely affect the proper operation of 
R6. Once the proper value of R3 has 
been determined and an equivalent -val- 
ued fixed resistor has been wired into 
the circuit, the Memo Minder is com- 
plete. If desired, a Sonalert alarm (Al) 
and associated on -off switch Si can be 
included as shown in Fig. 1. 

Plug in the Memo Minder, and when it 
wants you, it will let you know. -[}- 

READ 

Popular Electronics 

PSYCHEDELIC STROBE 
(Continued from page 14) 

with a loudspeaker voice coil, turn down 
the audio output, and adjust R10 until 
the flash just stops firing. As the volume 
is turned up, the flash will start to fol- 
low the major beat of the music, pro- 
ducing one flash for each beat. When an 
audio amplifier is played at very loud 
volume, it may be necessary to bridge 
the audio output with a potentiometer 
to provide the strobe with enough signal 
to fire, but not enough to overload. 

To use the strobe as an auto timing 
light, ground one of the audio leads to 
the engine and connect a 5- megohm re- 
sistor in series with the other one. Solder 
a small piece of insulated wire to the far 
end of the resistor, and wrap several 
turns around the number -one spark plug 
lead. Set R10 until the flash just stops 
when the engine is not running. Now 
start the engine. Every time the number - 
one plug fires, it will cause the strobe to 
fire. If the strobe does not fire, it may 
be necessary to connect the far end of 
the resistor directly to the spark plug. 

To use the strobe as a slave flash unit 
for your camera, connect one audio input 
to one side of the camera switch, and the 
other audio input to a 11/2-volt flashlight 
cell in series with the other side of the 
camera switch. Set R10 so that the strobe 
doesn't self- trigger. Every time the cam- 
era switch is operated the unit will flash. 
If the flash does not put out enough 
light for some photography purposes, 
the value of C5 can be increased some- 
what. This capacitance value should not 
be changed if the unit is being employed 
as a psychedelic strobe, as the higher 
light output will shorten the flashtube 
life. 

To use the strobe as a mechanical mo- 
tion stopper, R10 can be adjusted until 
the motion being observed seems to be 
stopped. If major use of this mode of 
operation is desired, it is possible to re- 
move R10 from the circuit board and to 
replace it with a conventional potenti- 
ometer mounted on the metal enclosure 
as the speed control; the potentiometer 
shaft should have a pointer knob at- 
tached to it and a dial can be made and 
calibrated against known speeds. - 
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Build 
a 

StopClock 
ELECTRONIC TIMER 

TURNS ON OR 

TURNS OFF AT 

ANY PRESET 

INTERVAL FROM 

ONE SECOND 
TO TEN 

MINUTES 

1969 Winter Edition 

BY W. T. LEMEN 

TIMING IN" or "timing out" makes 
no difference to the "Stopclock." 

Easy to build, simple, and reliable, it is 
accurate enough for most photography, 
game, or other hobby purposes, turning 
lights or low- wattage appliances on or 
off, or for any other use where accurate 
timing between one second and 10 min- 
utes is required. 

Unlike most other electronic timers, 
this circuit (see Fig. 1) uses a transistor 
constant- current generator to charge the 
timing capacitor (CI). The rate is rela- 
tively linear over most of its charging 
curve. Since the rate of charge of the ca- 
pacitor is independent of voltage, overall 
timing is not seriously affected by the 
normal variations in the 117 -volt a.c. 
power line. Timing errors of less than 5% 
can be expected. 

To increase the timing versatility, a 
second load outlet (S02, shown connected 
by dotted lines in Fig. 1) , can be tied to 
the unused contacts of the relay (KZ) so 
that contact is made when the relay is 
energized. 

Construction. The circuit, including the 
power supply, can be assembled on a 31/2" 
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PARTS LIST 
C1- 4000 -µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 

(Mallory 1540A, or similar) 
C2, C3- 100 -µF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 

(Sprague TEI211, or similar) D1- 2N2712 transistor (only base and emitter 
used) 

D2 -1N751 zener diode 
D3 -D7- 750 -mA, 200 -volt rectifier diode 
11 -14 -volt indicator lamp, with mounting (pref- 

erably red window) 
K1- D.p.d.t. relay, 12 volts, 80 mA (Potter & 

Brumfield KMIID, or similar) 
Q1, Q3 -2N397 transistor 
Q2- 2N2712 transistor 
R1- 2000 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R2- 10,000 -ohm potentiometer 
R3- 100 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R4 -1 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor 

(value not critical) 

2 
VDC 

6 
7 

810 
53 8 

RIT -25 
KIF AC HI 

R26-31 
10KIEACHI 

Fig. 1. The Stopclock circuit uses an R/C 
time base, but the charging current is at a 

constant rate. Details on circuit opera- 
tion appear on page 47. Note optional 
connections to a second a.c. outlet (S02) 
which is activated when the Stopclock is 
turned on and shuts off when the selected 
timing interval has been reached -just the 
reverse of the normal operation (SO1). 

R5- 100,000 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R6- 4700 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R7 -500 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R8 -R16 -100 -ohm, ;.'1-watt resistor 
R17-R25-1000-ohm, ? 4 watt resis- 

tor 
R26 -R31- 10,000 -ohm. !4 -watt re- 

sistor 
R32 -20 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor 
S1- D.p.d.t. toggle switch 
S2, S3, S4 -1 -pole, 12- position, non- shorting ro- 

tary switch (Mallory 32112J, or similar) 
S01, 502-Chassis-mounting a.c. socket (Cinch - 

Jones 2R2 or similar; SO2 is optional -see 
text) Tl- Filament transformer: primary, 117 volts; 
secondary, 12 volts (Stancor P -8391) 

Misc. -5%" x 3%" perforated circuit board; 
metal cabinet of suitable dimensions; a.c. line 
cord; hardware; dialplates (2 Mallory 389, 
1 Mallory 386); solder, wire, etc. 

All % -watt 
resistors 

10% 
(see text) 
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HOW IT WORKS 

Constant- current transistor Q1 has its base 
voltage controlled by the base -emitter junction of 
Dl (actually a 2N2712 transistor without a col- 
lector connection). This voltage is applied to 
QI via timer -calibrate potentiometer R2. The 
collector current of Ql is determined by the value 
of resistance placed in Ql's emitter lead. 

This resistance value is selected by S2, S3, and 
S4. and the circuit has been arranged so that each 
100 ohms of resistance added to the emitter of 
QI equals one second of time. A look at the 
schematic will show that each step of S2 adds 
100 ohms of resistance; therefore, it can set up 
to nine seconds. The values of S3 are one decade 
larger; therefore, it can set from 10 to 90 sec- 
onds. Switch S4, still another decade higher, can 
set from 100 to 600 seconds. By combining 
switch settings, it becomes possible to insert from 
one to 699 seconds (11.65 minutes) into the 
timer. If, perchance, all three timing switches 
were to be set to their zero state, the current 
through Q1 would become excessive, and it is for 
this reason that limiting resistor R3 is added to 
the circuit. 

When Reset -Time switch SI is in the Reset 
state, timing capacitor Cl is completely dis- 
charged by R4, and the circuit to the load is 
opened. When SI is placed in the Time position, 
and a time has been selected via S2, S3, and /or 
S4, the load is supplied with voltage through 
contacts of SI and relay Kl. Simultaneously, 
timing capacitor Cl starts to charge. 

As the voltage across Cl exceeds the break - 
over point of zener diode D2 (about 4.5 volts), 
current flows through R5 and D2, causing tran- 
sistor Q2 to saturate. This transistor, in turn, 
turns on power transistor Q3, energizing the 
coil of relay Kl. The relay closes, breaks the 
circuit to the external load, and turns on front - 
panel indicator lamp II to show that the timing 
has been completed. Diode D3, across the K1 
coil, effectively suppresses the transient high - 
voltage spikes that are generated across the coil 
when the current suddenly starts and stops. 

1969 Winter Edition 

Timing resistors R8 through R31 are soldered to the 
terminals of rotary switches S2, S3, and S4. If you 
use 5% resistors, cut the wire leads short, but 
use a minimum amount of heat to make connections. 

Any layout plan convenient to the builier can be 
used to duplicate construction of the Stopclock. 
The author used perforated phenolic board because 
the circuit was totally enclosed in a metal cabinet. 
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x 51/4" piece of perforated circuit board. 
Although the author used a sloping panel 
cabinet (as shown in photo at right) , 

any other type of cabinet can be used. 
Mount the Reset -Time switch, S1, indi- 
cator lamp 11, and the three timing 
switches S2, S3, and S4 on the front pan- 
el. The controlled outlet (s) is mounted 
on the top surface of the cabinet. No in- 
put power on /off switch is provided, be- 
cause when the unit is not actually tim- 
ing, power consumption is negligible. 

All resistors in the time -setting circuit 
are -!-10 %, sorted for 1% tolerance be- 
tween values. Precision ( ±1% ) resistors 
can be used if price is not the main con- 
sideration. 

No heat sinks are required for the 
semiconductors specified. However, if you 
attempt to build a timer of great preci- 
sion, the transistors can be heat -sinked 
for better temperature stabilization. 

Calibration. After completing the timer 
and inspecting it for correct wiring, plug 
it into a 117 -volt a.c. power line. Adjust 
potentiometer R2 to about center range 
and place the three timing switches in 
the zero position (one detent below 1) . 

D3 

03 
R7 

R6 

02 
02 

01 

RS 

R3 DI 

RI 

Parts placement is not critical in circuits like 
the Stopclock. Point -to -point wiring using small 
terminals and transistor sockets proved convenient 
for the author. As mentioned in the caption to the 
photo above, the size of Cl is larger than need be 
for this project. Use any metal enclosure to house 
your duplication of this unusual timer project. 
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The author managed to squeeze everything in a Bud 
sloping panel aluminum box (Type AC- 1612). A phe- 
nolic board bearing most of the wiring is supported 
away from the metal bottom of the box with short in. 
sulating spacers. Size of the box used will be deter- 
mined by the physical size of charging capacitor Cl. 
A smaller and cheaper capacitor can be used at Cl. 
Investigate the Sprague 36D or 39D series electro- 
lytics stocked by some industrial parts suppliers. 

When switch S1 is placed in the Time 
position, the indicator lamp (I1) should 
come on instantly. 

Leaving timing switches X1 (S2) and 
X100 (S4) in the zero position, set the 
X10 (S3) switch to position 6 (60 sec- 
onds or one minute). Place S1 in the 
Time position and adjust R2 until the in- 
dicator lamp turns on at exactly one min- 
ute. 

Most timing errors will occur in the 
time periods over five minutes. If more 
accuracy is desired, the 10,000 -ohm resis- 
tors that make up the X100 range will 
have to be independently adjusted as re- 
quired. 

Operation. Connect the "Stopclock" to a 
117 -volt a.c. source and place the Reset - 
Time switch in the Reset position. Con- 
nect the load to be controlled to the Load 
outlet socket, then set the XZ, X10, X100 
Seconds switches to the desired number 
of seconds. For example, to set up for 
4 minutes, put the X100 switch at posi- 
tion 2 and the X10 switch at position 4. 
For 7 minutes and 15 seconds, put the 
X100 at position 4, the X10 switch at po- 
sition 3, and the X1 switch at position 5 
(total: 435 seconds). 

If you wired your model to include a 
"time -out" provision, the timing function 
remains the same, but the a.c. output 
connections will work in reverse. Place 
the Reset -Time switch at Time and the 
"Stopclock" will automatically "time 
out" to the desired interval. 
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BUILD... 

SIMPLE -MINDED "MAGGIE' 
...AN ELECTRIC MOTOR WITH A WARPED, 

COIL -LESS ARMATURE 

MAGGIE" IS A SIMPLETON. Her 
"brain" is made up of three or- 

dinary electromagnets salvaged from a 
couple of door bells. For "brawn," she 
gets by with a twisted piece of soft, fiat 
iron substituting for an armature. 

A weird -looking contraption, Maggie 
"swears" she's a genuine, bona fide 
homemade universal electric motor des- 
tined to be the "sweetheart" at your next 
Science Fair. For she can operate with 
either a.c. or d.c. power -no batteries, 
please - without the use of rectifiers or 
converters! 

Students of science or electricity will 
find Maggie a rewarding project to build 
and operate. And teachers will find her a 
useful aid in putting across the asic 
theory of electromagnetism and its elects 
on movable objects. 

we 'lair 
IEIí? 

By DAVID MERKE 



Fig. 1. Each of the cams on the twisted armature is related to a respective electromagnet to pulse the 
power at a precise time in order to generate maximum torque and speed while the armature is rotating. 

How "Maggie" Works. The twisted ar- 
mature motor operates on the basic prin- 
ciple of magnetic attraction. Three elec- 
tromagnets (see Fig. 1) are employed in 
a series -aiding arrangement to provide 
the magnetomotive force required to 
drive the armature. The electromagnets 
are of the 6- to 12 -volt variety supplied 
with ordinary house bell buzzers, and are 
aligned on a common plane. 

In operation, the electromagnets are 
energized through a set of three commu- 
tator contacts which are alternately ac- 
tivated by the rotating cam fingers posi- 
tioned on the armature drive shaft. To 
suppress arcing, capacitors Cl, C2, and 
C3 are bridged across respective pairs of 
contact terminals. Lamps 11, 12, and 13, 
each in parallel with a coil, add to the ap- 
pearance of the project but are not es- 
sential to the operation of the motor. 
The armature, made from a flat piece of 
soft iron that is twisted 360 degrees, is 
mounted in close proximity to the poles 
of the electromagnets and perpendicular 
to them. 

The electromagnets behave exactly like 
bar magnets with north and south poles 
at opposite ends. The magnetic flux trav- 
eling outside the core from the north to 
the south pole cuts across the armature, 
attracts the nearest edge of the arma- 

PARTS LIST 

Cl, C2, C3- 0.02 -,aF, 200 -volt ceramic capacitor 
11, 12, 13- General Electric #57 lamp, or similar 
1-1N"-diameter steel flywheel 
1 -5" -wide x 6" -long strip of %" -thick soft 

iron 
1 -12" x 12" sheet of 3/16" -thick plexiglass- 

see text 
1 -Motor armature -see text 2- Insulated banana plugs and jacks 
3 -Lamp sockets 
3 -6 -12 volt electromagnets -sec text 
3 -Sets of telephone relay contacts -see text 
1 -% " -wide x 6" -long strip of 1/16" -thick sheet 

iron or heavy -gauge tin for brackets 
Misc.-Fiber discs (3), fiber spacers (3), wire, 
solder, #6 hardware, small ball bearings (2), 
power supply -6- or 12 -volt filament transformer 
or d.c. or a.c. power supply 

ture and causes it to rotate. The speed 
of rotation will be esssentially propor- 
tional to the field strength of the elec- 
tromagnets and the applied power. 

To reduce friction and thereby increase 
efficiency and motor speed, the armature 
is mounted on ball bearings. A flywheel 
is also used to provide the necessary 
momentum to keep the armature rotating 
smoothly once it has started to turn. 

Construction. The motor frame is built 
from '1,,"-thick plexiglass, although hard- 
wood lumber can be used if plexiglass is 
not readily available. Dimensions for the 
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Fig. 2. The base and supports are fabricated from plexiglass and 
bonded together with epoxy or other type of strong plastic cement. 
Two pieces of plastic are used to build up the commutator support. 

Fig. 3. Coil support can be made of plastic or 
other nonmetallic material. Lamp sockets can be 
press -fitted into the large holes. Support brack- 
et is made from about 1/16" -thick metal. The 
standoffs to support wires as shown are optional. SUPPORT 
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Fig. 4. The lengths of the shafts on each end of the soft iron arma- 
ture should be long enough to accommodate the flywheel on one end 
(about 1 "), and the cams and spacers on the other end (about 21/2 "). 

Fig. 5. Either plastic or 
fiber material can be used 
for the cams and spacers. 
The inner diameters of each 
must be small enough to re- 
quire a tight press -fit to 
prevent slippage. Thickness 
of the cams is not critical. 

Fig. 7. Space the cams along the shaft so that 
they activate their respective switches. Armature 
must be mounted slightly above the cores of the 
electromagnets in order to obtain maximum torque 
and eliminate the possibility of "locking" action. 

COMMUTATOR CAPACITOR 
CONTACTS 

Fig. 6. Each cam should be oriented on the shaft 
as shown. The switches should close just as the 
portion of the armature's edge comes within range 
of the respective electromagnets. Irregularities in 
the twist of the armature can be compensated 
for by only minor adjustment of each of the cams. 

base and supports are shown in Fig. 2. 
Any three similar iron core coils of 

suitable power and flux rating can serve 
as the electromagnets. However, the sole- 
noids used with home -type bell buzzers 
are quite satisfactory for this applica- 
tion, and are relatively inexpensive. In ad- 
dition, they are available at practically 
all hardware and electrical supply stores. 
Since you'll need three coils, you should 
get two standard buzzers -each is 
equipped with two coils. 

After each solenoid is removed from 
the buzzer, it is mounted on its metal 
support bracket (see Fig. 3) by simply 
pressing the core piece into the hole pro- 
vided. Each coil bracket is then mounted 
on the plexiglass support along with the 
three lamp sockets. 

The armature is fabricated from a 5/$ "- 
wide x 6" -long strip of 1 /8" -thick soft 
iron twisted as shown in Fig. 4 ; alumi- 
num or other non -ferrous metal cannot 
be used. You can start with a strip about 
2' long. Put one end in a vise and attach 
a long wrench on the other end. Twist 
the strip until you wind up with 1 com- 
plete revolution (360 °) within a 6" 
length. Mark this piece off and use a 
hacksaw to cut away the unused por- 
tions. Cut a notch on each end as shown. 

After the armature has been formed, 
it is fitted with a shaft at either end as 
shown. The shaft can be welded on or 
simply slipped into the notch and flat- 
tened to form a tight fit. Observe that 
the diameter of the shaft depends on the 

(Continued on page 34) 
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Modern 
Slot -Car Controller 

ANY SPEED AT MAXIMUM TORQUE 
WITH ELECTRONIC BRAKING AS A BONUS 

IF YOU are a slot -car racing enthusiast, 
you probably have lost your patience 

with the conventional hand control. Al- 
though these hand controls can be mas- 
tered, they frequently cause more trou- 
ble than they are worth. If, however, you 
are both a slot -car and electronics en- 
thusiast, you can build an electronic 
speed controller which will give you com- 
plete control over your slot car -at all 
times -at speeds ranging from a slow 
crawl to all -out. 

Unlike rheostat control of motor speed 
which wastes power in heating the rheo- 
stat and loses motor torque, the pulse 

BY BRIAN C. SNOW 

method of power control used in this 
controller is very efficient and produces 
a wide range of slot -car motor speed con- 
trol with optimum motor torque at all 
speeds. As a bonus, this circuit includes 
an efficient electronic brake. 

The speed controller described in this 
article contains two electronic assem- 
blies on the same PC board, so that one 
assembly controls two tracks indepen- 
dent of each other, with each track hav- 
ing its own hand controller. A common 
power supply handles both assemblies. 

The controller is connected between 
your conventional track power supply 
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TWO CIRCUITS REOUIRED ONE FOR EACN CAR TO BE CONTROLLED 

SPEED CONTROL 

Fig. 1 (right). Each slot 
car is controlled by the 
3-transistor circuit shown. 
The power supply is com- 
mon to both control cir- 
cuits in the author's pro- 
totype. The Power Pack is 
the usual d.c. supply sold 
for slot cars. The speed 
control is new (see p. 32). 

J 
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PARTS LIST 

C1- 500 -pF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C2-0.1-AF capacitor (2 needed) 
C3- 0.22 -pF capacitor (2 needed) 
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5- 1N2069 diode (6 needed) 
F1-1-ampere fuse with holder 
Q1, Q2- 2N2924 transistor (4 needed) 
Q3- 2N2491 transistor (2 needed) 
R1- 10,000 -ohm linear taper potentiometer (2 

needed) 
R2- 25,000 -ohm linear taper potentiometer (2 

needed) 
R3- 270 -ohm, % -watt resistor (2 needed) 
R4, R5- 700,000 -ohm, 3/2-watt resistor (2 

needed) 
R6- 47,000 -ohm, /2-watt resistor (2 needed) 
R7 -100 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor (2 needed) 
R8 -51 -ohm, ,V2-watt resistor (2 needed) 
R9- 1000 -ohm, % -watt resistor (2 needed) Sl- S.p.s.t. switch 
T1 -Power transformer: primary, 117 volts a.t.; 

secondary, 6.3 volts a.c., 0.6 ampere 
1 -5" x 7" x 2" metal chassis 
2 -5" x 2%" x 2;4" metal boxes 1- 12- terminal barrier strip (Cinch -Jones 12- 

140-Y or similar) 
4 -#6 x 3,4" x %" standoffs 
Alisc.- Solderless crimp terminals, !4 " -i.d. rub- 

ber grommets, knobs, cable clamps, 6 -32 
screws, 10 -32 nuts and washers to mount both 
Q3's, line cord, decals, wire, solder, etc. 

The circuit board and heat sinks are available for 
$3, and a complete kit for $25, both postpaid, 
from Brian Snow, Box 228D, RR2, Russiaville, 
Ind. 46979. 
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CONTROL OUT 

I 2 3 
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INPUT + - + 
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+ 3 2 I 
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Y m®02 OIL* 1 0I 
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.- -C2- -e 
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--C3-- RT CI R7 
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vd":4 

-RB- 

ALL OTHER HOLES 
DRILL #60 EOR.040" 

TRANS- 
ISTOR 
LOCATING 
PIN 

ORILL+K 20w 
FOR 6.32" 
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Fig. 3 (above). Component placement tor 
circuit board. Note duplication of parts; 
one PC board controls two slot cars. 

Fig. 2 (left). Actual -size layout of 
printed circuit board used by author. 

Fig. 4 (right). Transistor Q3 (and heat 
sink) were temporarily removed from the 
PC board to show mounting arrangement. 
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HOW IT WORKS 

The output of transiorm(r 11 is full -wave 
rectified by Dl through D4, while capacitor Cl 
acts as a filter. The remainder of the circuit 
is in duplicate, one for each track. Only one 
track system is discussed in the following para- 
graphs. 

Transistors Ql and Q2, together with their 
associated components, make up a multivibrator 
whose oscillation rate is determined by the 
setting of potentiometers R1 and R2. Variation 
in the setting of these potentiometers causes the 
multivibrator to oscillate from zero to a median 
of 400 Hz. The output of Q2 is directly coupled 
to control transistor Q3, causing Q3 to switch 
on and off in step with Q2. 

The d.c. output of the power pack (usually 
supplied with the slot -car track as a means of 
powering the cars) has its negative lead con- 
nected directly to one track, and its positive 
lead connected to the other track through series 
transistor Q3. Therefore, the slot -car track will 
receive power only when Q3 is turned on. 

When the multivibrator is operating at a high 
repetition rate, the track is supplied with a series 
of narrow power pulses. When the multivibrator 
is operating at a slower rate, the track receives 
a series of wider power pulses. The inertia of 
the slot -car integrates these power pulses so that 
the narrow pulses represent a simulated throttle 
reduction ( with high torque, however), while the 
wider pulses represent a simulated throttle 
opening. 

Diode D5 protects Q3 and simultaneously acts 
as an electronic brake for the car being controlled. 
During the intervals when Q3 is turned off, the 
track receives no voltage from the power pack. 
However, the car is still in motion and its motor 
acts as a voltage generator, feeding an undesired 
voltage into the track. It is possible for this 
voltage to reach a value capable of breaking 
down Q3. Diode D5 acts as a short circuit to 
this voltage, removing the breakdown danger, 
while also acting as an electronic fast- acting 
brake. 

and the track proper -no modification is 
required for most installations. This con- 
troller has been used with the Aurora 
HO and the Revell '34 -scale slot -car sets. 

When not used with slot cars, the 
speed controller can be employed to vary 
the r /min of any small d. c. motor requir- 
ing up to about 30 volts, but not draw- 
ing more than 4 amperes in its "worst - 
case" (usually stalled) condition. 
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Fig. 5. Drilling and bending details for the heat 
sinks used at Q3. Cut from aluminum sheet stock. 

Construction. The speed controller con- 
sists of three sections (see photo on page 
29 and Fig. 1) : the electronic switcher 
whose chassis also msunts the track 
power supply; and a pair of remote 
speed control units (one for each track) 
connected to the electronic switcher via 
lengths of three -conductor cables. 

The electronic switcher uses a printed 
board, the actual -size layout for which 
is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 illustrates 
the parts layout. Heat sinks for the out- 
put transistors (both Q3's) are fabri- 
cated as shown in Fig. 5. and a completed 
PC board is shown in Fig. 4. 

When assembling each Q3 and its heat 
sink, cut off the flat -lip portion of the 
emitter and base leads to allow the ter- 
minals to slip through the heat sink and 
into the PC board. A 10 -32 washer be- 

Fig. 6. Speed control is simply two potentiometers. 
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WHAT IS PULSE POWER? 
The d.c. motor in the slot car requires a cer- 
tain minimum current (from the track power 
supply) before it starts to rotate and drive 
the car. At this minimum current point, the 
motor is barely rotating and has very little 
torque ( "guts "). It is only when the applied 
motor current exceeds this minimum that it 
starts to drive solidly. 

Many conventional speed controllers use a 
hand -controlled rheostat (variable resistance) 
to control motor current -the less the resis- 
tance, the faster the motor runs. Unfortunate- 
ly, at the low motor speeds, the current flow 
through the rheostat /motor combination is at 
borderline minimum, thus affecting motor 
speed, torque, and car handling. This is also 
the reason why rheostat -controlled cars al- 
ways start with a "jerk." If the rheostat is 
released to cut power from the track, the car 
remains in motion and it coasts until friction 
brings it to a stop. 

Unlike a rheostat controller, the pulse con- 
troller described in this article applies full 
power to the track in the form of short, full - 
power pulses only a few milliseconds in dura- 
tion. The motor immediately starts up at full 
torque, but before it can overcome the slot - 
car inertia and get going at high speed, the 
power is shut off as the pulse comes to an end. 
However, the car does move. A few millisec- 
onds later, another short pulse of power is 
applied, and the sequence is repeated. 

As more and more power pulses are applied 
(via the speed control potentiometer), the mass 
of the slot car integrates these motor power 
spurts into a smooth flow of power, until the 
car is moving at a rate dependent on how wide 
the power pulses are and how often they oc- 
cur. As the pulses become wider, and occur 
more often, the average motor power increases 
to the maximum of the track power supply 
capabilities. 

tween the heat sink and the circuit board 
(on Q3's stud) provides the necessary 
clearance for the transistor's locating 
pin. The transistor and heat sink are 
then mounted to the circuit board. 

Mount the printed board assembly 
within a chassis (5" x 7" x 2 ") as shown 
in the photo on page 34, along with 
transformer T1, fuse F1, power switch 
S1, and a 12- terminal barrier strip to 
provide the external connections called 
for in Fig. 3. Note that 12 holes (approx- 
imately n "- diameter) must be drilled in 
the chassis so that the terminal pins of 
the barrier strip protrude into the chas- 
sis for wiring to their respective points. 
Use four 1 /," standoffs to separate the 
PC board from the chassis. 

(Continued on page 34) 
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BUILD A 

STACKED- ANTENNA 

AM RADIO 

TWO ANTENNAS 
CAN BE 

BETTER THAN ONE 

By ART TRAUFFER 

IT IS a well -known fact that you can in- 
crease a radio's sensitivity simply by 

using a better antenna. The technique of 
stacking two or more antennas in paral- 
lel is also well known. Since the ferrite 
loopstick has taken the place of outdoor 
antennas, particularly for local reception 
of AM broadcast programs, why not try 
stacking two loopsticks? 

You can't just connect two loopstick 
antennas in parallel, however, because 
these antennas are also used to form the 
tunable tank circuit at the head end of 
the radio. When you connect two coils in 

PARTS LIST 
BI -1.5- or 3.0 -volt battery 
CI -10- to -365 pF miniature tuning capacitor 
C2- 10 -µF, 10 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
D1 -1N34A diode 
LI, L2- Antenna coils -sec text 
Q1 -2N217 transistor 
R1- 220,000 -ohm, V -watt resistor 
llisc.- headphones, battery holder, hookup wire, 

etc. 

ALLIGATOR 
CLIP 

DI 
IN34A 

QI 
2N217 

*SEE TEXT 1.5 -3V 

Stacked ferrite core antennas (L1 and L2) provide 
an AM radio with increased sensitivity to incoming 
signals. Since the antennas also form part of a 
tunable tank circuit, they must be specially wound. 
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parallel, you decrease their total induc- 
tive reactance and shift the band of fre- 
quencies covered. But, with a little do -it- 
yourself activity, you can make them 
work for you. It is necessary only to dou- 
ble the inductive reactance of each an- 
tenna, so that the total reactance of the 
two when in parallel is the same as for 
the one that would ordinarily be used. 

You can build a small two -loopstick 
radio in about an hour, and at a cost of 
less than $5.00. 

How It Works. The circuit shown here 
is that of a simple crystal type radio 
with one stage of amplification. Coils LI 
and L2 act as the antennas, and con- 
nected across Cl, they form a resonant 
circuit that can be tuned across the AM 
broadcast band. 

When a signal is picked up by LZ and 
L2, it is detected by DI and capacitively 
coupled to amplifier stage Q1. After am- 
plification, the demodulated signal is fed 
to the headphones. 

Power for the circuit is supplied by a 
1/9- or 3 -volt battery, BZ. Resistor R1 
provides forward bias for Q1, and allows 
it to operate as a simple Class A ampli- 
fier. 

Construction. The best way to build 
this circuit is to breadboard it. Parts 
layout is not critical, except for L1 and 
L2 which must be mounted two or three 
inches apart and parallel to each other 
for best results. 

The antennas, LI and L2, are wound 
on 71/2" -long by 0.33 " -diameter ferrite 
rods using #24 enameled and cotton - 
covered wire. Wind 125 turns of wire 
evenly spaced along the length of the 
rods. Both coils must be wound in the 
same direction. As you wind L2, strip 
back the cotton and enamel insulation at 
several places along the rod and "break 
out" into small loops, to make the taps. 
Then use wax or coil dope to hold the 
wire in place. 

No power switch is needed since all 
you have to do to break the circuit is 
unplug the headphones from the radio. 
However, if you decide to wire the head- 
phones directly into the circuit, connect 
an s.p.s.t. switch in series with either 
connection to B1. Use the alligator clip 
to select the tap that gives you best re- 
ception. -®- 
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SIMPLE- MINDED "MAGGIE" 
(Continued from page 28) 

i.d. of the ball bearings you select and 
the flywheel used. Therefore, get bear- 
ings that are compatible with the i.d. of 
the flywheel opening. 

The bearings are pressure -fitted into 
the armature supports and then the ar- 
mature shafts are pushed into the bear- 
ings. Now, screw down the armature sup- 
ports and mount and secure the flywheel 
on one end of the shaft. Then pressure - 
fit fiber cams and spacers on the appro- 
priate end of the shaft. Fabrication de- 
tails for the cams and spacers are given 
in Fig. 5. Orient and position these parts 
on the shaft as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 

The switches used for the commutator 
are spring- contact types which can be 
salvaged from old telephone relays. The 
contact springs should have dimensions 
of 2%" in length and about W' in width. 
Relays that have contacts as described 
can be obtained from most surplus elec- 
tronics parts stores at low cost. Once 
the switches are mounted, wire a capac- 
itor across each, and connect the elec- 
tromagnets and lamps as shown in the 
schematic drawing (Fig. 1 ) . 

Operation. Because Maggie is an inef- 
ficient old "lady," she consumes a rela- 
tively large amount of power and cannot 
be run from ordinary dry batteries. How- 
ever, you can use any one of a number 
of suitable low- voltage power supplies, 
including a 6- or 12 -volt filament 
transformer, a Variac, or a low -volt- 
age d.c. supply rated at about 20 
amperes. 

If the armature fails to turn over with 
at least 6 volts across the electromag- 
nets, adjust the cam followers so that 
the spring contacts will make and break 
contact as the armature rotates. 

If you want the motor to run faster, 
adjust the position of the cams just as 
you would advance and retard a set of 
ignition points. Minor adjustments can 
make a big difference, and compensate 
for irregularities in the twist of the 
armature. You can also get more speed 
by increasing the operating voltage -but 
be sure not to exceed the power limits of 
the electromagnets. -®- 
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SLOT -CAR CONTROLLER 
(Continued from page 32) 

Each hand -control assembly (see Fig. 
6) consists of R1 and R2 mounted within 
a 5" x 2 %" x 23" metal box with the 
two potentiometers wired as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Interconnecting Sections. Each hand - 
control assembly is interconnected to the 
main chassis via a convenient length of 

In this underchassis view, PC board has been put 
in place and leads brought out to a 12 -tag strip. 

three -conductor cable, the far ends of 
which are terminated in solderless crimp 
lugs for attachment to the barrier strip. 
The leads should be color -coded (or oth- 
erwise identified), and the front surface 
of both hand controllers should be 
marked ( with press -on lettering, or tape - 
writing) so that R1 is labeled "Mini- 
mum" and R2 is "Control." Both controls 
are further identified as "Speed" con- 
trols. (See photo on page 29.) 

When attaching each hand -control as- 
sembly to the main chassis, make sure 
that the terminals are connected correct- 
ly. In each case, potentiometer R1 is 
used to set the car's minimum speed 
while R2 is adjusted for variable speed 
operation. -®- 
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CHAPTER 
2 

AUDIO 

STEREO 

HI -FI 

PROJECTS 

In the last edition of the semi -annual ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK, 

your editors predicted a rebirth of interest in building audio and hi -fi equipment. 

The six major construction projects in this chapter are a reaffirmation of that pre- 

diction. This chapter emphasizes the expanding interest in specialized and home - 

built hi -fi projects. Like many projects that were very popular in the days of vacuum 

tubes (really only 10 or 12 years ago), the Theremin has been converted to solid - 

state circuits. Possibly "converted" is not the proper word since, as with most hi -fi 
and audio projects, building for solid state involves wholly new designs and con- 

struction techniques. You have undoubtedly heard much about the world- renown 

Theremin -here is your chance to build your own and participate in making eerie 

sound effects, or even compose your own electronic music. 

If the Theremin doesn't catch your fancy, how about the miniaturized reverb 

adapter for any hi -fi setup, the microphone mixer, the distortionless speech com- 

pressor, or if you like woodworking and building your own, the "Mighty -Mag" 

speaker system. 

38 L'IL TIGER STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER Daniel Meyer 

43 MUSIC A LA THEREMIN Louis E. Garner, Jr. 

49 ADD "COMPLY" TO YOUR TAPE RECORDER Charles Caringella, W6NJV 

55 ELECTRONIC REVERB -B -B ADAPTER Daniel Meyer 

59 FET MIXER Dog M. Wherry, W6EUM 

63 MIGHTY -MAG SPEAKER SYSTEM David B. Weems 

67 INSTANT NON -FAT SPEAKER ENCLOSURE David B. Weems 
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NEW TRANSISTOR 
DESIGN HAS 22 

WATT MUSIC 
POWER CAPABILITY 

BUILD 

L'il 
Tiger 
Stereo 

Power 
Amplifier 

IF YOU would like to update your pres- 
ent audio system with a low -cost, su- 

perior- quality, cool- running, low- distor- 
tion transistor power amplifier -try the 
"L'il Tiger." This small but versatile am- 
plifier will put out a very clean 18 watts 
per channel r.m.s. with 8 -ohm speakers, 
or a total of 36 watts for a stereo sys- 
tem. 

Supply voltage can be anything from 
12 to 45 volts, depending on the amount 
of output power you want, while the 
speaker can be rated anywhere from 3.2 
to 16 ohms. The full electrical specifica- 
tions given on page 42 clearly demon- 
strate the "L'il Tiger's" capabilities. 

The amplifier owes most of its out- 
standing characteristics to a new breed 
of transistors- uniquely designed plas- 
tic complementary silicon power tran- 
sistors. 

BY DANIEL MEYER 

Circuit Development. Circuit designers 
realize that a complementary transistor 
output stage would be the most desir- 
able arrangement in an audio power am- 
plifier, but until recently, pnp power tran- 
sistors complementary to existing npn 
types either were not available, or were 
so expensive that they could not be con- 
sidered practical. Attempts to design 
around this problem led to the quasi -com- 
plementary circuit (much as was used 
in the "Brute -70," POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 
February, 1967) . This type of circuit 
uses power transistors of the same polar- 
ity, with the result that one output 
transistor operates as a common emit- 
ter and the other as a common collector. 
The output impedances are not the same 
for positive and negative half cycles of 
the audio signal, but negative feedback 
produces a reasonably good amplifier. 
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Fig. 1. The use of new type pow- 
er transistors in a tried- and -test- 
ed circuit enables construction of 
a power amplifier capable of de- 
livering 22 watts at less than 1% 
total harmonic distortion from 
about 20 to 100,000 Hz. Provision 
has been made for an input for 
the reverb adapter shown on page 
55 in this chapter. 
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Another solution to the problem has 
been to use one silicon and one germani- 
um power transistor in the output stage. 
This combination can lead to thermal 
(heat) compensation problems, and the 
transistors are usually far from com- 
plementary in their characteristics. 
Again, lots of negative feedback can pro- 
duce a pretty good amplifier, but feed- 
back is used to correct for circuit non - 
linearities, rather than the circuit being 
inherently linear with feedback used only 
to make it better. 

The unusual construction of the Mo- 
torola transistors used in the "L'il Tiger" 
makes it possible to manufacture them 
at a reasonable cost while also making 
heat -sinking both simple and inexpen- 
sive. With the duty cycles found in speech 
and music, a simple heat sink is sufficient 
for operation at ambient temperatures 
of up to 120 °F. 

These transistors have excellent high 
frequency response. Unlike many pre- 
vious power transistors, the new types 
will produce nearly full output up to at 
least 100 kHz. Since feedback is used 
only in one voltage amplifier of the 
"L'il Tiger" amplifier stage ( see Fig. 1 ) , 

the overall circuit is extremely stable 
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C2 

TDpr 

C5 

C 

1000pF 

+12 -45V 
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and needs no tricky amounts of high - 
frequency compensation. 

A suitable 45 -volt power supply for 
the "L'il Tiger" is presented in Fig. 2. 
Power output for various values of sup- 
ply voltage and load impedance is given 
in Fig. 3, while Fig. 4 delineates the per- 
formance possible with a 45 -volt power 

117 

VAC 

Fig. 2. Power supply for the "L'il Tiger" uses a 

conventional bridge rectifier and capacitor filter. 

supply and an 8 -ohm speaker. All of this 
performance can be had at a cost of 
around 50- cents -per -watt ( less the cost 
of the power supply). 

Construction. Figure 5 is an actual -size 
PC board foil layout, while Fig. 6 shows 
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HOW IT WORKS 

The "L'if Tiger" circuit consists of a pair of 
compound emitter followers (Q2 -Q4, and Q3 -Q5), 
and a voltage amplifier (Ql). To prevent cross- 
over distortion in the Class B output and driver 
stages, the emitter followers are biased on slightly 
by a network consisting of Dl, D2, D3, and 
resistor R6. This method of operation results in 
excellent thermal stability under almost any load 
and temperature conditions. 

The audio signal on the output line (to ter- 
minal B on the PC board) is also coupled to the 
junction of R7 and R8 via capacitor C4. This 
coupling causes the instantaneous voltage at the 
junction of the two resistors to follow any varia- 
tion in output voltage. The immediate result is 
that the voltage across R7, which is the collector 
load resistor of Q1, remains constant and does 
not drop to zero when a large, positive half -cycle 
signal is applied to the amplifier. The end result 
is the reduction of distortion by the emitter fol- 
lowers with decreasing supply voltage. 

Voltage amplifier 01 is a common -emitter stage 
having a small amount of emitter resistance (R4) 
to compensate for variations in the transistors 
used. The bias point for Q1 is stabilized by d.c. 
feedback from the output through R5 and R2. 
Capacitor C3 passes the audio signal around R5. 
thus producing a.c. feedback which is not af- 
fected by any setting of R5. Potentiometer R5 
sets the bias for the output stages. To prevent 
the driving source (preamplifier, etc.) from af- 
fecting the feedback loop, resistor R1 is intro- 
duced between the signal input and the base of 
Ql. 

Output from the amplifier is taken via capaci- 
tor C5, whose value determines the low -frequency 
3 -dB point. which is about 20 Hz. The high - 
frequency cutoff (3-dB point) is determined by 
the transistors and feedback circuit. High -end 
cutoff is about 100 kHz. 

the parts location and connection points 
to the printed board. The leads of the 
power transistors must be bent as shown 
in Fig. 7 so that each transistor mount- 
ing hole is aligned with the mounting 
hole on the printed board. 

Figure 7 also shows the method of in- 
stalling the heat sink and diode mount- 
ing clip to each pówer transistor. When 
the transistors are installed, the leads 
of Q4 face C5, while the leads of Q5 
face toward Q3. Figure 8 shows Q4 posi- 
tioned and ready for heat sink and diode 
clip mounting. 

The cup-type lock washer shown 
in Fig. 7 must be used to prevent crack- 
ing the power transistor case when it 
gets warm and expands. Silicone grease 
must be used between each transistor 
and its heat sink. Diode D1 is connected 
to the clip mounted on the Q4 heat sink, 
while diode D3 is clipped to the Q5 heat 
sink. 

If you are planning to use the ampli- 
fier with 12- to 18 -volt power supplies, 

40 

20 

4n an 611 

o 
IO 20 30 40 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE 
50 

Fig. 3. If you know supply voltage and speaker im- 
pedance, amplifier power output can be determined. 

AMPLIFIER PARTS LIST 

C1, C6- 10 -µF, 15 -holt electrolytic capacitor 
C2- 200 -uF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C3- 30 -µF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C4- 10 -µF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
('5- 1000 -µF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
D1, D3- 153754 diode 
D2- 1.V645 silicon bias diode, or similar 
Ql-Motorola MPS 6566 transistor 
Q2- Motorola MPS 6533 transistor 
03- Motorola MPS 6530 transistor 
Q4- 2X4918 transistor 
05-2X4921 transistor 
Rl. R3, R7- 4700 -ohnn, l/ -watt resistor 
R2- 47,000 -ohnn, % -watt resistor -see text 
R4, R6- 100 -ohm, % -watt resistor -see text for 

R6 
R5- 50,000 -ohm, 4-watt trimmer potentiometer 

(CTS X -201, or similar) 
R8-1000-ohm, % -watt resistor 
R9, R10- 470 -ohm, '/z -watt resistor 
2-Staver VI -1 heat sinks 
2 -Diode mounting clips (RCA 5:12100, or simi- 

lar) 1- Printed circuit board* 

*An etched and drilled circuit board is available 
from Southwest Technical Products Corp., 219 
W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216, for 
$2.25 postpaid; specify #140 when ordering. A 
complete set of parts, including the circuit board, 
is available for $10 postpaid; specify #CA -140 
when ordering. 

POWER SUPPLY PARTS LIST 

C1- 4000 -.sF, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
7,1 -0.5- ampere fuse 
RECT -100 -PIV bridge rectifier (Varo VS -248, 

or similar) 
TI -Power transformer: primary, 117 volts; sec- 

ondary, 34 volts, 1.5 ampere (Southwest Tech- 
nical Products T34P15, or similar) 

A kit consisting of the above parts plus chassis 
and hardware (for stereo version) is available 
from Southwest Technical Products Corp. for 
$15: specify #P -140 when ordering. 
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Fig. 5. Actual -size photo 
of amplifier printed circuit 
board can be copied or 
the board can be pur- 
chased etched and drilled 
(see note in Parts List). 

5 0 10 20 

Fig. 4. Performance that 
can be expected from 
the "L'il Tiger" amplifier 
when using an 8 -ohm 
speaker and a 45 -volt 
power supply. Total har- 
moniic distortion hits 1% 
at about 22 watts output. 

the value of R2 should be changed to 
22,000 ohms. You will note that the 
schematic and PC board show an extra 
input terminal marked "Reverb Input." 
This input has been provided to make 
possible the use of the reverb adapter 
as detailed on page 55 of this issue. The 
extra input can also be used as a mixer 
input by adding a 4700 -ohm resistor in 
series with capacitor C6 -for public ad- 
dress work, for example, where a micro- 
phone and phonograph are both fed into 
the same amplifier. 

Testing and Use. The only adjustment 
that should be necessary is setting R5 
1969 Winter Edition 
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1 

1. 

Fig. 6. Component layout on the reverse side of the 
circuit board. The unidentified transistor is Q3. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Power Output 18 watts r.m.s., 22 watts IHFM 
per channel into an 8.0 -ohm 
load with 45 -volt power supply 

Distortion Less than 1% total harmonic 
up to full rated output 

Frequency 3 dB down at 20 and 100,000 
Response Hz 

Input _ Approximately 5000 ohms 
Impedance 

Output Approximately 0.1 ohm 
Impedance (damping factor of 80 with 

8-ohm load) 

Hum and Noise More than 80 dB below 1 watt 

Sensitivity 1.5 -volt input for 20 -watt out- 
put 

Supply Voltage 12 to 45 volts d.c. 

to a point that puts half of the power 
supply voltage across each of the output 
transistors. When balancing the supply 
voltage, measure the voltage from ground 
to the emitter of Q5. 

The idle current of the amplifier should 
be between 5 and 10 milliamperes. If 
other than a 40- to 45 -volt supply voltage 
is used, the value of R6 should be in- 
creased slightly to bring the idle current 
into this range. The amount of resis- 
tance needed can be found by inserting a 
milliammeter in series with the power 
supply voltage source and using a 500 - 
ohm potentiometer in the circuit in place 
of R6. 

(Continued on page 68) 

HEAT SINK 

CUP TYPE 
#4 -40 
LOCK WAS HER 

DIODE 
MOUNTING 
CLIP 

TRANSISTOR 
HEAT SINK SURFACE 

CIRCUIT BOARD 

Fig. 7. Method of installing each power transistor, 
heat sink, and diode mounting clamp. The cup - 
shaped lock washer is necessary to prevent cracking 
the power transistor when it gets hot after long use. 

Fig. 8. This is the way the 
PC board should look after 
you install one power tran- 
sistor /heat -sink/ diode -clamp 
combination. The other pow- 
er transistor is mounted and 
awaiting its remaining parts. 
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For that different sound... 
Music à la Theremin 

BY LOUIS E. GARNER, JR. 

THE FIRST TRUE ALL -ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT - BROUGHT 

UP TO DATE USING BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS AND FET'S 

FOR ABOUT THE PRICE of an inex- 
pensive guitar, plus a few hours as- 

sembly time, you can own and enjoy 
what is perhaps one of the most versatile 
of all musical instruments : the unique 
and amazing theremin. Named after its 
Russian -born inventor, Leon Theremin, 
its frequency range exceeds that of all 
other instruments, including theater pipe 
organs, while its dynamic range is lim- 
ited only by the power capabilities of the 
amplifier and speaker system with which 
it is used. Above all, it is a true elec- 
tronic instrument, not just an "electron- 
ic version" of a familiar string, reed, or 
percussion instrument. Its tone is unlike 
that of any conventional instrument. 

A musician playing a theremin seems 
almost like a magician, for he can play a 
musical selection without actually touch- 
ing the instrument itself ! As he moves 
his hands back and forth near two metal 
plates, he seems to "conjure up" indivi- 
dual notes at any desired volume; he can 
"slide" from one musical note to another 
with ease, can produce tremolo and vi- 

brato effects at will, and can even sound 
notes which fall outside the standard 
musical scale. He can play tunes or mel- 
odies, produce unusual sound effects, or 
can accompany a singer or another in- 
strument -all by means of simple hand 
movements.* 

The theremin is ideal for amateur as 
well as professional musicians and can 
be used for "fun" sound effects as well 
as for serious music. It makes a wonder- 
ful addition to the home recreation room, 
and can be used equally well by rock `n' 
roll groups or larger bands. Theatrical 
groups find it just the thing for pro- 
ducing eerie and spine -tingling back- 
ground effects to accompany mystery or 
horror plays, and for the budding scien- 
tist or engineer, it is an excellent Science 
Fair project. 
*Nearly everyone who has ever watched television 
or attended a motion picture has heard music and 
background effects produced by a theremin, yet 
relatively few could recognize the instrument, and 
fewer still have had the chance to own or play one. 
With its astounding tonal and dynamic ranges, it 
has been used to produce background music and 
special effects in scores of science -fiction, fantasy, 
horror, and mystery shows. 
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(A) 

The typical theremin has two r.f. os- 
cillators, one having a fixed, the other a 
variable, frequency, with their output 
signals combined in a mixer /amplifier 
stage. At "tune -up," the oscillators are 
preset to "zero beat" at the same fre- 
quency. The frequency of the variable 
oscillator is controlled by an external 
tuning capacity -the "antenna" -which 
is a "whip" or simple metallic plate. 

As the musician's hand is moved near 
this antenna, the variable oscillator 
shifts frequency and a beat note is set up 
between the two oscillators. The pitch is 
proportional to the difference in frequen- 
cy between the two oscillators. This beat 
note, amplified, is the theremin's output 
signal. The more advanced theremin de- 
signs -such as the version presented 
here -use a third oscillator to control 
output volume, and two antennas. This 
theremin also uses a unique FET vol- 
ume control and a FET output stage. 
See Fig. 1. 

Construction. Except for the two con- 
trol antennas, power switch Sl, and bat- 
tery B1, all components are assembled 
on a printed circuit board as shown full - 
size in Fig. 2(a) ; the parts are assem- 
bled as shown in Fig. 2( b) . An insulated 
jumper is required between C15 and R20 
as shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3. Mount 
the PC board in a suitable cabinet with 
four spacers (see Fig. 3), making sure 
that suitable holes are drilled in the cabi- 
net or through a dialplate to accept the 
tuning -slug screws of L2 and L4. Coils 
L1 and L3 are mounted on small L- 
brackets; initially, these brackets should 
be adjusted so that Ll is at right angles 
to L2 and L3 at right angles to L4. Switch 

Fig. 2. Actual -size printed circuit board etching 
guide is shown at (A); dashed line in component 
layout guide (B) indicates insulated jumper wire. 
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Fig. 3. Coils L1 and L3 
should be mounted on 
L- brackets. Positions 
of these coils can be 

altered to change har- 
monic content (see 
"Tuning" instructions 
in text). Photo at far 
eight demonstrates 
`iow insulated jumper 
Hire between C15 and 
R20 should be routed. 

PITCH AUDIO 
ANT. OUTPUT 

CABLE 

S1 is also mounted on the cabinet or 
dialplate in the area of the L2 and L4 
slug screws, while the battery is secured 
to the cabinet wall. 

Ordinary copper -clad circuit board can 
be used to make up the pitch and volume 
control antennas. Although the author's 
units are equilateral triangles approxi- 
mately 9" on a side -almost any other 
design will do -shape is not critical. If 
desired, the upper surface of the anten- 
nas may be covered with a plastic ma- 
terial. 

The antennas are mechanically mount- 
ed on an electrically conducting support. 
The ones used by the author, (see Fig. 
4) were six -inch lengths of 3/4" alumi- 
num pipe with appropriate mounting 
flanges. The antennas were attached to 
the pipe with conduit plug buttons sol- 
dered to the bottom of each antenna. 
The flanges of the buttons should make 
a good friction fit to the pipe. A solder 
lug for connection to the PC board is 
placed under one of the pipe support 
mounting screws as shown in Fig. 3. 

Connect the negative lead of the bat- 
tery to terminal B on the PC board; then 
connect the positive battery lead, via Si, 
to terminal A. The center lead of the 
audio output coaxial cable is connected 
to terminal C on the PC board, while the 
associated braid is soldered to the ground 
foil. Connect the volume control lead 
and one lead from L3 to the proper hole 
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HOW IT WORKS 

Transistors Q1 and Q2 are the variable and 
fixed ''pitch" oscillators respectively, while Q4 
serves as the "volume" oscillator. Essentially 
similar circuits are used in all three oscillators, so 
only one (Q1) will be described here. Base bias 
is established by resistor voltage divider RI and 
R2, with the former bypassed for r.f. by C3. 
Resistor R3 serves as the emitter (output) load. 
The basic operating frequency is determined by 
the tuned circuit of LI and combination of Cl 
and C2. 

In the case of QI and Q4, their tuned circuits 
are also connected to external "antennas." When 
these antennas are "loaded" due to body capaci- 
tance (the presence of a hand near the antenna), 
this "load'' is reflected to the tuned circuits as a 
capacitive change which, in turn, alters the fre- 
quency of oscillation. Because Q2's circuit uses no 
"antenna," its frequency remains constant at all 
times. 

In operation, Q1's r.f. output signal is coupled 
to mixer /amplifier Q3 via coupling capacitor 
C5 -while Q2's signal is coupled to Q3 via CIO. 
If these two oscillators (Q1 and Q2) are at the 
same frequency, then there will be no resultant 
"beat" present at the collector of Q3. However, 
since QI's frequency is determined by how close 
the operator's hand is to the "pitch" antenna, 
the resultant beat frequency will vary as the 
distance between the hand and antenna varies. 
Because the mixing action of Q3 produces both 
r.f. and audio beats, capacitor C12 is used to by- 
pass the r.f. components and prevent them from 
appearing at the collector of Q3. The resultant 
audio beat is passed, via the volume control cir- 
cuit, to the FET output stage, Q7. 

Oscillator Q4 (the "volume" oscillator), like 
pitch" oscillator QI, has its frequency of oscil- 

lation determined by the amount of hand capaci- 
tance near its "antenna." The r.f. signal at the 
collector is coupled via C20 to another tuned 
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circuit consisting of L4 and C22. The r.f. signal 
across this second tuned circuit is rectified by 
diode Dl and applied to the base of d.c. amp- 
lifier 05. Thus, the d.c. voltage level present at 
the collector of Q5 is a function of the amount 
of r.f. present on L4 -C22. This level is at its 
maximum when the L4 -C22 tuned circuit is at the 
same frequency as the Q4 collector tuned circuit. 

In practice, however, the frequency of Q4's 
tuned circuit is made to be slightly higher than 
the L4 -C22 frequency. As a result, very little d.c. 
signal is passed to the base of Q5. This means 
that the voltage at the collector of Q5 is at a 
maximum. If the frequency of Q4's tuned circuit 
is reduced, when a hand is placed near the "vol- 
ume" antenna, the base current applied to Q5 
increases, causing the collector voltage to drop. 

The unique volume control consists of FET 
Q6, connected in shunt with the audio signal flow. 
The audio signal at the collector of Q3 passes 
through d.c. blocking capacitor C13 and is also 
isolated (for d.c.) from Q7 by C14. Resistor R13 
and FET Q6 are arranged as a voltage divider. 
If the gate voltage of Q6 is highly positive, then 
the FET acts as a low resistance between R13 
and ground, greatly reducing the signal level al- 
lowed to pass to Q7. As the gate of Q6 goes less 
positive, the effective resistance of Q6 increases 
and the level of audio signal to Q7 increases. 

The voltage at the collector of d.c. amplifier 
Q5 is connected to the gate of 06. As this voltage 
level is determined by the frequency of Q4, the 
operator can readily adjust the output volume by 
changing his hand capacitance to the "volume" 
antenna. The variable -pitch, variable -volume au- 
dio signal is coupled to an external audio ampli- 
fier via FET Q7. A FET is used for Q7 because 
its very high input impedance (a couple of meg- 
ohms) will not affect operation of FET 06. If 
desired, the source resistor of Q7 (R16) can be 
changed to a similar -valued potentiometer. 

on the PC board (see Fig. 3), then con- 
nect the pitch control lead and one lead 
of LI together and solder to the hole on 
the PC board. The other ends of both 
coils are soldered to the ground foil of 
the PC board. 

Tuning. Although the theremin is used 
with an external audio amplifier and 
speaker, no special test equipment is need- 
ed for the tuning adjustments. The pro- 
cedure is as follows. 

(1) Temporarily short Q6's gate and 
source electrodes together, using either 
a short clip lead, or a short length of 
hookup wire, tack -soldered in place. 

(2) Preset the coil (L1, L2, L3 and 
Ll) cores to their mid -position. 

(3) Connect the theremin's output 
cable to the input jack of an audio am- 
plifier (with speaker) -a guitar ampli- 
fier is ideal. Turn the amplifier on, vol- 
ume up to nearly full. 

(4) Turn the theremin on by closing 
Si and adjust L2's slug (keep hands or 
other parts of the body away from the 
pitch antenna) until a low frequency 
growling audio tone signal is heard from 
the speaker. 

(5) Turn the theremin off and remove 
the short from Q6. 

(6) Turn the theremin back on and 
adjust L4's slug until a point is found 
where the growl is heard from the speak- 
er. Then adjust L3's stud until the sound 
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is reduced to near zero. This setting, al- 
though somewhat critical, will be stable 
once obtained. 

(7) Finally, adjust L2's slug until the 
growl becomes lower and lower in pitch, 
finally disappearing as "zero beat" is 
reached. 

With the coils properly adjusted, no 
output signal will be obtained unless the 
operator's hands are moved near the 
pitch and volume control plates simul- 
taneously. As the operator approaches 
the pitch control plate, a low- frequency 
note should be heard, increasing in pitch 
as the hand moves nearer and, finally, 
going higher and higher and beyond au- 
dibility as the hand almost touches the 
plate. As the operator puts his hand 
near the volume control, a low -level sig- 
nal should be heard, increasing in am- 
plitude until maximum volume is at- 
tained just before the plate is touched. 

After the initial adjustments, L2 and 
L.4 can be readjusted from time to time 
( using the front panel knobs) as needed 
to correct for minor frequency drift. In 
any case, a preliminary check of ad- 
justment is always desirable whenever 
the theremin is to be used for a perfor- 
mance. 

One further adjustment is optional. 
Coil L1's positioning with respect to L2 
will determine, to some extent, the shape 
of the output waveform and, hence, its 
harmonic content. The mounting bracket 
supporting L1 can be adjusted to reduce 
the mutual coil orientation to less than 
90° if a greater harmonic content is de- 
sired. However, as the angle is reduced, 

Fig. 4. Plug buttons soldered to metal plates that 
serve as antennas provide electrical coupling and 
mechanical support between antennas and pipes. 
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low- frequency notes may tend to become 
pulse -like in character. 

Installation. A guitar or instrument 
amplifier is an ideal companion unit for 
the theremin; either one allows bass or 
treble boost, as desired, and fuzz (dis- 
tortion) or reverberation. 

If the theremin is used in conjunction 
with a power amplifier which does not 
have a built -in gain (or volume) control, 
a "volume level" control should be add- 
ed to its basic circuit to prevent acci- 
dental overdrive. This can be accom- 
plished quite easily by replacing source 
load resistor R16 (Fig. 1) with a 10,- 
000 -ohm potentiometer. 

Operation. The results obtained depend 
more on the ability of the operator than 
on built -in limitations within the unit 
itself. A good "ear" for music is a must, 
of course, but, in addition, a moderate 
amount of skill is required, particularly 
in finger or hand dexterity and move- 
ment. For a start, here are the basic 
"playing" techniques. 

To sound an individual note, first move 
the "pitch" control hand to the proper 
position near the pitch antenna (as de- 
termined by practice) to sound the de- 
sired pitch. Next, move the "volume" 
control hand quickly to the proper posi- 
tion near the volume antenna to sound 
the note at the desired level, then away 
after the proper interval to sound an 
eighth, quarter, half or full note. 

To sustain a note, hold both hands in 
position. The note volume may be in- 
creased slowly by moving the "volume 
control" hand slowly nearer the volume 
antenna, reduced by moving it away. 

To "slide" from one note to another, 
hold the "volume hand" fixed in position 
and move the "pitch hand" nearer (or 
away from) the pitch antenna plate. 

To produce a vibrato effect, hold the 
"volume hand" fixed in position and 
shake -or tremble -the "pitch hand" at 
the desired rate. 

To create a tremolo effect, hold the 
"pitch hand" fixed in position and vi- 
brate-or tremble -the "volume con- 
trol" hand. 

Tremolo and vibrato effects can be 
produced by simultaneously rapidly mov- 
ing both hands back and forth. 

Practice is important! -I- 
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 
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DISTORTIONLESS SPEECH COMPRESSOR IS INVALUABLE AID 

YOU CAN simply forget to look at the 
recording level indicator on your tape 

recorder when you build and use COM- 
PLY -for Control Of Microphone Peak 
Loudness Yield. Once COMPLY has been 
set up and adjusted, it will maintain the 
proper recording level automatically 
without further attention. It will hold the 
recording gain constant without intro- 
ducing noise or distortion, no matter 
how close or far away you are from the 
microphone. You just set COMPLY once 
-then forget about it! 

Easy to build, the automatic recorder 
control (COMPLY) is inserted directly 
in the line between the microphone and 
the tape recorder input, with no need to 
dig into the recorder circuitry. The 32- 
dB "compression" range of COMPLY 
also makes it ideal for several other ap- 

BY CHARLES CARINGELLA, W6NJV 

plications. You can use it in the micro- 
phone line of a ham or CB transmitter 
for more modulation "punch." You can 
also use it ahead of a public address am- 
plifier to maintain a constant output level 
regardless of variations in input level, 
and to minimize annoying feedback. 

The completed unit can be housed in a 
modern- looking aluminum enclosure 
measuring only 3" deep by 41/4" wide by 
2s" high. An internal 9 -volt battery pro- 
vides the power; however, provision can 
be made for connection to an external 
battery or power supply. The wiring dia- 
gram is shown in Fig. 1, while the curve 
in Fig. 2 illustrates the performance of 
the unit. 

As total power consumption is only 
2.5 milliamperes at 9 volts d.c., an ordi- 
nary transistor radio battery will power 
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PARTS LIST 

B1 -9 -volt battery 
Cl, CS, C6, C10- 100 -pF, 15 -volt electrolytic 

capacitor 
C2- 270 -pF ceramic capacitor 
C3, C4, C9- 10 -p.F, 15 -volt electrolytic ca- 

pacitor 
C7- 0.1 -µF ceramic capacitor 
C8- 0.02 -pF ceramic capacitor 
Di -1N34 germanium diode or similar 
I1, 12- Standard open -circuit phone jack 
Q1- 2N3819 n- channel field -effect transistor 

(Texas Instruments) 
Q2, Q3, Q4- 2N2925 silicon npn transistor 

(General Electric) 
Q5 -40395 germanium pnp transistor (RCA) 
R1- 1- megohm, linear taper potentiometer with 

s.p.s.t. switch Si 
R2 -4700 ohms All 
R3, R4, R11- 47,000 ohms resistors 
R5, R13- 10,000 ohms '/2 watt 
R6- 15,000 ohms carbon 

R7 -470 ohms 
R8- 470,000 ohms 
R9- 5000 -ohm linear taper potentiometer (screw- 

driver adj.) 
R10 -270 ohms 
R12- 27,000 ohms 
R14 -1000 ohms SI- S.p.s.t. switch (part of R1) 
1 -2" x 3" printed circuit board* 
1 -3" x 4%" x 244" aluminum cabinet (LMB 

342 or similar) 
Misc. -Knob, battery holder, ,A" spacers, ter- 

minal strip, battery clip, rubber feet, screws, 
hookup wire, solder, etc. 

*Etched and drilled printed circuit board is 
available for $2.50 postpaid from Caringella 
Electronics, Inc , P.O. Box 327, Upland, Calif. 
91786; a complete kit of parts (including circuit 
board, pre -punched cabinet, all components, 
hardware, wire and solder, but less battery) for 
$18.50 postpaid. California residents should add 
5% sales tax to all orders. 

HOW IT WORKS 

Five low -cost transistors are employed in the 
(' OMPLY circuit. The input stage, Qi, is a 
2N3819 n- channel silicon FET used as a "source 
follower," which is analagous to a cathode fol- 
lower in vacuum -type circuitry. Utilizing the 
FET in the first stage provides high input im- 
pedance -about 1 megohm. Most important is 
the fact that input noise is practically non- 
existent. The input "level" control is potenti- 
ometer Rl. 

Transistors Q2 and Q3 are npn silicon units 
operated as amplifiers to boost the low -level mi- 
crophone signals. The output signal is obtained 
from the collector circuit of Q3, where R9 is the 
collector load and output "level" control. Part 
of the output signal is fed to diode Dl through 
capacitor C8. Diode DI rectifies this signal and 
the resulting d.c. voltage is amplified by Q4, 

another npn silicon transistor. The output of the 
Q4 stage is used to control Q5. 

A general -purpose germanium pnp transistor, 
Q5 is operated at a low level in its linear re- 
sistance region and acts as a current- sensitive 
variable resistor. This "variable resistance" is in 
series with the emitter bypass capacitor, C5, of 
transistor Q2. Thus, the gain of Q2 changes as 
the resistance of Q5 changes. The circuit arrange- 
ment can be thought of as a form of negative 
feedback. As the input signal goes up, the gain 
of the amplifier goes down. 

For input signals between 0.1 and 1.0 milli- 
volt, the circuit operates as a straightforward 
amplifier with a voltage gain of approximately 
200. Compression takes place in the range of 1.0 
to 40 millivolts of input signal. Frequency re- 
sponse is "flat" from 10 Hz to well over 20 kHz, 
both in the linear region of amplification and the 
region of compression. 
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COMPLY for many months. If the con- 
trol is connected to an external a.c.- 
operated power supply, it must be well 
filtered to avoid the introduction of hum 
into the tape recorder. 

Construction. Most of the circuit com- 
ponents can be mounted on a 2" x 3" 
printed circuit board. The etched copper - 
foil side is shown (actual size) in Fig. 3, 
while Fig. 4 shows the reverse side on 
which the components are mounted. 

Carefully observe the "flat" side of 
transistors Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 when 
mounting them in place. Space each 
transistor about 1/4' away from the cir- 
cuit board, and make sure each one is 
oriented properly before soldering it to 
the board. A heat sink should be used on 
each transistor lead (as well as on the 
diode leads) while soldering to prevent 
heat damage. Mount diode DI vertically 
on the board, and observe the polarity of 
the diode when it is mounted. 

All of the capacitors should be flush - 
mounted against the circuit board. Ob- 
serve the polarity of the electrolytic ca- 
pacitors when installing them. Capacitor 
C7 is the only one not mounted on the 
circuit board. All of the resistors are 
mounted vertically on the board; make 
sure that one end of each resistor is flush 
against the board. 

A close -up view of the completed cir- 
cuit board, prior to mounting in the 
cabinet, is shown in Fig. 5. The connect- 
ing leads should be long enough to reach 
the controls and jacks. Follow the draw- 
ing in Fig. 6 to make the holes in the 
cabinet. 

Mount the input and output "level" 
controls, RI and R9, in the positions in- 
dicated in Fig. 7. Capacitor C7 is sol- 
dered directly between R9 and J2. An in- 
side view of the completed unit is shown 
in Fig. 8. Mount the circuit board with 
4 -40 hardware and use Ys" spacers be- 
tween the board and the cabinet. Make 
sure the resistors on the board near con- 
trol RI do not short out to the control's 
metal case. 

Standard open- circuit phone jacks are 
used for both the microphone input to 
COMPLY and for the output connection. 
It will be necessary to fabricate a "patch" 
cable using shielded wire to connect the 
output of the control to the input of the 
tape recorder. There are a variety of pre- 
fabricated cables available at most radio 
supply stores and hi -fi shops. 

Many tape recorder microphones are 
equipped with standard phone plugs on 
their cables. If your microphone is not 
equipped with a standard phone plug, it 
will be necessary to change the existing 
plug or get a suitable adapter. 

COMPRESSION RANGE 
(32 Dal 

LO 10 

INPUT (MILLIVOLTS) 
100 

Fig. 2. The output voltage of your COMPLY unit should remain essentially flat for input 
variations from the microphone of between 1 and 40 millivolts, equal to 32 dB compression. 
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Operation. The COMPLY unit is easy to 
set up and operate. First, connect the 
microphone directly to the tape recorder. 
Speak into the microphone at close range 
and adjust the gain control on the tape 
recorder for the proper recording level. 
When this has been done, unplug the 
microphone from the tape recorder and 
plug it into your COMPLY unit. Connect 
COMPLY's output to the input of the 
tape recorder with the "patch" cable. 

Set the COMPLY input level control up 
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Fig. 3. Construction 
of COMPLY is great- 
ly simplified through 
use of a printed cir- 
cuit board. You can 
make your own 
board if you follow 
this twice -size board 
pattern. An etched 
and drilled board is 

available to readers 
at a very low cost. 

about ' of the way from the fully off 
position. While speaking into the micro- 
phone at close range, set the output level 
control (R9) for the recording level on 
the tape recorder determined above. 

Now back away from the microphone 
and set the input level control (Rl) on 
COMPLY for the desired microphone 
sensitivity. If the input level is set for 
optimum pickup at about 21/2 -3 feet from 
the microphone, a speaker cannot "blast" 
the microphone even if he gets within 6 
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GROUND-- ---y 
(TO RI) 

C2 

INPUT 
(TO RI) 

t t l l 
~C3 + r 

wo1 
rR3-46 

C5 
02 .1 

A+ 
C4 r 

I 1 
CIO R14 

4 1+>; 

05 

t t 
C9 RII 
4+ 

Rio R12 -i 
4-01-S 

RI3 

1 

C6 

1 

9VDC 

+ 
(TO SI) 

Fig. 4. Flip the printed cir- 
cuit board over, and mount 
the necessary resistors, 
capacitors, and transis- 
tors according to place- 
ment shown. Be care- 
ful to observe polarity. 

02 C5 CIO C9 

Fig. 5. The printed circuit board should 
look something like this just before it 
is mounted in the cabinet. Capacitor C7 
is not on the board -this capacitor is 
connected directly between R9 and J2. 

CI C4 C6 Q5 Q3' 

NO.42 DRILL 
) 

- 3/8 "DIA 
(2) I-1/2" 

NO.31 DRILL-'-- 
(2) 

7/16" 

I/2"DIA 
(2) 

7/16" 1-15/32"-- 

REAR VIEW 

1 

FRONT VIEW 
- 
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1 

J3/4" 3/4" 
--°I 

3M'1, 

® 
I 

® 

1 

1 

I 

I 

- 2 i- 
I 

I-3/4' 

i NO.31 DRILL 
(4) 

9-/16" 

BOTTOM VIEW 

Fig. 6. If you obtain the LMB box used by the au- 
thor, these rear, front and bottom view drawings 
will guide you in drilling necessary control holes. 
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REAR PANEL (INSIDE VIEW) 

TO J2 

FRONT PANEL (INSIDE VIEW) 

TO JI INPUT 

GROUND 

TO BATTERY( +) 

TO CIRCUIT BOARD( +1 

Fig. 7. Before mounting the COMPLY printed cir- 
cuit board, attach the two controls, R1 and R9, 
to the front and rear panels, respectively. Ca- 

pacitor C7 is then soldered in place from R9 to J2. 

Rear view of COMPLY unit shows terminal strip for 
connection to external 9 -volt power source. A 

screwdriver -adjusted pot is used for level setting. 
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Fig. 8. The PC board is a snug fit in the recom- 
mended LMB box. If instructions detailed in text 
are followed, however, you should not encounter 
any problems. The battery is mounted in a holder. 

inches of it. Unlike speech compressors 
used in some ham or CB rigs, COMPLY 
will not distort the sound by clipping off 
voice peaks to increase the modulation 
percentage level. 

Your COMPLY unit should prove to be 
of tremendous value in making tape re- 
cordings at parties or informal gather- 
ings where there is a mix of voice and 
music. Recording of press conferences is 
also greatly facilitated by COMPLY. 
After you have used it a while, you won't 
want to be without this handy recorder 
control. 
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BUILD AN ELECTRONIC 

'Beveriy-b-6 Adapter 
HOW HOW WOULD WOULD YOU YOU LIKE LIKE 

TO TO INCORPORATE INCORPORATE A A CONTROLLABLE 
CONTROLLABLE ECHO ECHO IN IN YOUR 

YOUR AUDIO AUDIO SYSTEM SYSTEM ? 

THE ADDITION of electronically gen- 
erated reverberation to any audio 

system adds a new dimension to the re- 
production of music. By adjustment of 
the amplitude and decay time of reverb 
( really an echo) , speech, guitar music, 
or even simple recorded sounds can be 
made to seem as though you were hear- 
ing them in a huge concert hall. When 
electronic reverb is used with electronic 
musical instruments, the artist can create 
a variety of new sounds -ranging from 
a simple echo to a playing -in -a- 
barrel effect`. 

Most low -cost reverb units can be pur- 
chased over the counter at various elec- 
tronics supply houses. However, you can- 
not simply connect one between the 
signal source and the amplifier and ex- 
pect it to work. The reverb unit must 
have a driver and an output amplifier, in 
addition to a resistive mixing circuit 
needed to combine the straight- through 
and the reverb sound. The complete re- 

*Don't confuse reverb and tremolo and Leslie ef- 
fects. Reverb is an echo, tremolo an amplitude 
variation, and Leslie a warble -as though the 
sound were changing point source of direction. 

BY DANIEL MEYER 

verb adapter described in this article 
contains all of these electronic elements 
and is designed to be connected between 
a conventional preamplifier and power 
amplifier, either vacuum -tube or tran- 
sistor types. It is particularly useful with 
the "Brute -70" ( Winter '68 EXPERIMENT- 
ER'S HANDBOOK) or the "L'il Tiger" 
(page 38) power amplifiers. 

Construction. Putting the reverb adapt- 
er (Fig. 1) together is simplified by using 
the printed- circuit board shown actual 
size in Fig. 2. Install the components on 
the PC board in accordance with Fig. 3. 
The usual PC board construction tech- 
niques should be observed -all parts 
should be mounted close to the board; use 
rosin -core solder, do not overheat when 
soldering, and do not form solder bridges 
across the foil sections. Clip all compo- 
nent leads close to the solder. 

The adapter can be mounted on a small 
metal chassis as shown in Fig. 4. Four 
small standoffs ( approximately 1 ") and 
associated hardware secure the PC board 
to the base of the chassis, potentiome- 
ter R13 is mounted on the front panel, 
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I4PUT RI4 
(SEE TEXT) OUTPUT 

100 

R12 
1.5K 

(SEE TEXT) 
RIS 

R6 + + 
2.2K 

C3 
5yF 

R4 
3.3K 

R2 R5 
I. 5MEG. 

T2 5yF 

10K 

SPRING 
REVERB 

UNIT 

R8 RIO 
10K IOK 10K 

RII 

305F 

Fig. 1. The reverb adapter is connected in parallel with the input audio signal. 
Amount of echo to be added is determined by the setting of potentiometer R13. 

PARTS LIST 
C1- 0.01 -µF capacitor 
C2, C3 -5 -µF, 15 -volt capacitor 
C4- 30 -aF, 6 -volt capacitor 
C5- 10 -µF, 25 -volt capacitor 
C6- 100 -0, 50 -volt capacitor 
QI -Texas Instruments TIS -58 field effect tran- 

sistor 
Q2, Q3, Q4- Motorola MPS -6566 transistor 
R1 -22 megohms 
R2 -1.5 megohms 
R3, R9- 47,000 ohms 
R4 -3300 ohms 
R5, R8, R10, R11- 10,000 ohms 
R6 -2200 ohms 
R7- 100,000 ohms 
R12 -1500 ohms -see text 

All resistors 
Yz watt, ± 10% 

HOW IT 

The heart of the reverb adapter is the spring 
reverberation unit: the electromechanical device 
that produces the delay and echo effects. Basi- 
cally, it consists of a pair of contrawound springs 
(it could be only one spring) suspended between 
a pair of transducers. When the input transducer 
is supplied with an audio current, it causes the 
springs to twist in step. The twisting motion 
travels down the springs and excites the output 
transducer, generating an output voltage. Two 
simultaneous actions occur -there is a slight 
time delay of the signal in traversing the springs 
(approximately 25 milliseconds); and because 
of coupling inefficiencies, some of the signal 
"bounces" back and forth from transducer to 
transducer a couple of times, producing an "echo." 
As each mechanical reflection produces a weaker 
and weaker signal in the output transducer, 
multiple weakening of acoustic signals in a "live" 
room is simulated. 

while the four phono jacks are mounted 
along the rear apron. Connect short 
pieces of insulated wire between points 
A, B, C, and E of the PC board and their 
respective phono jacks (see Fig. 1) . 

The value of resistors R14 and R15 will 
depend on what type of audio system 

V 

R 13-10,000-ohm linear potentiometer 
R14, R15 -See text 1- Spring reverberation unit (Gibbs IV -C, Ham- 

mond Organ) 1- Printed circuit board* 
Misc. -Phono jacks (4), single -hole mounting 

type; chassis -see text; wire, solder, spacers, 
bolts, nuts, etc. 

*A kit of the circuit board, chassis, and elec- 
tronic parts used in the driver amplifier is 
available from Southwest Technical Products 
Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas, 
78216, for $8.75 postpaid ( #CA -139); the IV -C 
reverberation unit for $10 plus 2 lb. postage; 
the circuit board alone for $2 postpaid. 

WORKS 
Because the typical loss in the spring reverb 

system is about 40 dB, an input amplifier (Ql) 
is used. This stage employs a FET to produce a 
high input impedance (about 1 megohm), which 
allows the reverb adapter to be used with almost 
any type of input equipment without loading 
problems. An emitter follower (Q2) matches the 
input amplifier to the approximately 2000 -ohm 
input impedance of the spring unit. 

The electrical output of the spring unit is 
coupled to amplifier Q3, which raises the signal 
level back to the same level as was applied at 
the adapter input. Emitter follower Q4 isolates 
Q3 from any loading effects introduced by the 
external audio power amplifier. Potentiometer 
R13 acts as the "reverb level" control and is 
used to set the desired amount of reverberation. 
The input audio signal is directly coupled to the 
output via R14, while the reverb is introduced 
through RIS. 

the reverb adapter is to be used with. 
With vacuum -tube equipment, these two 
resistors should be between 47,000 and 
100,000 ohms, with the exact value deter- 
mined by test. Start with 47,000 -ohm 
units, and remember that some signal 
loss will be encountered through the use 
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YY 
oC6Cot R9 111 

of these two resistors. With transistor 
audio equipment, resistors R14 and R15 
will be in the range from 1000 to 4700 
ohms, again with the best value deter- 
mined by experimentation. A good com- 
promise is 2200 ohms. 

On transistor amplifiers, such as the 
"Brute 70" and "L'il Tiger," the reverb 
adapter can be added without a loss in 
gain by utilizing the present input resis- 
tor as one of the mixing resistors (R14). 
Figure 5 shows how this is done. Simply, 

RI5 
(SEE TEXT) 

R13 

op + 
C3 R6 ? 

Cl Y 
112 

YY äY Yb 
R10R8 15120. 
bb iC2:+bb 

Fig. 2 (left). Actual -size printed board. 

Fig. 3 (above). Component installation. 
Resistors R14 and R15, with potenti- 
ometer R13, are installed on the chassis. 

R14 in the reverb adapter is omitted and 
the input resistor of the amplifier is used 
in its place. In this case, the value of R15 
should be about the same as the input re- 
sistor of the amplifier. The value would 
be about 82,000 ohms with the "Brute 70" 
and about 4700 ohms with the "L'il Ti- 
ger." The "L'il Tiger" was designed 
with an extra input jack just for this 
purpose. 

Power for the reverb adapter can be 
obtained from the power supply of 

TO 
AMP 

SPRING 
REVERB 

UNIT 

FROM 
SPRING 
REVERB 

UNIT 

INPUT 

04 
Q3 

02 
QI 

R14 
(SEE 
TEXT) Fig. 4. The finished board 

can be mounted on a metal 
chassis with the external 
connections completed as 
shown here. Short spacers 
isolate board from chassis. 
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INPUT 

BRUTE -70 01 

INPUT PREAMP 

REVERB 
ADAPTER 

Fig. 5. Method of connect- 
ing the reverb adapter to 
either the "Brute -70" 
(Winter '68 EEH) or the 
"L'il Tiger" (Page 38) 
power amplifiers. The 
reverb adapter can 
just as easily be used 
with other power ampli- 
fiers as described in text. 

either the "Brute 70" or "L'il Tiger." The 
value of R12 shown in Fig. 1 is correct 
for use with power supplies between 40 
and 50 volts. For higher voltage sources, 
such as are found in vacuum -tube equip- 
ment, the value of R12 will have to be 
increased to a value that delivers the ap- 
proximately 30 volts required by the re- 
verb adapter, as shown in Fig. 6. 

Installation and Use. On instrument am- 
plifiers, the reverb adapter can be con- 
nected either between the instrument and 
its amplifier, or it can be inserted into 
the circuit between the preamplifier and 
the power amplifier stages. If you do not 
want to "go into" the amplifier, the first 
approach is the safest -but possibly not 
the best -as there is a possibility of hum 
pickup at these low -level stages. 

The reverb spring unit is shock - 
mounted, but the long springs make it 
sensitive to any undue bouncing, which 
will produce a "boing" -like sound. Also, 
the magnetic pickups on the output end 
of the springs are sensitive to stray mag- 
netic fields and will easily pick up any 
induction hum from an unshielded -or 
partially shielded -power transformer 
in the vicinity. Therefore, always mount 
the spring unit as far from power trans- 
formers as possible, and protect it from 

10K 

vs 

= 8K 
o 
z 

6K 

J 
> 4K 

2K 

0 100 200 300 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

400 

Fig. 6. To determine value of R12 at high voltages, 
draw a vertical line from the voltage to the reference 
line, then go horizontally to locate the value. 

any mechanical shocks. In some cases, it 
may be necessary to wrap the reverb 
spring unit in fiberglass, or build a cover 
over it, to prevent acoustic feedback from 
a nearby speaker. 

To obtain reverberation, rotate poten- 
tiometer R13 for the desired amount. 
When full reverb is used, it may have 
a "barrel" effect on voices. Some compro- 
mise will have to be made, as the best 
"sound" with music generally causes 
more echo on voice than most people like. 
And remember that too much reverbera- 
tion can be disturbing, unless you are try- 
ing for novelty rather than realism. -Mr- 
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Build a FET Mixer 
LOW -COST FETs MAKE PERFECT 3- CHANNEL MIXER 

HAVE YOU EVER asked yourself, 
"Isn't there some easy way of mix- 

ing two or three microphones ?" Would 
you like to mix several program sources, 
or just simply combine voice and music 
so that the result is "professional" sound? 
Yes, there are microphone mixers you 
can buy, but why go to that expense when 
in two evenings of work you can build 
your own. 

The little FET Mixer shown in Fig. 
1 will do the work of a microphone mix- 
er selling for $50. It has three separate 
inputs, each isolated from the output 
FET source- follower stage by a low -cost 
FET. The output of the FET Mixer is a 

BY DON M. WHERRY, weEUM 

fairly low impedance- suitable for use 
with most tape recorders and hi -fi ampli- 
fiers. Battery- operated, the mixer is free 
of a.c. hum and is of sufficiently small 
size to be portable as well as sturdy and 
trouble -free. 

Why So "Fancy "? There are many ways 
of mixing two or more audio signals. At 
least one commercially available micro- 
phone mixer uses the circuit shown in 
Fig. 2. Obviously, this circuit has no 
gain, and the advantage of being able to 
mix is offset by the higher volume con- 
trol settings (more noise possible) in the 
tape recorder. This mixer also is plagued 
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Fig. 1. Not shown in this diagram 
are three 25-AF capacitors that 
can be wired in parallel with resis- 
tors R2, R5, and R9. If these ca- 
pacitors are installed, they will 
make a slight increase in the gain 
of the mixer. However, in most ap- 
plications, the extra capacitors are 
unnecessary. If a 15 -volt battery 
is used at B1, the value of resis- 
tor R3 should be decreased to 
about 6800 ohms, which will re- 
sult in a 3 dB loss of overall gain. 

CM.1 CI 

CH.2 

.01 

RI 
2MEG. 

IyF 

R4 
2MEG. 

CH_ C5 
.OI0F 

OI 
MPF-103 

SI 

R2 
2.2K 

02 
MPF-103 

OUTPUT 

R3 
2.2K 

03 
MPF-103 

RB 
2MEG. 

by annoying interaction between inputs. 
Another commercially available mixer 

uses a single transistor (similar to the 
circuit surrounding Q- in Fig. 1) to pro- 
vide gain, but since the input connections 
are the same as in the simplified version 
(Fig. 2) , there is still the chance of 
microphone interaction and feedback. 

The FET Mixer provides isolation and 
gain. With a 221A-volt battery, the gain 
is about 8 dB. Frequency response is vir- 
tually flat from about 20 to 40,000 hertz. 
Interaction between channels is not mea- 
surable and, using the transistors indi- 
cated in the Parts List, the noise gener- 
ated by the mixer is well below -64 dB 
for 1 -volt output. 

Construction. The author built his FET 
Mixer using a printed circuit board. This 
board is detailed in Fig. 3, actual size. 
No provision has been made to make the 
board available to readers, since the 
project is simple enough to permit PC 
board experimentation. Also, if you don't 
feel capable of working up your own PC 

R9 
2.2K 

SOURCE 

MPF -103 
BOTTOM 

VIEW 

PARTS LIST 
B1- 22 % -rolt battery 
CI, C2. C5- U.01 -12F capacitor 
C3, C4-- 0.05 -µF capacitor 
Ql, 02, Q3, Q4- Motorola MPF -103 junction 

field effect transistor 
RI, R4, RS- 2- mcgohnt linear potentiometer 

( /RC Q13 -139) 
R2. R5, R9-- 2200 -ohm, ,/,-watt resistor 
R3- I0,000 -ohm, V2-watt resistor 
R6-2- megoln. ,t-wait resistor 
R7- 27.000 -ohm, 4 -watt resistor SI- S.p.s.t. miniature toggle switch 
Mise. -/ h ono jacks (4), cabinet, printed circuit 

board, spacers, knobs (3), solder, nuts, bolts, 
etc. 

401 

Fig. 2. Buy a cheap mixer and the circuit will look 
like this one. Isolation between the channels is 
poor, and you're bound to lose half the signal. 
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Fig. 3. Actual size foil layout for 
PC board used by the author. You 
can duplicate this board using any 
one of the low -cost methods of 
laying the resist and PC etching. 

board, the FET Mixer can be assembled 
on a perforated board ( with flea clips) , 

or even terminal strips. 
If you try to duplicate the author's 

construction, note that the board is ac- 
tually mounted on and held in place by 
the three gain controls. Be sure to use 
the type of control called out in the Parts 
List. These controls have lug terminals 
and are specially desirable for mounting 
PC boards. 

You should be able to mount all of the 
FET Mixer circuit, plus battery, in a 

NOTE: This drawing 
shows the location of 
the components when 
you look up through the 
PC board -not down on 
the board as is frequent- 
ly the case with other 
PC boards shown in this 
magazine. The extra 
holes near R2, R5, and 
R9 are for the three 
capacitors mentioned in 
the caption for Fig. 1. 
These capacitors are not 
usually required, since 
the mixer has an 8 
dB gain without them. 

small aluminum box. The author mount- 
ed the unit in a locally made box mea- 
suring 5" x 31/2" x 3 ". A separate on -off 
switch (S1) is employed, although one 
of the channel input controls could be 
backed with a switchplate. Use simple 
decal markings on the face of FET Mixer 
box, or knobs that are marked so that 
the controls can be approximately reset 
with ease. Most of your work will be 
done with the controls set between read- 
ings equivalent to 10 and 2 o'clock. 

You could build a simple 117 -volt a.c. 

D11 

C 

D 

R3 R6 22.5V 
1- 1 j 

{ 
RB C5 

s 
C3 i ri` 

04 R7 
03 Si 

G 
C4 

R9 

i 
R4 C2 1 

Q2 SIG R5 

01 S 
G R2 

N(JIT 
CI-II H.2 CH.3 
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R8 

01 R5 

Q2 

R4 

This is how the mixer looks 
when you turn the board over. 
Coax cables to the jacks are 
cut a little long and soldered 
in place. Since the board is 
held by the potentiometer 
lugs, holes for the shafts are 
drilled last in the box panel. 

RI 

R2 

03' C3 

R9 

C3) 

Top view of mixer shows loca- 
tion of some of the compo- 
nents. Potentiometers are sol- 
dered in place right onto the 
printed circuit board. Enlarge 
the holes for soldering to the 
lugs of the potentiometers. 
Hole in back of metal box is 
for a clamp to secure the bat- 
tery in place. Carefully observe 
lead orientations of transistors. 

power supply to operate the FET Mixer, 
but you might encounter a.c. hum prob- 
lems, and you would be adding an extra 
unnecessary a.c. cable. 

Using the Mixer. Practice using the 
FET Mixer before making a valuable re- 
cording. Normally the microphone input 
control on your tape recorder should be 
set to its usual position. Connect the 
mixer output to the tape recorder and 
set all three channel input controls to 
zero. 

Bring up the level of one channel to 
give you a normal recording level as 

seen on the built -in indicator of your 
tape recorder. Note the dial reading and 
return this control to zero and bring up 
the level of the second input. Return this 
control to zero and repeat the process 
if you are using a third input. If only 
two inputs are used, leave the level of 
the third input at zero at all times. 

Now bring up both mixer levels to 
their noted positions. Generally speak- 
ing, you should not find it necessary to 
back off on the tape record input level - 
even though it may appear that twice 
the input should require a drastic input 
level reduction. -30 
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Mighty - 
Mag 

Speaker 
System 

BUILD YOUR OWN 

ULTRA- COMPACT HI -FI 

SPEAKER ENCLOSURE 

BY DAVID B. WEEMS 

WHEN the Maximus I* broke the sound 
barrier for shoe -box size hi -fi speak- 

er systems about three years ago, it had 
two strikes against it from the start. 
Common sense insisted that it was just 
too small and the price of $59.50 too 
high. Yet, thousands of apartment dwell- 
ers who valued compactness as well as 
good sound invested in the Maximus I. 

What was really unique about the 
Maximus I was the woofer. Unlike the 
woofers of some small sealed speaker 
systems, this one -built by Goodmans of 
England -was strictly first class in qual- 
ity of material and design. Various EX- 
PERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK readers 
have asked if there were an equally good 
woofer that could be purchased as a sep- 
arate component. Now, for the first time, 
the original woofer with its 31/2-lb mag- 
net structure and fundamental resonance 
below 45 Hz is available, and you can 
use it to build a small hi -fi speaker sys- 
tem comparable in performance to the 
original Maximus I at less than half its 
cost. 

In order to achieve the goal of high 
performance at low cost, a lower cost 
tweeter has been substituted, the same 

*Trade name, UTC Sound Divi84on. 
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9" 
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Details for assembling the enclosure 
are shown above. The small- diameter 
woofer and tweeter are only available 
from McGee Radio, 1901 McGee St.. 
Kansas City, Mo. 64108. When you order, 
mention that you saw this story in 
this EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK. 
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SIDE VIEW 

7 -5/8" 

BACK 

BILL OF MATERIALS 
1- Maximus 4" woofer (McGee Radio Co. Stock 

No. 4111, MAX -1, $14.95) 1- Tweeter (McGee Radio Co. Stock No. TS- 
6070,$3.95) 

2 -9" x 11" lengths of 3" plywood for enclo- 
sure walls, beveled 45° at each end 

2 -9" x 7h" lengths of 34" plywood for en- 
closure walls, beveled 45° at each end 

2 -6%" x 93/4" lengths of 34" plywood for front 
and back 

4 -8" lengths of 34" x 94" pine for "A" cleats 
4 -6%" lengths of 3" x 34" pine for "B" cleats 
4 -6" lengths of 3" x 34" pine for corner glue 

blocks 4- 3/16" x 1 %" flathead bolts (for woofer 
mounting) 

4 -Y4" x #8 panhead screws (for tweeter mount- 
ing) 

20-13/4" x #8 flathead wood screws (for front 
and back mounting) 

Misc. -Trim, grille cloth, glue 
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one used for the Cinderella speaker sys- 
tems. This tweeter, which has always 
seemed a good value, now has a fiber- 
glass lining behind the cone to improve 
response smoothness, and using it re- 
sults in another economy; the tweeter's 
built -in high -pass filter, a 5 -rtF capacitor, 
eliminates the need for a more expensive 
crossover network. 

Construction. It is not practical to try 
to equal the compactness of the Maxi- 
mus I system unless you are a skilled 
metal worker; the front baffle in the fac- 
tory unit was made of a special alloy on- 
ly slightly more than ',io; -inch in thick- 
ness. Plywood for even a small enclo- 
sure should have a minimum thickness of 
11, -inch. Full 31-inch material was select- 
ed here, partly to avoid vibration, but 
mainly because it is more widely avail- 
able with hardwood veneer. This thick- 
ness also allows a special method of con- 
struction in which the beveled corners 

'BO l(l the "Cinderella," ELECTRONIC EXPER- 
IMENTER'S HANDBOOK. 1966 Fall Edition. 

provide enough surface area contact be- 
tween the parts to be held by wood glue 
alone. 

First, cut out the parts. Then install 
the front and back cleats, positioned 

-inch away from the edges of the sides, 
top, and bottom to leave space for the 
front and back panels. These ?W" x " 
cleats can be mounted with screws and 
glue or, if C- clamps are used, with nails 
and glue. The kind of nails that are 
stocked by building supply houses for 
use with dry wall house interior con- 
struction are just long enough to hold 
without penetrating the sides. 

Corner glue blocks (6" long) can now 
be inserted from cleat to cleat at the in- 
terior corners of each of the smaller 
sides. The enclosure parts should be set 
on edge on a table top at several stages 
of their preparation to check their fit. 
After the glue has set on the cleats and 
blocks, the basic enclosure can be as- 
sembled by coating each joining surface 
with wood glue, setting the sides togeth- 
er, and applying pressure while the glue 

After the cleats have been mounted, the sides, top, and bottom of the enclo- 
sure are glued and forced together. Apply equal pressure using a canvas strap. 
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sets. One of the most convenient meth- 
ods of applying pressure is to use two 
48 -inch canvas straps. When tightened, 
the straps force the sides into position 
for a perfect fit. 

Next, the board cut for the front baffle 
should be set in place and an outline of 
the front cleats marked on it. The out- 
line shows the spaçe allowed for the 
speakers. Set the speakers in position 
and mark the location of the woofer 
mounting bolts. When these holes are 
drilled, diagonal lines between opposite 
holes will precisely locate the center of 
the woofer opening, which should ap- 
proximate the point shown on the scale 
drawing. The tweeter cutout is less crit- 
ical. 

After the cutouts are made and the 
woofer bolts inserted, the panel should 
be painted flat black. Then the panel can 
be mounted with plenty of glue and 10 
screws, three along each long edge of 
the piece and two at each end. 

Finishing Touches. The plywood sides 
can now be sanded and finished, and 
grille cloth can be attached with tacks 
or, if used sparingly, contact cement. Any 
suitable trim will cover the raw edges 
of the plywood; the author used pre -fin- 
ished picture frame molding. The frame 
was assembled and glued to the enclo- 
sure with contact cement, leaving no nail 
holes to fill. 

Now install the speakers, using the 
bolts for the woofer, panhead screws for 
the tweeter. The speakers should be 
wired in phase, in this case a matter of 
connecting the left post on the woofer 
to the left post of the tweeter. The wires 
should be brought out the back of the 
cabinet without introducing an air leak. 
One method is to drill two small holes 
and screw tight- fitting bolts through 
the holes, after slipping the bolts through 
solder lugs to receive the speaker leads. 

The interior of the cabinet is filled 
with acoustical felt, cotton batting, or 

Massive magnet size of both tweeter (left) 
and woofer are apparent in this photo. Al- 
though low cost, these speakers are of mod- 
ern design and capable of very good sound. 
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fiberglass. And, finally, the back can be 
installed; a gasket of thin cork, felt, or 
caulking compound around the rear 
cleats is desirable to eliminate air leaks. 

Was it an extravagance for Goodmans 
to put a 32 -lb magnet structure on a 
4 -inch woofer? When you hear the 
smoothness of this little system, you'll 
know why they did it. -3[ 
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Instant 
Non-Fat 
Speaker 

Enclosure 

TEST SPEAKER 

FINDS A NEW HOME 

I F NECESSITY is the mother of inven- 
tion, ingenuity must be the father, or 

so the saying goes. Recently I needed two 
identical speaker enclosures and the only 
systems available were too large or too 
heavy. Rather than assemble enclosures 
from plywood scraps, I settled for two 
empty white plastic milk containers! I 
converted them into enclosures in just 
about an hour. 

But you don't need plastic milk con- 
tainers to build the "Instant Non -Fat 
Enclosure." Any cube -shaped, one -gallon 
jug -preferably with a large carrying 
handle, for portability -will do. If you 
buy milk or liquid detergents in bulk, the 
jug is a bonus ; otherwise, you can pick 
one up at a hardware store for about 25 
to 50 cents. 

Any replacement -type 3.5- to 8 -ohm im- 
pedance speaker up to 5" in diameter (or 
4" x 6" oval) can be used. The speaker 
should be mounted on the outside of the 
jug, so the mounting hole must be just 
large enough to accommodate all but the 
flat mounting rim of the speaker basket 
1969 Winter Edition 

-see the illustration on the next page. 
(For a typical 4 "- diameter speaker, this 
hole will be about 37." in diameter. ) 

Locate the speaker mounting hole so 
that when it is cut there will be enough 
room to mount a pair of banana jacks or 
5 -way binding posts along the bottom of 
the jug. After cutting the hole, temporar- 
ily set the speaker in place, and mark off 
the mounting screw holes. Remove the 
speaker, and punch or drill an "í,4" 
hole at each mark. Then screw a 3ío" X 1" 
binding -head machine screw (or regular 
machine screw and a lock -washer) into 
each hole. Use a short -handled screw- 
driver and orient the screws so that their 
heads are on the inside of the jt:.g. 

Solder a 12" -long piece of insulated 
stranded hookup wire to each of two 
chassis- mounting -type solder lugs. Then 
drill appropriate size holes and mount 
the banana jacks or binding posts in 
place, setting one of the solder lugs un- 
der each nut inside the jug before tight- 
ening the nuts. 

To obtain the most acceptable sound 
from the "Instant Non -Fat Enclosure," 
the walls of the plastic jug must be made 
less flexible. This can be done by gluing 
two or three tongue depressors to the 
jug's side and rear interior walls. One 
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tongue depressor should be oriented on 
the rear wall so that a wood screw can 
be driven through it and into the wood 
dowel as shown in drawing above. When 
the glue sets, apply a heavy coat of floor - 
tile adhesive to all interior surfaces ex- 
cept the cap. 

Set the jug aside and allow the adhe- 
sive to set. Meanwhile, determine the dis- 
tance between the speaker magnet sup- 
port and rear wall of the jug when the 
speaker is mounted in place. Cut a le x 
1/2" piece of wood to this length, and glue 
one end of this wood dowel to the rear of 
the magnet support. 

Solder the hookup wires coming from 
the banana jacks or binding posts to the 
voice coil lugs on the speaker. When the 

CEMENTED 
TO SPEAKER 

DON-L 

SCREW THROUGH 
CARTON WALL, 
TONGUE 
DEPRESSOR AND 
INTO DOWEL 

Dowel is cemented to speaker and screwed to rear 
wall of jug to insure maximum enclosure rigidity. 

adhesive on the jug walls and the glue 
holding the wood dowel to the speaker 
magnet support set, fill the jug with 
shredded cotton batting or kapok. Lower 
the speaker into its mounting hole, and 
screw it down. 

Finally, drill a hole in the rear wall of 
the jug, directly in line with the wood 
dowel on the speaker. Drive a 1" -long 
wood screw through the rear wall and 
into the dowel. Seal the mating surfaces 
between the speaker basket and jug with 
caulking compound or other suitable ma- 
terial. If necessary, mount a protective 
screen over the exposed speaker to pre- 
vent damaging the cone by rough han- 
dling. -David B. Weems 

L'IL TIGER 

(Continued from page 42) 

Just set the 500 -ohm potentiometer 
for minimum resistance, apply voltage to 
the circuit, then reset the potentiometer 
for a current reading of about 5 mA. 
Measure the resistance of the poten- 
tiometer and install a fixed resistor of 
the next largest standard value in place 
of it. Make sure that this new resistor 
does not cause the idle current to in- 

A pair of "L'il Tiger" amplifiers and common power 
supply can be mounted in a chassis for stereo use. 

crease above 10 mA; reduce the value 
of the resistor used for R6 to the next 
smaller standard value if it does. 

The "L'il Tiger" can be used with al- 
most any transistor preamplifier, but the 
5000 -ohm input impedance is too low for 
many tube preamps. 

Caution: Be careful not to short the 
heat sinks to each other while you are 
working on the amplifier with the protec- 
tive cover removed. Remember that the 
heat sinks are connected directly to sup- 
ply voltage and ground, respectively. 
Shorting them together will not harm 
the circuit, but will blow the fuse. Con- 
ventional microphone jacks have been 
used as output connectors to minimize 
chances of shorting the output of the 
amplifier. With no signal applied, a short- 
ed output will cause no harm, but it 
could damage the output transistors if a 
large signal were applied. 
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F REE' 
World's 

Largest 
Electronic Kit Catalog 

Deluxe Color TV . . . the sets 
you've read about that give bet- 
ter performance yet cost no 
more; three models: 295, 227 & 
180 sq. in. rectangular; exclusive 
built -in self- servicing aids. Cus- 
tom, wall, or cabinet installation. 
New optional wireless remote 
controls, and new Heathkit an- 
tenna line. 

Transistor Organs . deluxe 
19 -voice and low cost 10 -voice 
Thomas models in kit form -save 
up to $500. Also VOX "Jaguar" 
combo organ at $200 savings. 

Electric Guitar Amplifiers and 
accessories...amps, "fuzz" boost- 
er, microphones and speakers. 

Portable and Table Radios and 
Phonographs ... AM, FM, short- 
wave radios ... mono or stereo 
phonographs. 

Stereo /Hi -Fi Components . 

stereo receivers (including the 
famous Heathkit AR -15), am- 
plifiers, tuners, speakers, turn- 
tables. 

Amateur Radio Gear... world's 
most popular line ... SSB trans- 
ceivers, transmitters, receivers, 
accessories. 

Citizen's Band Radio ... fixed 
and mobile transceivers, walkie- 
talkies. 

Test and Lab Instruments ... a 
complete line for home & hobby, 
shop, educational and industrial 
use. Newly designed and styled. 

Scientific and Educational .. . 

Berkeley Physics Lab, Malm- 
stadt -Enke instrumentation in- 
cluding Analog /Digital equip- 
ment, kits for home & classroom 
study. 

Marine Electronics . radio- 
phones, RDF, depth sounder, fuel 
vapor detector. 

Photographic Aids ... Heath / 
Mitchell Fotoval ° and Colorval- 
darkroom computers for perfect 
B &W and color printing ; elec- 
tronic photo timer. 

New ... Over 300 Kits 
For Every Interest . . 

Save Up To 50% 

HEATHKIT 1969 
Over 300 electronic tots - 
world's largest selection- 

22nd year of kit leadership 

Catalog 810 49 

MAIL COUPON NOW! 
Biggest Selection ... Over 300 Kits 
Up to 50% Savings 
Easiest To Build 
World Famous Easy -To- Understand 
Construction Manuals 

HEATH COMPANY, 
Benton Harbor, 
Please send FREE 

Dept. 110r 
Michigan 49022 

1::w, 

Heathkit Catalog 

Highest Quality Components Name _ 

Best Performance (please print) 

Unique Creative Satisfaction Address 
Pride Of Achievement 
Free Technical Consultation City State Zio 
Easy Credit Terms CL-339 

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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A 

STRAIGHT -FROM -THE -SHOULDER 
DISCUSSION OF 

HOW TO BE HIRED, 

HOW TO STAY EMPLOYED, 
AND WHO 

DOESN'T GET ANYWHERE 

EECIRONIC$ TECHNt 

SHORTAGE 
THERE IS, according to almost any 

personnel manager, a serious short- 
age of electronics technicians. Perusal 
of the "Help Wanted" ads in almost any 
metropolitan newspaper reveals many 
openings for electronics technicians. 
Even such prestige employers as Bell 
Telephone Laboratories and Hewlett - 
Packard now seek out technicians where- 
as, not so many years ago, the waiting 
list for jobs at Bell Labs was longer than 
the personnel roster. 

This shortage of electronics techni- 
cians is critical in many parts of the 
country. A few firms have even estab- 
lished training courses, tuition free, with 
guaranteed jobs for all who complete the 
course. Ads reading "Learn to be an 
Electronic Technician at our expense" 
offer a real opportunity to those with 
ambition, reasonable intelligence, and 
limited education, since some of these 
training courses are quite good. 

Why a Shortage? The major cause of 
the electronics technician shortage is the 
enormous growth of the electronics in- 
dustry. This growth includes not only 
the proliferation of the "amusement" 
part of the industry, but also the great 
expansion of military electronics, com- 
munication electronics, industrial con- 
trols, and the computer field. Medical 
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electronics, geophysical electronics, nav- 
igational electronics, and meteorological 
electronics are other branches of the in- 
dustry which are expanding at a rapid 
rate. Even law- enforcement agencies are 
now extensive users of electronics equip- 
ment. 

But expansion of the electronics indus- 
try accounts for only part of the techni- 
cian shortage. There is also continuous 
attrition in the ranks of electronics tech- 
nicians. Most of the electronics and radio 
pioneers have now retired, died, or 
stepped up to administrative positions. 
Few, if any, of those who built the Para- 
gon RA -10 receiver, once world- famous, 
are still working as technicians. 

There is also a "loss off the bottom" - 
the lowest grade technicians, those who 
put the wires on the round gimmick with 
colored stripes through holes 6 and 7 of 
the printed- circuit board, work for a few 
months, or even a year, and then come 
down with "nerves," "the misery," etc., 
quit and go back on relief. Many of these 
jobs are being eliminated by automation. 

The "loss off the top" is more , serious, 
as it removes from the technician ranks 
some of the best workers. Often, these 
technicians, after working for a couple 
of years, leave to start businesses of 
their own. Some have saved up enough 
money to finish college ; and some, after 
attending night classes for several 
years, earn a degree, and get hired as 
engineers by competitors. Also, many 
technicians graduate to better jobs as 
supervisors, field representatives, sales 
representatives, troubleshooters, com- 
puter programmers, etc. 
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. almost any competent technician can get a job ... 

Although the combination of industry 
growth and the attrition of technicians 
gives the personnel office ulcers, it also 
keeps the pay of technicians at a healthy 
level and insures that almost any com- 
petent technician can get a job. 

Who Gets Hired. When a firm adver- 
tises for electronics technicians, what do 
they actually want and who will they 
hire? Suppose the company of your 
choice has not advertised recently. 
Should you apply? If you belong to some 
minority group (almost everyone does), 
will it affect your chances of employ- 
ment? 

These questions are easy to ask but 
sometimes almost impossible to answer. 
Some companies have "secret" employ- 
ment policies, interpreted by those in the 
personnel office. Although illegal, the 
department with the vacancy can be a 
closed corporation that will only accept 
applicants of a specific religion, race, po- 
litical belief, or national origin. As a 
very general rule (there are exceptions), 
successful medium -sized to large com- 
panies have honest liberal employment 
policies. In many of them, you will find 
John Lowell, Seamus O'Hara, Ikey Coh- 
enstein, Woe Sin Wong, Atanacio Tafoya, 
and Crispus Attucks Jones working har- 
moniously on the same project. In the 
Southwest, you may also find Luis 
Oacipicagigua on the project roster. He 
is familiarly called "Chief." 

Despite stories that women are em- 
ployed only on the production line and as 
equipment operators, many laboratories 
employ women as electronics technicians 
in all categories. Some of them do out- 
standingly good work. 

Assuming that you have applied for a 
job, either directly at the personnel office 
or by mail, you will probably be inter- 
viewed by several people. The first inter- 
view will be quite short, in most in- 
stances, to determine only your general 
suitability for employment. If you look 
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like a disappointed beatnik or have ap- 
plied for a chief engineer's job when 
you are only qualified for a position as 
assistant janitor ( trainee) , the first in- 
terview is as far as you will get. 

Following this first interview, many 
companies give some sort of a written 
test. Most of these tests are quite fair 
and provide a pretty good evaluation of 
a man's ability; others are badly off the 
beam, being loaded with questions about 
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variometers, gravity cells, electrolytic 
interrupters, and other pieces of radio 
equipment that are now relegated to 
the museum. 

A few firms give what purports to be a 
psychological test, its aim being to elimi- 
nate "undesirable types" from among 
the applicants. Some of these tests are 
successful in eliminating the "lunatic 
fringe" but others are so loaded with 
"Hobson's choice" questions ( "The lost 
books of Sennacherib state that Jehu 
was Constantine's charioteer, yes 
no ") which must be answered, 
that no ordinary person can get a pass - 
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... don't claim to know all about electronics ... 

ing score. There is no place, on many of 
these questionnaires, for "don't know." 
If you get stuck with one of these, play 
it by ear, remembering that almost any 
statement containing always or never is 
likely to be false. 

Because of Government contracts, 
most prospective employees must under- 
go a loyalty check of some sort, leading 
to a security clearance. This involves a 
fingerprint check and an investigation of 
the applicant's background. The loyalty 
"test" can be anything from a simple 
and straightforward outline of past ex- 
perience and associations to a detailed 
questionnaire that might well make J. 
Edgar Hoover sweat. There is usually a 
lecture on security, sometimes given by 
an ex -FBI man who knows the score and 
at other times by a retired Army ser- 
geant who "knows Communists." 

After or while passing these hurdles, 
which may take from a few days to a 
few months, you will finally see the head 
of the department where the vacancy 
exists and get an idea of what the job 
will actually be. There may be a prac- 
tical test at this stage of the game - 
soldering, reading wiring diagrams, us- 
ing the oscilloscope, or something of the 
sort. Most of the questions are pretty 
straightforward and to the point, but 
watch out for a "stinker." If you are 
asked for the characteristics of an in- 
verse bilateral frammistat or the circuit 
of a hypsometric depediculator, the cor- 
rect answer might well be "I don't 
know." If you are qualified for the 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Ronald L. Ives is a prolific author and has 
published hundreds of articles on electronics. 
Mr. Ives is currently associated with Metronics, 
Inc., Palo Alto, Calif. Born in 1909, he has a 
doctorate in geography, geology and anthro- 
pology. His long career in electronics- dating 
back to 1926 -has kept him in close contact 
with technicians. 
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specific opening, this interview may be 
the shortest and simplest of them all. 

Smaller companies usually have a 
shorter procedure in hiring but are often 
pretty demanding when it comes to qual- 
ifications and experience. Many non -elec- 
tronic concerns have a semi -autonomous 
electronics department which maintains 
electronics equipment and fills the recur- 
ring demand "make me a widget that -". 

Who Doesn't Get Hired. Many appli- 
cants for electronics jobs don't get hired. 
Folklore has it that they are not hired 
because they aren't competent. Actual 
reasons for "no hire" do include lack of 
training or experience, but most "no 
hires" are due to other things. 

One of the surest ways of not getting 
hired is to have an overinflated resumé. 
Be sure that your statements of educa- 
tion and experience will stand checking. 
Even if you are pretty good, don't claim 
to "know all about electronics." 

If, when applying for a job, you look 
like an exhibit from an anthropology 
museum, a fugitive from the barber 
shop, or are several months estranged 
from the laundry and the bathtub, the 
personnel manager is not going to be 
favorably impressed. Unless you want to 
be a geek in the sideshow, a little atten- 
tion to personal appearance will help 
chances of employment. 

Most employers have had sad and cost- 
ly experiences with alcoholics, so don't 
show up for an interview smelling like a 
brewery. Likewise, if you are a hophead, 
weedhead, or acidhead, stay out of the 
personnel office. 

Too many grievances about previous 
employers impress most personnel men 
unfavorably. Unless you are out of a job 
because of a contract termination or a 
company merger, you left your previous 
employment because of some unsatisfac- 
tory condition. This is understood. But if 
you left each of the last six places you 
worked (for two months each) because 
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r ... a technician's job is not usually a dead end ... 

everyone there was a !$# - -/ /!! the inter- 
viewer is going to be a bit skeptical. 
Sometimes he knows the facts about 
your previous employer and if your tale 
of woe and injustice disagrees with his 
knowledge, he may have reservations 
about your employability. 

Although most electronics employers 
are fairly sophisticated, an applicant 
whose vocabulary is overloaded with 
four letter words is likely to find himself 
on the street again. Save the "blue" 
words for when you spill the solder pot 
into your right -hand pocket. 

Who Doesn't Stay Hired. In any newly 
hired group of electronics technicians, 
some, or many, work out satisfactorily, 
remain on the job, and in the course of 
time get raises and promotions. In some 
of the older companies, we find senior 
technicians with twenty or more years 
of service and paychecks that make the 
Internal Revenue Service very happy. 
Many technicians who were trained dur- 
ing WW II are now section heads. A few 
have become engineers, chief operators, 
traveling troubleshooters, and customer 
contact men. A few are now either in 
business for themselves or have gradu- 
ated "upstairs" to the board of directors. 
A technician's job is not usually a "dead 
end." 

But, in any newly hired group, there 
are a number of technicians who don't 
stay hired because they are technically 
incompetent in one way or another. One 
of the most common failings is the in- 
ability to use technical knowledge. The 
sufferer from this fault can pass every 
written test, fill blackboards with correct 
formulas and wiring diagrams, discuss 
theory impressively, and generally act 
like a genius (junior grade) -but he can 
not make anything work. 

Some relatively new employees are 
called to the security office after a few 
weeks of work and are seen no more. 
The trouble could be false statements on 

the employment application, concealment 
of a criminal record, or denial of security 
clearance for various reasons. 

The technician who shows up for work 
under the influence of anything intoxi- 
cating or stupefying usually goes on 
permanent vacation rather suddenly. 
Absences every Monday morning, the 
day after every holiday, and the two days 
after each payday, usually make the sec- 
tion chief suspicious. So do shaky hands 
on return to work after each reported 
bout with "the virus." Filling your ther- 
mos full of "Old Bust Head" instead of 
coffee sounds like an excellent idea, but 
the foreman's grandfather knew about 
that one, too. 

One sure way of getting plenty of lei- 
sure (without pay) is to try to force 
your religious or political beliefs on your 
fellow employees. If, while ostensibly 
employed by an electronics company, you 
spend a lot of time recruiting for the 
Charles Ash Society, organizing compul- 
sory prayer sessions during coffee 
breaks, or bawling people out for not 
attending the Whoop and Holler Pente- 
costal Tabernacle, you are greasing the 
skids under your feet. 

A related, but less serious evil, is tak- 
ing off too many religious holidays. Most 
employers allow time off for religious 
observances, but if you take off on Good 
Friday, don't also take off for Yom Kip- 
pur and the first day of Ramadan. 

Unreasonable friction on the job is a 
cause of many firings, as is intolerance 
of the reasonably normal traits of your 
fellow employees. A department where a 
number of the employees are "not speak- 
ing" is an unhealthy one and usually 
undergoes changes in personnel pretty 
regularly. Meddling in the personal af- 
fairs of your fellow workers just won't 
do, and loud personal criticism of the 
man at the next bench is completely out 
of line. 

A very common employee trait, car- 
ried on the books as "stock shrinkage" 
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... "pilferage" causes a lot of technicians to lose jobs... 

over 

or "pilferage," but more commonly 
known as stealing, causes a lot of tech- 
nicians to change jobs involuntarily. 
This ranges from the occasional "bor- 
rowing" of a resistor to fix the home 
radio to wholesale thefts of expensive or 
scarce components for sale. Many em- 
ployers are pretty liberal about a few 
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small parts but get downright "unrea- 
sonable" about recurrent disappearances 
of special integrated circuits, machine 
tool parts, or even oscilloscope plug -ins. 
Great care in keeping "company prop- 
erty" separate from "personal property" 
will not hurt your job tenure or chances 
for promotion. 
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There is also the recurrent and dis- 
turbing condition of a sterling character, 
of unquestioned competence and laudable 
diligence, who just doesn't fit in in a 
given department. Very often the reason 
for this cannot be determined and no- 
body seems to be at fault. Happily, most 
of these individuals recognize the situa- 
tion, get jobs elsewhere before a crisis 
occurs, and frequently do well at the 
new job. 

Where Employers Fail. Some "prestige" 
employers have an appreciable number 
of technical employees who stay with 
the company until retirement. However, 
a rather disturbing number of electron- 
ics employers have very high labor turn- 
overs, so that anyone who has been on 
the job for as long as six months is re- 
garded as a "veteran." Most of the stable 
electronics manufacturers and research 
laboratories fall somewhere between 
these extremes. 

Almost any freshman student of eco- 
nomics can point out, with examples, an 
inverse relationship between company 
profits and labor turnover. But by the 
time he graduates, this student of eco- 
nomics will find that the situation isn't 
that simple; he will be firmly convinced 
that labor recruiting costs money and 
that excessive labor turnover indicates 
something wrong somewhere. 

Many firms, usually the smaller and 
newer ones, start all applicants at mini- 
mum rate, regardless of training and ex- 
perience; lay off whole departments in- 
discriminately at the termination of a 
contract; and then search madly for new 
help, a few weeks later, when they get a 
new contract. Such companies soon get a 
bad reputation in the community and 
the more competent and skilled workers 
will not apply there. New "hires," in 
consequence, are almost all from the 
bottom of the barrel- inexperienced, un- 
educated, or with very bad employment 
records elsewhere. 
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Some employers, as a matter of policy, 
regard all technicians as second -class 
citizens and flood them with advice and 
admonitions on the intellectual level of 
the third grade in a school for retarded 
children. They sometimes even meddle 
in the personal affairs of their employ- 
ees, usually in the guise of "security." 
These policies often alienate the more 
competent and experienced employees 
who begin "looking around" and usually 
find jobs where there is no meddling. 

Employing (and usually paying) tech- 
nicians at levels far below their compe- 
tence also accelerates labor turnover. A 
frozen table of organization, with pro- 
motions only by seniority (if at all) , 

leads to employee losses "off the top." 
Employee irritation is also increased 

by a book of company rules as thick as a 
telephone directory, worded by a shyster 
lawyer, so that no matter how hard the 
employee tries to do the job right, he is 
in hot water. If the supervisor also gives 
hourly public bawl -outs, he will soon be 
calling on personnel for more techni- 
cians. 

Incompetent supervision of various 
sorts also reduces the effectiveness of 
the technician staff and leads to either 
less than optimum production or in- 
creased labor turnover, or both. One of 
the chief problems, in many places, is an 
administrative section head who doesn't 
know how long it takes to do a given 
job. This same man is also prone to giv- 
ing vague and unclear instructions and 
then complaining about incompetence 
when he doesn't get what he thinks he 
might have wanted. 

A surprising number of companies do 
not supply adequate work space, suffi- 
cient tools in good order, and proper 
materials for their technician staff. Al- 
though a good technician can produce 
pretty good equipment with a box full of 
junk and some garage -type tools, the 
work will be better done, at much lower 
cost, if the tools and equipment are ade- 
quate. Most technicians get heartily sick 
of unnecessary "Goldberging" and soon 
go looking for jobs in places which are 
better equipped. 

What Can Be Done. The shortage of 
competent electronic technicians has 
been with us for some time and will 
worsen in coming years. There just 

aren't enough people entering the pro- 
fession to make up for normal attrition 
and the expansion of the electronics in- 
dustry. This shortage may retard indus- 
try growth and make maintenance and 
repairs of electronics equipment inordi- 
nately costly. 

The electronics industry is not alone 
in having technician shortages. Good 
automobile mechanics, medical techni- 
cians, nurses, secretaries, engineers, etc. 
are also in short supply. As one person- 
nel man remarked recently "there just 
aren't enough brains to go around." 
Lunkheads, it is true, are still plentiful, 
but there aren't many jobs available for 
the man who can't learn to pick up both 
handles of the wheelbarrow at the same 
time. 

Part of the technician shortage can be 
alleviated by increasing training pro- 
grams, provided people can be persuaded 
to respond. Most technician jobs today 
require high school graduation plus some 
additional training or experience. The 
Associate in Science (E.E.) programs in 
some of our junior colleges are a step in 
the right direction, but are hampered by 
a shortage of teachers. Some of the 
military training programs are quite 
good. Several of the correspondence 
schools give excellent theoretical back- 
ground, but are unavoidably weak in 
practical applications. There are still a 
few self- taught electronics men of re- 
spectable competence, but most of them 
are not only already employed but are 
nearing retirement age. 

There is a small reservoir of compe- 
tent technicians which has not been 
tapped because of various company reg- 
ulations and prejudices. For example, is 
it necessary for electronics technicians 
to pass an "Air Force" physical exam? 
This will eliminate the man with a wood- 
en leg, but may not detect another man's 
wooden head. Does the use of bifocals 
bar a technician from employment? 
Why? Do all technicians have to be less 
than 35 years old? Should a minor juve- 
nile record bar a man from employment 
permanently? Is the "male only" restric- 
tion valid? Should a "solid citizen" of a 
neighboring country, such as Canada or 
Mexico, be barred from employment in 
most places because he is not a U. S. 
citizen? Is security being overused? Are 

(Continued on page 152) 
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CHAPTER 
3 

LAB & TEST 

EQUIPMENT 

PROJECTS 

Stuffy electronics engineers who think hobby electronics is beneath their dignity 
received a severe blow to their pride when POPULAR ELECTRONICS (February, 1968) 

published plans for an in -line decimal counting unit. Adding insult to injury, the cost 

of building one DCU reached a rock - bottom price of $12 -about $40 less than the 

major manufacturers of electronic equipment had been able to offer for a similar 
item of much less flexibility. 

Your editors are proud of their part in bringing this new development to the at- 

tention of engineers, technicians and hobbyists alike. We are doubly proud to an- 

nounce that the DCU in this issue of the ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK is 

a revised version of the original concept. The new DCU requires one IC less, uses 

considerably less power, and is designed to eliminate the afterglow from the unused 

lamps. With appropriate IC's, the new DCU may be used on battery power without 
worrying about the current drain. 

Numerous projects using this DCU are scheduled for publication in both POPULAR 

ELECTRONICS and the ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK. We urge you to save 

the plans for this DCU and keep them handy for future reference -a digital volt - 

ohmmeter, frequency counter, etc. are in the works. 

80 LOW -COST COUNTING UNIT Don Lancaster 

86 IC ' TESTONE' Don Lancaster 

89 ULTRA -FAST ELECTRONIC STOPWATCH Don Lancaster 

98 NGW TRANSISTOR TESTER Don Lancaster 

101 EXPERIMENTER'S SHORT -PROOF 

POWER SUPPLY James W. Cuccia 

107 LOW -COST HIGH -QUALITY 

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER Frank H. Tooker 

113 VERSATILE REGULATED LOW 

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY Frank H. Tooker 
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BUILD A 

Low -Cost Counting Unit 
YOU CAN ASSEMBLE TRUE DIGITAL READOUT 

AT $12 PER DECADE 

DIRECT, unambiguous numerical read- 
out at low cost -the dream of most 

electronics experimenters, technicians, 
and engineers -is now made possible by 
inexpensive integrated circuits and a few 
seldom -used circuit tricks. For just $12 
per decade total cost, you can have a 
complete, resettable decimal counter with 
a bright staggered -line 0 to 9 incandes- 
cent readout, good from one count per 
day to 10 MHz. 

You can cascade any of these de- 

cades together as y need for almost 
any digital display. Using these decimal 
counters, ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S 

BY DON LANCASTER 

HANDBOOK will, in future issues, show 
how you can make a digital voltmeter, 
digital multimeter, and a universal fre- 
quency counter. 

You'll be able to create an adding ma- 
chine, a ballistic- velocity meter, or an 
event counter. And the list does not end 
there. Using this low -cost DCU, you can 
also make digital thermometers, elec- 
tronic clocks, engine tachometers, direct - 
reading CB crystal (or other frequency) 
crystal checkers, photographic shutter 
checkers-and even a digital computer. 

The basic decimal counter, whose sche- 
matic is shown in Fig. 1, uses three IC's, 



NOTE: 
01,2,8,9,10,11,12= 255139 
03,4,5,6,7,13= 255129 

ICI 
MC791P 

TOP 
VIEW 

IC2 
MC79IP 

TOP 
VIEW 

Fig. 1. In IC1 and IC2, the rectangles represent flip -flops while in IC3 and IC4, the triangles 
with circles represent multiple input gates. Logic symbols replace complicated circuitry. 

six resistors, 13 transistors, and 10 in- 
candescent bulbs. If desired, a complete 
decade kit is available (see Parts List) . 

Construction. An actual -size printed 
circuit board appears in Fig. 2, while 
Fig. 3 shows how the board is drilled, 
and also indicates the positions for in- 
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serting the four jumpers required. These 
jumpers are made from #24 solid wire 
and are added on the component side of 
the board. 

When mounting the components (as 
shown in Fig. 4), be sure to observe the 
polarities for all semiconductors -making 
doubly sure that the IC's are mounted as 
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PARTS LIST 

11- 110 -6.3 roll, 50 -mA pilot lamp and lens as- 
sembly [Southwest Technical Products #0 -6.3 
or similar]* 

ICI- 1C2- 71C791P Dual JK Flip Flop Integrated 
Circuit Motorola MRTL ** 

IC3- 31C724P Quad Two Input Gate Integrated 
Circuit Motorola .IIRTL ** 

Q1, Q2, Q8, 09, Q10, Q11, Q12- 2X5139 PNP 
Transistor National Semiconductor * ** 

Q3, Q4, 05, Q6. (17, Q13- 255129 NPN Tran- 
sistor National Semiconductor * ** 

RI-470 ohm, ?á watt carbon resistor 
R2 -1000 ohm, ?'I watt carbon resistor 
R3, R4 -330 ohm, ', watt carbon resistor 
R5 -1.5K, T,!I watt carbon resistor 
R6 -4.7K, ; watt carbon resistor 
.MSC- Aluminum bracket (See Fig. 5); pop 

rivets (2); #24 solid wire jumpers (4); PC 
terminals (6); 3/16" -high instant transfer 
numerals, black; protective plastic spray; sol- 
der,- etc. 

The following parts are available from South- 
west Technical Products Corp, 219 West Rhap- 
sody. San Antonio, Texas, 78216: Etched and 
drilled PC Board #148. $3.00; Set of 10 lamps 
with plastic covers and spare bulb $2.75; Com- 
plete kit of all parts, $10.90, postpaid in USA. 
* *Data sheet and distributor list available from 
Motorola Semiconductor, Box 955, Phoenix. 
Arizona, 85001. One distributor is Allied Elec- 
tronics, 100 N. Western .9 venue, Chicago, Illinois, 
60680. ICI and 1C2 is stock #5E26- MC791P- 
11OT priced at $2.35 each. IC3 is stack #5E26- 
11C724P -.MOT at $1.08. 
'* *Data Sheet and distributor list available from 
.National Semiconductor, 2950 San Ysidro Way, 
Santa Clara, California, 95051. The 2N5139 
costs 22¢ each in single quantities; the 2N5129 
costs 250 each in single quantities. 
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Fig. 2. Because of the complex 
wiring involved, it is almost 
mandatory that a printed cir- 
cuit board, such as the one 
shown here actual size, be used. 
An etched and drilled board is 

available (see the Parts List). 

indicated. Use a low- wattage soldering 
iron and fine solder to make all connec- 
tions. 

The readout lamp display bracket is 
cut and bent out of 1,2" aluminum fol- 
lowing the layout in Fig. 5. Two pop riv- 
ets secure the lamp bracket to the board. 
The indicator lamps press -fit into the 
holes in the bracket, through the front, 
and are secured by the wedging action of 
the plastic lens caps. Each bulb lead is 

#60 DRILL 
(20) 

#24 WIRE 
JUMPERS ON 

COMPONENT SIDE 
POSITION EXACTLY 

AS SHOWN (4) 

#67 DRILL 
(101) 

I/8 °MATCH DRILL TO BRACKET 
WATCH CLEARANCE BETWEEN 
SCREWHEAD AND ODD BUSS 

O 

s 
9/64"DR1121-+0 

1116 "DRILL, ADD EYELETS OR 

PC TERMINALS IF DESIRED 
(OPTIONAL) 

Fig. 3. Drilling details for the board. Don't for- 
get to include the eight insulated wire jumpers. 
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BULBS 
6 7 8 9 

I 

\I `i 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

\ \ \ \ 

.ICI" 
-R6 

o 
R4 

RESET COUNT 

+ GROUND CARRY 

Fig. 4. Placement of the components on the board. 
Note that all IC's are notch- and dot -identified. 

ICI 

03 
02 04 

013 R3 

RI 

08 
5 

010 

++ 

RESET 
GND 

COUNT 

The 

CARRY 

1C3 R4 
06 07 

011 012 

PC board with all of the components installed. 

9 /32ThRILL (10) 

00000 00000 
O LIP Q 

I/8"DRILL (2) 
2 5/8" 
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5 f6" 

soldered to its respective PC board ter- 
minal. Bulb marking (0 through 9) is 
done with Nf;" black instant transfer 
numerals, which are applied to the plas- 
tic lens cap, then coated with a clear 
acrylic spray. 

Power Supply. There are three power 
supply connections to be made to the 
decimal counter. "+ +" requires 6.0 
volts at 50 mA; " +" requires 3.6 volts 
at 120 mA (with less than 0.7 -volt peak - 
to -peak ripple) , while "GND" is the com- 
mon supply return. The power supply 
shown in Fig. 6 will power up to six 
decimal counters. 

In constructing the power supply, don't 
skimp on the value of C2 or the resultant 
a.c. ripple may be too great. All power 
supply leads must be of heavy -gauge 
wire. 

Operation. There are three signal con- 
nections to be made to the decimal count- 
er- "Count" input, "Reset" input, and 
"Carry" output. The "Count" input will 
advance the decade counter one count 
each time the input signal abruptly drops 
from +3 volts to ground. However, it is 
important that all input signals be prop- 
erly conditioned to insure that they are 
noise -free and drop abruptly once and 
only once per count cycle. Failure to do 
this will result in erratic counting. 

There are several ways to make a 
"bounceless" input signal. If you want to 
use an s.p.d.t. push button, use the set - 
reset conditioning flip -flop in Fig. 7(a). 
If you want to use an s.p.s.t. "make" 
contact, use the monostable circuit in 
Fig. 7 ( b) . This conditioning is manda- 
tory for any mechanical contact. 

Clean sine or square waves from 100 
kHz to 10 MHz can be directly applied to 
the decimal counter "Count" input with- 

PILOTS PRESS FIT 
IN PLACE; ARE HELD 
BY WEDGING ACTION 

OF BULB 

COMPONENT 
SIDE 

POP RIVET 

PRESS INSTANT 
TRANSFER NUMERALS 
IN PLACE; PROTECT 
WITH ACRYLIC SPRAY 

3 /64''ACLEARACE FOR 
DJACENT DECADE 

Fig. 5. Drilling details for the lamp bracket are 
shown at the left. The bracket is secured to the 
printed board and bulbs inserted as shown above. 
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HOW IT 

Where most divide -by -ten circuits use a rela- 
tively complex, multi- transistor arrangement of 
decoder gates and readout drivers, the decimal 
counter described in this article first divides by 
two, and then by five to produce a biquinary 
counter. Such an arrangement is considerably 
simpler than the conventional decimal counter in 
that it requires three less transistors and seven 
less decoding gates to produce the same results. 

The input pulse train is fed to a divide -by -two 
counter (part of IC1), a conventional flip -flop 
which changes state with each pulse input. One 
state of the input divided -by -two counter will 
indicate an odd number input while the other 
state will indicate an even number. The odd -even 
signal is processed by a section of IC4 and used 
to switch transistors Ql and Q2 so that on even 
numbers the "Even Bus" will be supplied with 
power, and on the odd numbers the "Odd Bus" 
is powered. The schematic of the complete deci- 
mal counter shows how the indicating bulbs are 
connected in pairs to the odd and even buses. 
Each pair of bulbs is connected to ground 
through a transistor switch (Q3 through Q7) 
which is open when not energized, and closed 
when energized. 

After division by two, the input pulses are fed 
to the divide -by -five counter, consisting of the 
remaining part of ICI and all of 1C2. This 
counter decides whether the input signal is 0 or 
1, 2 or 3. 4 or 5, 6 or 7, 8 or 9 -and its selected 
output signals are processed by decoder IC3 and 
the remainder of IC4. The output signal from the 
decoder will energize the appropriate transistor 

WORKS 

switch, effectively closing it and allowing cur- 
rent to flow from the selected odd or even bus, 
through one bulb and through the transistor 
switch to ground, illuminating the pertinent bulb. 

For example, assume the count has reached the 
number 7. The divide -by -two counter has de- 
termined that it is an odd number and has ener- 
gized the odd bus. The divide -by -five counter 
decoder has determined that this pulse is either 
6 or 7, and energized transistor Q6. tinder those 
conditions, bulb 7 is the only bulb illuminated. 
Weak glow of the bulbs is prevented by the in- 
sertion of transistors Q8 through Q12 in the ap- 
propriate lines. Each transistor serves as a dual 
diode. Cycling of the counter is controlled by 
feeding a portion of the "8 or 9" signal back to 
ICI through R6 (see Fig. 1). 

On each tenth input pulse, the divide -by -ten 
characteristic of the decimal counter circuit 
causes it to cycle to 0 indication while simul- 
taneously providing one output pulse which is 
used to start the count on another counter. As- 
sume that two decimal counters are connected in 
cascade and the count is 9. The first decimal 
counter (indicating "one's ") displays a 9, while 
the second decimal counter (indicating "ten's ") 
displays a O. When the count reaches 10, the 
"one's" counter cycles to its 0 indication, while 
the "ten's" counter receives one pulse to display 
a 1. The overall illuminated readout is then 10. 
Still another decimal counter can be connected to 
the "ten's" counter "Carry" output to provide a 
"hundred's" column, which will start indicating 
when the total count exceeds 99. And so on. 

Although what appear to be six mechanical switches 
are shown here, actually they represent high -speed 
transistor switches that are driven by the electronic cir- 
cuits shown connected to them by the six dashed lines. 

EACH TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENT TO A DUAL DIODE 

NOTE: 
ALL SWITCHES ARE ELECTRONIC 

COUNT 
INPUT 

RESET 
INPUT° 

CARRY 
OUTPUT 
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IN4001 

I I7VA 

Dz 
IN4001 

6V 

++ 

T_ Iy F 

D3 
IN4001 

D 

+3.6V 

+ 
C4 
.IyF 18,000),F 

Fig. 6. This recommended power supply will handle 
up to three decimal counter modules simultaneously. 

POWER SUPPLY PARTS LIST 
C1,C2- 18,000 -AF, 10 -volt electrolytic capaci- 

tor (Sprague 183G010AC or similar) 
C3,C4- 0.1 -µF capacitor 
Dl, D2, D3- 1N4001 diode 
RECT -1 %- ampere full -wave bridge rectifier as- 

sembly (Motorola MDA942 -1, or similar) T1- Filament transformer: primary, 117 volts 
a.c.; secondary, 6.3 volts a.c.; 1%2 amperes 
(Allied Electronics 54 E 1419, or similar) 

Fig. 7. Pin 8 of the µL914 is identified by a dot. 
The MC789P is identified by a notch and dot code. 

out conditioning. Slower signals must be 
squared up using either the hex inverter 
squaring circuit in Fig. 7 (c) , or the 
Schmitt trigger of Fig. 7 (d) . Either of 
the latter two circuits work well with 3 
to 5 volts of peak -to -peak input signal. 
The Schmitt trigger can also be gated by 
holding its "Gate" input at ground when 
"Count" signals are to be passed, or at 
+3 volts or so when "Count" signals are 
not to be passed. 

The decimal counter "Reset" input is 
normally grounded. It will automatically 
return the counter to its "0" condition 
any time this input is connected to a +3 
volt source. The "Reset" push button 
need not be made "bounceless." 

The "Carry" output is used when two 
counters are cascaded by directly con- 
necting the "Carry" output of the first 
unit to the "Count" input of the second. 
The second counter will register "ten's," 
a third counter will register "hundred's," 
and so on. 

+3.6V +3 6V 
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COUNT COUNT PAW ©, O 
OUTPUT 
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O O OA LO ©,' O 
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OUTPUT - ---- -1 
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Jinihi an IC !Ts(one' 
UTILITY SQUARE -WAVE GENERATOR 

FEATURES HIGH OUTPUT AND LOW COST BY DON LANCASTER 

HERE'S A LOW -COST IC audio signal 
source powerful enough to directly 

drive a speaker, yet so tiny it fits easily 
into the palm of your hand. The "Tes- 
tone" puts out a 1 -kHz square wave of 
2.5 volts amplitude, runs on two internal 
AA penlight cells for 50 hours or more, 
and has a special buffered output stage 
that can drive any impedance load -and 
even be short- circuited -without stalling. 

The "Testone" is handy for audio, p.a., 
and hi -fi service work, particularly in 
checking out cables, speaker lines, and 
anywhere else where a physically larger 
audio oscillator unit would become an 
awkward burden. It tucks away in the 
smallest tool kit or tube caddy. In con- 
junction with an oscilloscope, the "Tes- 
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tone" will help you obtain approximate 
quality checks on a hi -fi system -fre- 
quency response, distortion, etc. The 
sharp -rise output square wave has har- 
monics well out into the MHz region, 
making the "Testone" an ideal signal in- 
jector whose thousands of harmonics can 
be most useful for AM radio and other 
high- frequency service work. Add a key 
and a speaker, and you have a low -cost 
CPO or signaling system. 

A breadboard version of this circuit 
could cost you less than $2 (the price 
tag on ICI is only $1.08) , while a fan- 
cier, boxed version will go from $3 to $5, 
depending upon your taste in enclosures. 
A professional dialplate is available, and 
all parts are easy to get. 
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Fig. 1. Although the IC contains two sets of 
inverting buffers, not all of the internal 
circuits are used. The output can drive any 
load impedance -even down to a short circuit. 

PARTS LIST 

B1-"AA" penlight cell, 1.5 volts (2 needed) 
Cl, C2- 0.1 -µF, 10 -volt miniature ceramic ca- 

pacitor (Centralab UK -10 -104 or similar) 
ICI- Motorola MC799 dual bulgier (Allied 

Radio #50- E- 26- MC7991' -MOT) 
RI, R2-10,000-ohm, Y4-watt resistor 
SI- S.p.s.t. slide switch 
!l -RCA phono jack 
I -Small enclosure (Bud CU- 2100.1, Davies 

#220 plastic case, Zero Z- 32- 40A -24 box, or 
similar) 

1 --Sí ii' x 1" x single -sided printed circuit 
board 1- Dialplate (optional)* 

Misc.-Holder ¡or 2 "AA" penlight cells (Key- 
stone #140); chassis (optional -see text); 
pop rivets (4) optional; threaded rivet -type 
spacers (5) optional; #6 s % binder -head 
plastic screws, optional; wire, solder, etc. 

*Metalphoto hard anodized aluminum dialplate 
is available from Reill's Photo Finishing, 4627 
N. 11 St., Phoenix, Arizona 85014, in black and 
white for $1, red or copper for $1.25, postpaid 
in U.S.A. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The heart of the "Testone' is an integrated 

circuit (/C1) containing two inverting buffers, 
each having a high- and low -power output. The 
low -level outputs are coupled to the opposite 
inputs by Cl and C2, thus forming an astable 
multivibrator. Recharging resistors R1 and R2. 
together with the capacitors, determine the vive- 
form symmetry and operating frequency. Values 
of the resistors and capacitors have been selected 
to produce an approximate 1 -kHz operating fre- 
quency. The signal output is taken from one 
high -level output (at pin 51, and routed to the 
output jack. 

The IC contains 6 transistors and 12 resistors, 
divided equally into two identical circuits. Tran- 
sistors Ql and Q4 form the active part of the 
astable multivibrator, while Q5 and Q6 provide 
a push -pull output stage for load drive and iso- 
lation. Transistors Q2 and Q3, and a pair of 
1000 -ohm resistors (all within the IC), are not 
used. 
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Construction. Figure 1 is the schematic 
for the "Testone" and Fig. 2 shows the 
equivalent circuit of the IC. An actual - 
size printed circuit board appears in Fig. 
3, while Fig. 4 gives you the layout and 
drilling details. You can make the PC 
board from a 11t" x 1" x %o" scrap of 
printed circuit material. 

Component layout is shown in Fig. 5. 
Note that ICZ is identified by a dot and 
code notch and that all pin connections 
are shown from the top. Use a small sol- 
dering iron and fine solder to mount the 
components. While not required, three 
PC terminals ( one for each lead coming 
off the PC board) add a professional 
touch and aid in making circuit intercon- 
nections. 

You can use any enclosure you wish- 

-vwww 

Fig. 2. The IC contains six transistors and 
12 resistors, all diffused on a tiny piece 
of silicon, and packaged in a dual in -line, 
injection -molded 0.75" x 0.3" plastic case. 
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+ to!..) 
98 1 0 ° 

Fig. 3. Use this actual -size printed board if you 
want to make the "Testone" as small as possible. 

a small metal box, a small plastic in- 
strument case, or a deep -drawn alum- 
inum box. Inside case dimensions should 
be greater than 13/8' X 17/8" X 2%" to 
allow enough room for the battery hold- 
er and the IC. Some enclosures may call 
for a small aluminum chassis, particu- 
larly if a dialplate is being used. 

In the prototype "Testone," rivet -type 
standoffs secure the PC board to the 
chassis, while Si and the battery holder 
are pop- riveted in place. If you're using 
a dialplate, be sure to dimple the chassis 
or case so the dialplate will lie flush and 

9/64" DRILL(2)-y 

#67 OR ILL (22) 

I /16 "DRILL 9 SET PC TERMINALS 
ON COMPONENT SIDE (3) 

I I/2'-H 
` S/16- 

1-0---I 1/8" 
I 

I 3/4" 

I 

Fig. 4. Drilling information for the PC board. Use 
of PC terminals makes a professional -looking job. 

+iV VIA SI 

/ 
TO BI(- )+-- -/ LTO JI CENTER 

t TO JI SHIELD 

Fig. 5. Component layout. Note that the IC carries 
both a coding dot and notch for proper positioning. 

hide the switch hardware. The dialplate 
is secured with the hardware on Si. If 
#6 plastic binder head screws are used, 
their heads can double as no -mar cab- 
inet feet for the complete instrument. 
Be sure to observe polarity when you in- 
stall the penlight cells. 

Operating Hints. To use the "Testone," 
just connect it to a speaker or an ampli- 
fier input, switch to ON -and away you 

111111®111 
111.11111112/111111111 
11111111111M11111111111 
111111111111111111111111111111 .... 
Giiii:1111111111111Eral 

Abrupt trailing edge of the output waveform of the 
Testone produces harmonics out to the MHz region. 

go. Although the "Testone" has a 
small d.c. output offset current, its value 
is safely within that of even the smallest 
speaker, and no harm will be done. 

DO NOT apply any voltage to the 
"Testone" output terminal or use the 
"Testone" on any live circuit carrying 

Author's prototype shows PC board mounting, loca- 
tion of on /off switch, batteries, and output jack. 

d.c. without adding a coupling capacitor. 
For AM radio service and signal inject- 
ing, use a 100 -pF mica coupling capacitor 
which will permit only the high frequen- 
cy trailing edges of the "Testone's" out- 
put waveform to be injected into the 
circuit under test. -- 
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Build Ultra -Fast 
Electronic Stopwatch 
BY DON LANCASTER 

USING THE 

LOW -COST 

DECIMAL COUNTING 

UNITS 

1969 Winter Edition 

PROBABLY the most accurate time 
measurement instrument ever to be 

made available to the electronics experi- 
menter, this "Electronic Stopwatch" is a 
small -size, precision, multi -use instru- 
ment that can count events from 0 to 
999 at any speed up to 10 million counts 
per second. It can accurately time the 
duration of any single event with 0.1% 
accuracy, or it can indicate the time in- 
terval between two different events with 
both occurring within a one -second time 
interval -in fact, it can very easily time 
a speeding bullet in flight! 
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Fig. 1. The timing module is made up of six IC's, a 

crystal, five capacitors, and a couple of resistors. 
If you substitute a 1.0 -MHz crystal the value of Cl 
should be reduced to 27 pF. Using the new crystal 
the outputs will all be 10X higher in frequency. 
> 
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TIMING MODULE PARTS LIST 
ADDA1-22 WIRE JUMPERS 
COMPONENT SIDE 
EXACTLY AS SHOWN(7) 

('1- 1220- pl-,di pp, d mica rapacilor 
C2, C3- 0.005 -µF. 50 -.colt Melar capacitor 
C4- 100 -µF, n -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C5- 0.1 -µF, 10 -volt disc capacitor 
1C1 -Quad two -input ate r Motorola MC724P) 
!C2, 1C3, 1C-1, /C'5- Dual JR flip -flop (Motorola 

MC790P or .1/) 7 )11' i 
!C6 -Buger (Fairchild µL 900) 
R1, R2- 10,000 -ohm, ,4 -watt resistor 
XTAL -100.0 -kI1 series- resonant crystal 

x 3" x 3%" printed circuit board -sec 
text 

Misc.-Crystal clip (1), small eyelets (2), #22 
solid wire jumpers (7), PC terminals (14), 
mounting hardware, solder 

NOTE: The following are available from South- 
west Technical Products Corp.. Box 16297, San 
Antonio, Texas, 78216: Etched and drilled PC 
board, $3.25: complete kit of timing module 
parts, $21.00. 

o 

There are six built -in switch- select- 
able time resolutions ranging from 20 
microseconds to one millisecond ; or, you 
can select external manual timing up to 
as long as you want. Readout is on a 
series of three decimal counters (see 
"Low -Cost Counting Unit," page 80) . 

The circuit includes a special synchro- 
nizer that prevents any last digit "bob- 
ble," while a reset selector allows either 

Fig. 2. Actual -size printed board for 
the timing module. This board is the 
same size as that used for the decimal 
counting unit, greatly simplifying the 
packaging of the completed stopwatch. 
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Jí67 DRILL(I06) 

I /I6 "DRILL a SET « -- -PC 'ERMINALS 
COMPONENT 
SIDE (IA) 

RIVETRIX 
AL 

CLIP IN OCOMPONENT PLACE 

SIDE(2) 

L.(gJ 

CI-- TO SUIT 
MOUNTING 

Fig. 3. Drilling guide for the timing module PC 
board. Mount parts called out on component side. 

automatic or manual resetting of the in- 
strument, or will allow the reading to 
pile up for long -term accuracy. 

If desired, you can add an optional 
output jack to get very precise one -sec- 
ond timing pulses for use in electronic 
clocks or other timing applications. You 
can also scale any input frequency by 
10, 100, or 1000, as well as use the instru- 
ment as a highly accurate oscilloscope 
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Fig. 4. Timing module components. Observe polar- 
ity of the capacitors and alignment of the six IC's. 

sweep time calibrator. It even generates 
random three -digit numbers for contests 
or probability studies, and it does all 
this powered by either the a.c. line or a 
six -volt battery. 

Cost of this project? You can build 
one complete for $50 to $80 depending 

POWER SUPPLY PARTS LIST 

Cl, C 2 -6000 -14F, 10 -volt computer -grade 
electrolytic capacitor (Sprague 602G010AC or 
similar) 

C3, C4- 0.1 -µF, 10 -volt disc capacitor 
D1, D2- 1N4001, 1- ampere. 50 -volt silicon power 

diode 
F1 -0.5- ampere fuse 
REGT 1 -1.5- ampere, full -wave bridge rectifier 

(Motorola t1IDA942 -1 or similar) 
Tl- Filament transformer, 6.3 volts, 1.2 amperes 

(Knight 54B1419. Stancor P6134, Thordarson 
26F60 or similar) 

Misc.-1/2.2" x 3" x 3" aluminum mounting bracket 
to suit enclosure, capacitor mounting clips (2), 
fuse holder, small terminal board, pop rivets 
(4), ground lug, #6 hardware, terminals for 
Cl, C2, wire, solder 

NOTE: A complete kit of all the above parts is 
offered by Southwest Technical Products Corp.. 
Box 16297, San Antonio, Texas 78216 for $11.00 
(plus 2 pounds postage). 
NOTE: This power supply should be used only 
with the modified DCU's featured on page 80. 

FI RECTI .5A MDA942- 

POWER 
INPUT 

ti 

ONLY CASE 
CONNECTION 
EXCEPT FOR 

JI,J2,J3 

+ 

on how fancy a cabinet and finish you 
want. Dialplates, circuit boards, and 
complete kits are available (see Parts 
Lists) . While not a beginner's project, 
the stopwatch is not difficult to construct ; 
and when it is finished, you will have a 
piece of test equipment equal in perfor- 
mance to units costing ten times as much. 

Timing Module. Because complete con- 
struction information for the decimal 
counting unit is presented on page 80, 
only the remainder of the "Electronic 
Stopwatch" will be covered here : the 
timing module ; associated power supply ; 

and all internal switching. 
The schematic for the timing module 

is shown in Fig. 1. As with the decimal 
counters, because of the complexity of the 
circuit, the printed circuit board shown 
actual -size in Fig. 2 should be used. The 
board should be drilled and the seven 
wire jumpers installed as shown in Fig. 
3. Then, install the components in ac- 
cordance with Fig. 4. 

Use a small, clean soldering iron and 
fine solder, double -check the orientation 
of all parts, and make clean solder joints. 

Optional Parts 
for battery operation 

D1-- 1N4001 diode 
F2- 1- ampere slow -blow fuse 
S1- S.p.d.t. slide switch 
Misc.-Fuse holder, rear case terminals and bat- 

tery connectors, 6 -volt automotive storage bat- 
tery, optional mounting for B:ITT /A.C. switch 

NOTE: Integrated circuits IC2, IC3, IC4, IC5 
should he type MC719P for battery operation. 

6V 
OPTIONAL 
BATTERY 
SUPPLY 

9+ 

F2 
IA 

Fig. 5. Suggested power supply for 
use with the "Stopwatch." Break 
at "x" and use dotted circuit if 
unit is to be battery powered. 

*IN4001 
D3 

+BATT 

DI,D2 
N4OOI 

A.0 I 

+ RED 

BLx 

X 11 
CI C3 

18,000 yF IyF 1 
C4 
yF 

1 
C 

18,000 
yF 

GND 
O 

( +6V) 
+. 

(+3.6V) 
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TERMINAL BOARD 
FOR SMALL 
COMPONENTS 

TI 

RECT I 

CI 

FI 

Fig. 6. The power supply is built on a 3" x 3" piece 
of heavy -gauge aluminum with a 11 /2" mounting lip. 

i 

- - r 

H 

OFF 

?EVENTS 

T I R2 
IK 

SI 

r 
I 

(0_ 

W.NJJu-0 
RI 
4m 

R3 
1K 

POWER 

STOPWATCH PARTS LIST 
I1, I2.I l'Irnno jack (RC. -1 íypc) 

Ironic stopwatch timing module 
212, .113, i114- Decimal counter nodule 

"Low -Cost Counting Unit ") 
315 -Power supply module 
R1-47 -ohm, /2-watt resistor 
R2, R3- 1000 -ohm, !!.¿-watt resistor R4- 100 -ohm. !a watt resistor 
SI -Three -pole, Jour -position, non -shorting 

lector switch I Mallory 32341 or similar) S2- Single -pole, six-position non- shorting se- 
lector switch (,Mallory 32261 or similar) S3- S.p.d.t. slide switch 

S'4- 5.p.d.t. push -button switch 
.Visc.- -Case, chassis, line cord and strain 

knobs (2), backup plate for controls, feet. mod- 
ule mounting hardware, trim panel, wire nut, 
wire, solder 

NOTE: Hard anodized aluminum dialplate avail- 
able from Reill's Photo Finishing, 4627 N. 11th 
St., Phoenix, Arizona 85014, as Stock ESW -1: 
in silver for $2.75; red, gold, or copper for $3.25: 
postpaid in L.S.A. 

--0-OPTIONAL BATTERY INPUT 
I IADD DECK TO SI IF ON-OFF 
I r' -0- CONTROL IS WANTED) 

I I 

1 , 

I I 
+ +.__. +r 

GND 

M5 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

I 

+ 
-- -GND 

MAN 
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2 
.02 0 5 5 
O 'I -IO 
52 

I.0 '2 -20 

50 

'-100 
MI 

TIMING 
MODULE 

1 

CARRY CARRY CARRY -- - 

COUNT COUNT COUNT - - 
GND GND GND 

RESET RESET RESET 

M2 
UNITS 

DECIMAL 
COUNTER 

M3 
TENS 

DECIMAL 
COUNTER 

++ 

M4 
HUNDREDS 
DECIMAL 
COUNTER 

S4 AUTO RESET 
N.O. 

MAN, 53 

_0 I 
loon 

OPTIONAL - 

I SECOND 
( -J1000) 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 7. Interconnection circuit for the five 
modules which make up the complete unit. 
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Fig. 8. Rear of author's "Stopwatch" 
before wiring. Looking from the 
front, the "units" counter is on 
the right, the "tens" counter in the 
center, and the "hundreds" counter 
at left. Power supply occupies the 
empty area behind the switching. 

"UNITS" 'TENS" "HUNDREDS" 
DECIMAL DECIMAL DECIMAL TIMING POWER 

COUNTER COUNTER COUNTER MODULE SUPPLY 

Note that all rectangular IC's are identi- 
fied by a notch and dot code on one end, 
while the one round one (106) has a flat 
side opposite pin 8. 

Power Supply. The power supply has 
to supply both 3.6 volts ( +) and 6 volts 
( + + ) at 0.5 ampere and with a low 
ripple. A suitable supply, shown in Fig. 
5, consists of a transformer- powered 
bridge rectifier followed by a capacitor - 
input dynamic two -diode regulator. Do 
not skimp on the value of Cl or C2, as 
the values given are the smallest satis- 
factory capacitance values. 

It is probably best to build the power 
supply on its own small subchassis, as 
illustrated in Fig. 6, which is simply an 
L- shaped aluminum bracket, cut to suit 
your particular case. Mount all com- 
ponents on this bracket, using a small 
terminal board to support the smaller 
electronic components. Make certain that 
you use only one ground lug (as shown 
in Fig. 5), and make sure that no other 
wiring touches the metal chassis. 

MAX. COUNTING SPEED =I00 COUNTS/SEC 

IK I N.O. 

N.C. 

If you desire the convenience of bat- 
tery operation (6 volts only) , add the 
circuit shown by the dotted lines of Fig. 
5. The power supply circuit must be bro- 
ken at point "X" and a battery /a.c. se- 
lector switch installed so as to switch the 
filter circuit from either the a.c. power 
source, or the external battery d.c. source. 

Overall Assembly. Figure 7 is the com- 
plete stopwatch interconnection sche- 
matic diagram. The overall assembly 

yL4 
TOP VIE9IW 

PUSHBUTTON 

N.O. 

N.C. 

.- 
IOOyF 

X-FOR "EVENTS" 
Y-FOR "A" OR A-B 

.IyF 

MECHANICAL CONTACT CONDITIONER 
(B) 

PUSHBUTTON CONDITIONER 
(A) 

Fig. 9. A push- button signal conditioner 
is shown above (a), while a mechani- 
cal contact signal conditioner is shown 
at left (b). Both of these circuits pro- 
vide a bounceless pulse each time they 
are operated by the external switches. 
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consists of three decimal counter mod- 
ules, the timing module, the power sup- 
ply module, four resistors, four switches, 
and three input jacks. 

Almost any case configuration can be 
used for the instrument, and the photo 
on page 89 shows the one used by the 
author. A commercially available dial - 
plate (see Parts List) can be used as a 
layout guide for the front -panel selector 
switches and input jacks. Figure 8 shows 
the author's version before the intercon- 
nections were made. 

Wire the various modules and switches 
together in accordance with Fig. 7. Use 
color -coded leads, and note that the deci- 

NEAR SCREEN 

X 

STOP START 

VELOCITY IN FEET PER SECOND- 
X IN FEET X1000 

RESOLUTION X COUNTER READING 

FAR SCREEN 

Fig. 10. For ballistic velocity measurement (vehicle, 
projectile, or other speeding object), use a break-wire 
contact. Set the "Stopwatch" in the "A-B" position 
to make the measurement. Break -wire "A" must be 
broken before break -wire "B" for correct operation. 

mal counters are wired from left to right, 
viewed from the rear -so that when 
viewed from the front (in the normal op- 
erating position), "unit's" are indicated 
on the right, "ten's" on the middle, and 
"hundred's" on the left counter. 

Preliminary Checkout. Once you are sure 
that all wiring is correct, place the func- 
tion switch (S1) in any position other 

Author's unit before the power supply was 
mounted and interconnections made. 
Any other arrangement can be used de- 
pending on cabinet available. The dial - 
plate will give exact front -panel layout, 
and also has switch position identification. 
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than "OFF." One lamp in etch counter 
should light. Depressing the "RESET" 
push button (S4) should return all 
counters to "000." 

Place the function switch in the "A" 
position, and the timing switch (S2) in 
the 1.0 millisecond position. Plug a phono 
cable into the front -panel " +" jack and 
touch the other end of the cable ( center 
contact) to the "A" input internal con- 
tact. The counters should cycle only dur- 
ing the time that this connection is 
made. 

Note that the "unit's" indicator lamps 
have a dull glow (signifying very rapid 
counting) , the "ten's" lamps flicker slow- 
ly, while the "hundred's" counter ripples 
from 0 to 9 ( and repeats) once each sec- 
ond. Rotating the timing switch pro- 
gressively through the .5 -, .2 -, .1 -, .05 -, 
and .02- millisecond positions produces a 
corresponding speedup of the flicker on 
all counters. 

Place the function switch in the "A -B" 
position and "RESET" for all zeros on 
the counters. Return the timing switch 
to 1.0 for best viewing of the counters. 
Using the phono cable, application of the 
" +" to input "A" should start the coun- 
ters cycling, and they should continue 
cycling even after the cable is removed 
from "A." Inserting the " +" to input 
"B" should stop the counters. 

Place the function switch in the 
"EVENTS" position, and "RESET" for 
all zeros. Place the "MAN /AUTO" switch 
(S3) in the "MAN" position. In this 
mode, the instrument will count once 
for each time that you apply the " +" to 
the "A" input. This count will be erratic 
since there is no way that you can keep 
from bouncing the contact as you make 
and break it ; this is also why you have 
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R2 
DI 22K 
H-38 

OI 
MPS2925, 

x -TIMES PRESENCE OF LIGHT 
Y -TIMES ABSENCE OF LIGHT 

CI 

50PF 

RI 
200k 
SENSITIVITY ICI 

MC7B9P 
TOP VIEW 

TIME IN MILLISECONDS. RESOLUTION X COUNTER READING 

PHOTO PICKOFF PARTS LIST 

CI- 5(I -p/ , /; ups, Ito) 
photodiod, Texas Instruments H -38 

-Do NOT substitute 
ICI -Ilex inverter (Motorola dMC7891') 01- MPS2925 transistor (Motorola) 
RI- 200,000 -ohm miniature potentiometer 
R2- 22,000 -ohm, . -watt resistor 
S1- S.p.d.t. slide switch 
Mise. Photocell shroud, interconnecting cables, 

phono plugs, solder 

NOTE: A complete photo pickoff kit is available 
from Southwest Technical Products, Box 16297, 
San Antonio, Texas 78216, for $8, postpaid in 
U.S.A. 

Fig. 11. This high -speed photo 
A pickoff employing a silicon pho- 

to -diode is extremely useful in 
timing fast camera shutters, 
dragsters, or any high -speed 
phenomena where a beam of 
light can be interrupted. The 
switch permits operation either 
with presence or absence of light. 
A similar technique can be used 
to verify flash synchronization. 

to "condition" all inputs for meaningful 
measurements. 

Signal Conditioning. Proper signal con- 
ditioning is a must for accurate use of 
the stopwatch. As the counters "read" 
each input pulse, the input signal must 
be bounceless; that is, there must be 
one, and only one, pulse for each time 
that the sensor operates. 

A signal conditioner for use with a 
mechanical push button is shown in Fig. 
9(a), while Fig. 9 (b) shows one method 
of signal conditioning for use with a 
mechanical contact.* 

Velocity Measurement. For a ballistic 
velocity meter ( bullet or "break- wire" 
pickoff) , use the circuit shown in Fig. 10. 
In this case, make sure that event 
"A" stops before event "B" starts, and 
that the spacing between the two pick- 

A few signal- conditioning circuits are shown 
in Fig. 7 of the "Counting Unit" article which 
appears on page 80. Figure 7(a) and (b) shows 
two approaches with mechanical switches, while 
Fig. 7(c) and (d) illustrates two methods of sig- 
nal conditioning with sine -wave generators. 
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Top view of the timing module PC board with all 
components mounted. Connections to the board are 
made via the PC terminals affixed to the board. 

offs is measured to within 0.1% accura- 
cy, if you want your instrument to be 
that accurate. 

If you are going to measure the speed 
of a bullet, place the first screen ( "A" in- 
put) far enough from the gun muzzle to 
avoid blast effects. As the bullet passes 
through the first screen, it starts the 
"Stopwatch" -when it passes through 
the second screen the instrument stops 
counting. 

To measure the velocity of a car, or 
other speeding objects, make sure that 
the same portion of the object whose 
speed is being measured breaks both 
wires. The velocity in feet -per- second for 
an object traveling between the screens 
is clearly shown in Fig. 10. For example, 
if counter resolution is set at .02 milli- 
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100 kHz 
OSC 

XTAL 
1 /2IC1 

START START -STOP 
SYNCHRONIZED 

STOP 
SWITCH 

TOP I/z ZCI,I /2IC2 
B 

RESET AUTO 
O RESET 

OUTPUT 

O O O O O 
50 Hz 20 Hz I0kHz SkHz 2kHz 'kHz 

02mSEC .05mSEC .ImSEC .2mSEC .SmSEC ImSEC 

HOW IT WORKS 

Operation of a decimal counting unit is de- 
scribed in this issue on page 80; therefore, only 
the operation of the timing module will be de- 
scribed here. 

As shown above, the basic timing circuit con- 
sists of a 100 -kHz crystal -controlled oscillator 
consisting of one -half of /CI -two of its four 
gates are biased to their class -A region and ca- 
pacitor- coupled to form the oscillator -in con- 
junction with a 100 -kHz crystal. The oscillator 
output pulses drive a synchronizing switch made 
up of one flip -flop of /CZ. 

If allowed to run freely, the synchronizer switch 
would merely divide the oscillator output by two, 
and drive the remainder of the divider chain. 
However, a set -reset gate, made up of the two 
remaining gates of /Ci, determines how long the 
synchronizer switch remains open. Operation of 
the set -reset gate, in turn, is controlled by signals 
applied to its two inputs -"A" (start) and "B" 
(stop) -which are located on the front panel of 
the electronic stopwatch. 

OUTPUTS 

A positive -going voltage pulse applied to input 
"A" will open the synchronizing gate and allow 
the 100 -kHz oscillator pulses to pass down the 
divider chain until a positive -going signal applied 
to input "B" shuts down the set -reset gate, thus 
preventing the oscillator signals from reaching the 
divider chain. When input "B" is connected to a 
constant positive voltage source, the set -reset gate 
becomes a duration gate that remains open, allow- 
ing the oscillator pulses to pass down the divider 
only as long as a signal is applied to input "A." 

Because the synchronizer switch is basically a 
flip -flop, it automatically divides the 100 -kHz 
oscillator signal by two, producing a 50 -kHz out- 
put. (Divide the frequency in kHz into 1 to get 
the time period in milliseconds; in this case, the 
50 -kHz output is also the 0.02 millisecond out- 
put.) The remaining divider chain produces out- 
puts at 20 kHz (0.05 msec), 10 kHz (0.1 msec), 
5 kHz (0.2 msec), 2 kHz (0.5 msec), and 1 kHz 
(1.0 msec). The final IC ( /C6) is the reset gen- 
erator which synchronizes the low frequency 
outputs and provides an automatic reset signal 
for the decimal counters. 

The 100 -kHz crystal may be replaced with almost any other low- frequency unit 
if a different set of output frequencies (or pulse time intervals) is desired. 

seconds, and an eight -foot screen spac- 
ing is used ( accurate to ve, ") , a counter 
indication of 162 will correspond to a 
velocity of 2470 feet per second. 

Photo Pickoff. A photo pickoff is shown 
in Fig. 11. The pickoff selector switch 
decides whether the "Stopwatch" oper- 
ates on the presence or absence of light 
at the sensor. You must use a high- 
speed photocell for this circuit, as con- 
ventional cadmium sulfide cells are too 
slow for accurate timing. To test the 
speed of camera shutters, place the coun- 
ter function switch in the "A" position, 
and allow the camera shutter to inter- 
rupt the light from the light source to 
the photocell. 

For timing dragster or other vehicle 
races, two photo pickoffs can be used with 
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the "Stopwatch" function switch at the 
"A -B" position. One pickoff starts the 
timer at the "A" input, while the second 
pickoff stops the timer at the "B" input. 
The elapsed time in milliseconds equals 
the numerical value on the timing switch 
multiplied by the decimal counter indica- 
tion. For example, the timing switch at 
1.0 millisecond and the counters at 725 
means a total time value of 725 milli- 
seconds or 0.725 second. 

If desired, the optional one -second out- 
put line in Fig. 7 can be used to drive an 
external "seconds" counter. -fer 

Editor's Note: Further projects using the low -cost 
DCU will appear in both the ELECTRONIC EXPERI- 
MENTER'S HANDBOOK and POPULAR ELECTRON- 
ICS. A digital voltmeter appears in the December 
1968 issue that will be on sale around mid- Novem- 
ber. 
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TRANSISTOR 
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BUILD THE 

NG W Transistor Tester 
STOP WONDERING - 

THE "NO-GUESS-WORK- 
TESTER CHECKS FOR 

SILICON- GERMANIUM 

AND NPN OR PNP 

BY DON LANCASTER 

HAVE YOU been tempted to buy a 
package of those transistor assort- 

ments that are being offered for only 
pennies -per- transistor? Perhaps you 
have some unmarked transistors (or 
transistors with production numbers that 
are meaningless to you) collecting dust 
in your spare parts box. How can you 
tell what types of transistors you have 
and what condition they are in? The an- 
swer is simple: build the transistor test- 
er described on the following pages. 

This transistor tester is a simple in- 
strument that you can construct for $10 
or less. It will check just about any 
transistor or semiconductor diode for in- 
terelement shorts, opens and leakage, 
and will check transistors for gain. The 
tester will tell you if a transistor under 
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test is npn or pnp and whether it is sili- 
con or germanium. 

Construction. The transistor tester's 
circuitry can be housed in any conven- 
ient size metal or plastic case, and since 

HOW IT WORKS 

When a small amount of base current controls 
a large amount of collector current in a transistor. 
amplification takes place. In most modern transis- 
tors, d.c. current gain is essentially equal to the 
small -signal a.c. current gain all the way up to the 
low \IHz region. This tester measures d.c. cur- 
rent gain by applying a known amount of base 
current to the test transistor, and then displays 
the collector current gain on meter .111. ( \\-hen 
the collector current is divided by the base cur- 
rent, the result will be the d.c. gain of the transis- 
tor under test, and this is the figure that will be 
indicated on the meter.) 

All transistors are tested under 1 to 10 mA 
collector current conditions -about the operating 
range of most small -signal transistors. Gain for 
power transistors will be lower than for small - 
signal types since the power transistor's gain 
curve peaks somewhere between 100 and 1000 mA. 
Resistor R1 serves as a collector load -or current 
limiter -for all transistors under test. and R2 
and R3 (when S3 is set to X100) control base 
current. 

Switch S2 and diodes DI through D4 form the 
SI -GE test circuit. For normal bias, the base 
voltage of a silicon transistor will be 0.6 volt 
and base voltage of a germanium transistor will 
be 0.2 volt. Two germanium diodes connected in 
series (DI through D4 are germanium types) re- 
quire 0.4 volt to conduct -a potential halfway 
between GE and SI base voltages. To eliminate 
complex switching, two germanium diodes are op- 
erated in each direction, providing npn and pup 
testing capability. 

Diodes are tested on a go /no -go basis when 
they are connected to the tester as described in 
"Testing Diodes" (see text). 

PARTS LIST 

B] -Four 1.5 -volt "AA" penlight cells 
D1, D2, D3, D4 -1N34A germanium diode 
11, 12, 13- Banana jack (one red, one blue, one 

green) 
M1- 0 -10 -mA d.c. milliammeter* 
R1 -47 -ohm, /2-watt resistor* 
R2-56,000-ohm,./2-watt resistor 
R3- 510,000 -ohnn, V2-watt resistor 
Si, S2- S.p.s.t. momentary- action, normally -open 

push- button switch 
S3- S.p.s.t. slide switch 
S4- D.p.d.t. slide switch 
S01-TO-5 transistor socket 
1 -3" x 4" x 5" aluminum box -see text 
Misc.- Double AA battery holders (2), external 

test leads (3), banana plugs (3), #10 nylon 
cup washers for feet (4), wire, solder, hard- 
ware, etc. 

Optional -Metalphoto hard -anodized aluminum 
dialplate, available from Reill's Photo Finish- 
ing, 4627 V. 11th St., Phoenix, Ariz. 85014, 
in silver color for $2.75, in red, gold, or copper 
for $3?5, postpaid in U.S.A.; specify stock 
#TRT -1 

*The combined resistance of RI and 311 should 
lie between 200 and 300 ohms. 
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the parts arrangement is not critical, al- 
most any type of chassis construction 
can be used. The photo on page 100 
shows the method used in the prototype. 

Since most transistors you are likely 
to test will have a TO -5 type case con- 

NPN 

0-10,,A S- 
(GAIN) 

BI 
R2 RI 
56K 4711 

6V 

sol 
(BOTTOM 

VIEW) 

S2- 
(SI - GE) 

JI J2 J3 
E B C 

Note that there are two base contacts on SO1 
to accommodate both the TO -5 triangular lead 
configuration and the older in -line arrangement. 

TESTING TRANSISTORS 

1 Set multiplier switch to X100 and identity 
switch to NPN. Insert transistor into socket 
or connect transistor to appropriate leads 

2 Meter should not deflect -if meter does de- 
flect, discard transistor; it is shorted. 

3 Depress SI -GE push button. If meter deflects, 
transistor is PNP. If meter does not deflect, 
transistor is NPN. If there is no meter reading 
in either position of identity switch, transistor 
can be discarded; it is open. 

4 Change identity switch to proper position for 
type of transistor and note meter reading -it 
should be very low. Silicon transistors produce 
a zero reading; germanium transistors (non - 
power) will read less than 1 mA. 

5 Depress GAIN push button and adjust multiplier 
switch for less than full -scale reading. This 
reading is d.c. current gain of transistor (scale 
times multiplier). 

6 Verify silicon /germanium transistors by de- 
pressing both GAIN and identity push buttons. 
If meter reading remains the same or drops 
slightly, transistor is germanium. Drop of meter 
reading to zero indicates silicon. 

f you wish, you can cut out this convenient chart 
and paste it on the case of the transistor tester. 
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Internal layout of the au- 
thor's model showing lo- 
cation of all parts. This 
layout is recommend- 
ed for best duplication. 

NIGHT CELL 
MORE ON 

OPPOSITE 
WALL) 

figuration, you should mount a TO -5 
transistor socket in a convenient and 
accessible location on the front panel of 
the instrument (see photo on page 98). 
For transistors with other than a TO -5 
case configuration, three banana jacks 
are mounted at the bottom of the front 
panel to make the proper connections 
via short test cables. 

The banana jacks (J1 through J3 in 
the schematic diagram) must be insu- 
lated from the chassis, using one shoul- 
der and one flat fiber or nylon washer 
with each jack. 

Testing Transistors. The approach to 
testing a given transistor is simple and 
straightforward. The procedure need not 
take more than a minute, and with prac- 
tice, you can cut the testing time down 
to a few seconds. 

First set switches S3 and S4 to the 
X /00 and NPN positions, respectively, 
and connect the transistor to be tested 
via the external test cables or plug it 
into the transistor socket. If the pointer 
of meter 311 should swing fully up- scale, 
the transistor is shorted; if the pointer 
does not deflect, the unit is okay. 

(Continued on page 112) 
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Suggested parts layout to simplify 
wiring and make a clean -looking unit. 
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Experimenter's 
hort -Proof Power Supply 
BUILD 2- AMPERE, 0 -32 VOLT POWER SOURCE FOR YOUR BENCH 

THE biggest problem that can be en- 
countered with a bench power supply 

occurs if you accidentally short it -poof 
go the rectifiers, fuse, or assorted com- 
ponents, either singly or in various com- 
binations. Work comes to a grinding halt 
while you dig away in the power supply 
and try to fix things up. If this has hap- 
pened to you, your power supply is not 
one of the new breed -the automatic 
current limiter -which is very likely so, 
since the current -limiting feature has 
usually been incorporated only in rela- 
tively expensive industrial power sup- 
plies. Until now. 

If you have never worked with a cur- 
rent- limiting power supply, you are in 
for a pleasant surprise. First, you decide 
what the maximum safe current would 
be in the circuit you are testing. Then 
you short (yes, short) the power supply 
leads together and set the current con- 

BY JAMES W. CUCCIA 

trol until the ammeter indicates this 
value. Now connect the power supply to 
the circuit under test, crank up to the 
desired voltage and go to work. If you 
should short the power supply leads 
( either accidentally or because of circuit 
component failure), instead of a puff of 
smoke coming from the power supply, 
the current limiter will not allow the 
supply to deliver more current to the 
short than you originally specified for 
the circuit. You just remove the short, 
and go back to work. 

The complete electrical specifications 
for this power supply given in the ac- 
companying table compare favorably 
with those of power supplies costing far 
more than this project. The schematic 
for this unit is shown in Fig. 1. 

Construction. An actual -size printed 
circuit board should be made up in ac- 
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PARTS LIST 
C1- 4000 -µF, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C2, C5- 100 -µF, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C3, C6 -2 -p.F, 50 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C4- 0.05 -uF, 50 -volt disc capacitor 
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5- 0.75 -ampere, 50 -volt PIV 

silicon rectifier 
D6, D7 -18 -volt, 1 -watt xener diode (Schauer 

SZ18 or similar) 
F1 -1- ampere 3AG fuse, with holder 
HS1 -Heat sink (Delbert Blinn X- 123 -d -1) 
M1 -2- ampere ammeter 
M2 -35 -volt voltmeter 
Q1- 2N3055 transistor 
Q2, Q3, Q4 -40407 transistor 
R1 -10 -ohm, 50 -watt resistor 
R2 -0.27 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor 
R3-40 -ohm, 3 -watt potentiometer 
R4 -4700 ohms 
R5 -1500 ohms 
R6 -5600 ohms 
R7 -100 ohms 
R8 -2200 ohms 
R9 -3300 ohms 
R10- 5000 -ohm, V2-watt potentiometer 
S1- S.p.s.t. slide switch 
S2- D.p.s.t. slide switch 
TI -Power transformer: primary, 117 volts a.c.; 

secondary, 32 volts at 2 amperes, and 40 
volts at 0.02 ampere (Southwest Technical 
#P -32 -2 or similar) 1- Etched circuit board* 1- Cabinet /chassis 

Misc. -' /yam spacers (4), terminal posts (3), ca- 
pacitor clip, hookup wire, bolts and nuts, line 
cord 

Resistors 
R4 -R9 

watt 

*Printed circuit board for this project is avail- 
able for $2.75 from Southwest Technical Prod- 
ucts Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, 
Texas 78216; complete kit including punched 
cabinet and meters for $36. 
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Fig. 1. The components in white are mounted on the 
chassis. All other parts are mounted on PC board. 

cordance with Fig. 2 and the parts in- 
stalled on the board as in Fig. 3. As 
shown in the schematic (Fig. 1) and in 
the interior view (Fig. 4) , many parts 
are located off the board. 

Except for transistor Ql and its as- 
sociated heat sink, all off -board parts are 
mounted on the front panel. They can be 
installed in a cabinet in any desired con- 
figuration and wired to the PC board as 
in Fig. 1. Use mounting brackets to se- 
cure resistor R1 and capacitor Cl to 
the chassis. The power transformer is 
mounted on its own lugs. When these 
parts have been mounted, install the PC 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Voltage 0 -32 volts, 10 mA to 2 amperes. 
Range continuously adjustable 
Regulation 1% or 0.1 volt, whichever is 

greater, for 0- 100% load 
Stability Less than 20 -mV drift (constant 

ambient temperature with fixed 
load) over a 6 -hour period 

Input 105-125 volts a.c. 

Ripple 0.003 %, or 10 mV r.m.s. 
maximum 

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD -*- 
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Fig. 2. This actual -size printed board can be copied 
to remove the possibility of wiring errors. The four 

+ corner holes are used in mounting the board. 

Fig. 3. Flip the board over so that the foil side 
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is down, and install the components as shown here. 
Observe polarities of semiconductors and capacitors. 

HOW IT WORKS 

The power supply circuit is basically a series - 
type regulator in which power transistor QI 
is made to act as a voltage- variable power re- 
sistor controlled by a voltage error amplifier 
(Q2 and Q3). Power transformer Tl supplies 
both the main power and bias for the unit, diodes 
Dl through D4 form a full -wave bridge rectifier, 
and Cl is the main filter capacitor. 

Because the voltage difference applied between 
the base and emitter of Q3 is reflected in a 
change in resistance of series transistor QI (and 
thus a change in voltage output), the base of Q3 
is connected to voltage control potentiometer R10 
which, in turn, is connected between the positive 
output and a negative voltage developed by bias 
rectifier D5. This voltage is filtered by CZ, R5, 
C5, R6, and level -controlled by zener diodes DO 
and D7. The level of output voltage is indicated 
on voltmeter M2. 

When power resistor RI is not in the circuit, 
the power supply can deliver up to 32 volts out- 
put; with RI in the circuit, the output level can 
only reach 15 volts. When R1 is switched in or 
out of the circuit, a simultaneous switching ac- 

tion introduces a series resistor (R9) into the 
voltage control potentiometer (R10) circuit. 

If the load tends to lower the output voltage, 
the voltage at the rotor of RIO will be lowered. 
Transistors Q3 and Q2 then react to lower the 
series resistance of Q1, thus raising the voltage. 
When the output voltage tends to increase, the 
reverse action occurs. Obviously, any ripple on 
the output lead is reflected back as voltage varia- 
tions, the three transistors make high -speed com- 
pensation, and ripple is reduced to a very low 
level (see Specifications Table). Capacitors C3 
and C4 are bypass units which reduce the high - 
frequency gain and suppress parasitics. 

Current limiter Q4 senses the voltage drop 
across R2 and R3 (the latter is the current con- 
trol potentiometer). The voltage drop increases 
as more current is drawn by the load until it 
reaches the value required to turn Q4 on. When 
this happens, Q4 reduces the base voltage of Q2 
and Ql which, in turn, lowers the output voltage 
until only the current set by R3 flows in the load. 
The current -limiting circuit is arranged so that 
R3 can be preset from 12 mA to 2 amperes of 
maximum load current. Load current is indicated 
on ammeter Ml. 
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board using small spacers to stand it off 
the chassis. 

Mount QI on its heat sink using in- 
sulated washers for the mounting screws, 
and a mica washer between the transis- 
tor and the heat sink. Be sure to apply 
silicon grease to both sides of the transis- 
tor mica washer before mounting Q1. 
Failure to use the grease may result in 
Q1's overheating and possibly burning 
out. Place a soldering lug on one tran- 
sistor case mounting lug to provide the 
collector connection to the transistor. 

Remember that the case of transistor 
Q1 is also the collector connection and 
is "hot" to ground, and since the heat 
sink is ground, take care when mounting 
the transistor on the heat sink, and when 
placing the power supply on the bench so 
that a short circuit cannot occur. Fig- 
ure 5 shows the rear of the author's pro - 
to -type and how the transistor and heat 
sink are mounted to the cabinet. 

Operation. The power supply is simple 
to use. Plug it in and turn on S1 (the 
primary power on /off switch) . For vol- 
tage output from 0 to 15 volts, place 
S2 ( "15/32" volt selector switch) in 
the "15" position; for voltages above 15 
volts, place S2 in the "32" positions Ad- 
just voltage control R10 ( "V ") for the 
desired output voltage. 

Rotate current control R3 ( "C ") to 
maximum counterclockwise position. 
Place a short circuit across the power 
supply output terminals and adjust R3 

Fig. 4. Interior view of author's prototype. Capaci- 
tor Cl, power resistor 131 and the printed board 
are supported by standoffs. All other components 
are mounted directly to the chassis as shown here. 

Fig. 5. Rear view of power supply chassis. Trans- 
istor Ql is thermally (not electrically) connected 
to heat sink HS1. The heat sink is mounted to the 
rear apron of the chassis, as is the line fuse. 

until the ammeter indicates the desired 
maximum current. When making this 
current calibration, the voltmeter indi- 
cation will obviously drop to zero. Re- 
move the short and connect the power 
supply to the circuit being tested. 

Note that the chassis of this power 
supply is floating so that you need not 
be concerned about the chassis shorting 
to any external ground. -®- 
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Low -Cost 
High - 
Quality 

Electronic 
Voltmeter 

ALMOST NON- LOADING 

VOLTMETER 

MEASURES FROM 

0.5 to 150 VOLTS 

FULL SCALE, AND IS 

IDEAL FOR TESTING 

SEMICONDUCTOR 

CIRCUITS 

BY FRANK H. TOOKER 

MEASURING the very low d.c. volt- 
ages in a solid -state circuit is al- 

most impossible with most VOM's. Why? 
Because of the shunting effect of the low 
input resistance of the VOM (it could be 
about 1000 ohms -per -volt) across what 
usually is a very low resistance within 
the circuit. The resulting parallel resis- 
tance produced by this combination is, 
in most cases, far below what the circuit 
needs to operate properly. The effect: im- 
proper operation due to wrong voltages, 
excessive current flow, and associated 
electrical changes within the circuit. 

It was to remove this excessive load- 
ing that the VTVM was developed. Its 
very high input impedance (typically 
about 11 megohms) alleviated the paral- 
lel resistance problem, and in essence 
produced a non -loading measuring in- 
strument. Unfortunately, most VTVM's 
in use have 1.5 volts as their lowest full - 
scale range- making it difficult to read 
many of the fractional voltages usually 
found within solid -state circuits. 

The DCEV (direct- current electronic 
voltmeter) diagrammed in Fig. 1, com- 
bines the high input resistance of the 
VTVM with the portability of the VOM, 
uses a couple of low -cost transistors, and 
has the impressive specs shown in the 
table on page 109. Note that the DCEV 
has an input resistance of one megohm- 
per -volt over the four lowest ranges, 
making it an ideal voltmeter for solid - 
state checkout. The cost? Just about 
$20, plus a few hours of work. 

Basic Operation. The DCEV is, in a 
sense, a resistance multiplier. It may be 
visualized as taking the moderate resis- 
tance of a conventional voltmeter circuit 
and building it up by a factor of 50. It 
does so by current amplification. A volt- 
meter having a 50-FA meter movement 
provides a resistance of 20.000 ohms - 
per- volt. When a 50 -µA meter is pre- 
ceded by an amplifier having a fixed gain 
of 50, the resulting resistance becomes 
50 x 20,000 = 1 megohm per volt. 
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Fig. 1. The DCEV is basically a two -transistor TVM 

(transistor voltmeter) having the very high input 
impedance of the VTVM and the portability of a 

VOM. Unlike most VOM's, the DCEV has a 0 to 0.5 
volt full -scale lower range, making it ideal for use 
with any type of semiconductor circuit including IC's. 

Both the microammeter and the series 
resistor of the conventional voltmeter 
have a linear response, i.e., if sufficient 
voltage is applied to the combination to 
make 50 AA flow in the circuit, the meter 
deflects to full scale; if a voltage equal to 
one -half that required for full -scale de- 
flection is applied, then 25 µA flows in 
the circuit and the meter deflects to half - 
scale. 

When the voltmeter is incorporated in 
a DCEV, a similar order of linearity must 
be designed into the transistor amplifier, 
if the meter readings of the DCEV are to 
be reliably accurate. In fact, to measure 
both positive and negative voltages at 
high impedance and with equal accuracy 
for both, the transistor amplifier must be 
linear over the whole range of full -scale 
deflection of the meter with a positive 
input potential to full -scale deflection of 
the meter with a negative input poten- 
tial -twice the range of the meter move- 
ment alone. The linearity of a DCEV in 
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PARTS LIST 

B1 -9 -volt transistor battery 
C1- 0.25 -µF, 200 -volt Mylar capacitor 
11 -Probe jack (Lafayette 99 C 6234 or simi- 

lar) 
12- Banana jack, red 
13- Banana jack, black 
Ml -3" meter, 0 -50 -AA (Lafayette 99 C 5042 

or similar) 
Q1- 2N3392 transistor 
Q2 -2N404 transistor 
R1- 10,000 ohms, ± 10% 
R2- 200,000 ohms, ± 5% 
R3, R7 -10 megohms, ± 5% 
R4 -5 megohms, ± 5% 
R5. R9 -1 megohm, ± 5% 
R6 2.4 megohms, ±5 % All fixed 
R8 -3.5 megohms, ± 5% resistors 
R10- 160,000 ohms, ± 5% % watt 
R11- 750,000 ohms, ± 5% 
R12- 220,000 ohms, ± 5% 
R13- 22,000 ohms, ± 10% 
R14 -220 ohms, ± 10% 
R15 -4300 ohms, at 5% 
R16 -1500 ohms, ± 5% 
R17- 100,000 -ohm potentiometer 
R18- 120,000 ohms, ± 10% 
R19- 15,000 -ohm potentiometer, wire -wound 
R20, R24 -1800 ohms, ± 5% 
R21- 1000 -ohm potentiometer, wire- wound, min- 

iature (Mallory VW -1K, or similar) 
R22 -3000 ohms, ± 5% 
R23 -500 -ohm potentiometer, wire -wound, min- 

iature (Mallory VW, or similar) 
S1-2 -pole, 9- position, non- shorting rotary 

switch (Mallory 32291, or similar) 
S2 -3 -pole, 4- position, non -shorting rotary 

switch (Mallory 32341, or similar) 
1 -6" x 5" x 4" utility cabinet 
Misc. -Handle, transistor sockets (2), rubber 

feet, Y,"-long # 8 spacers (2), pointer knobs 
for R21 and R23, 43" x 23" x 1/16" insu- 
lated mounting board, battery clip, battery 
connector, small L- bracket, wire, solder, etc. 

Accessories -Test leads (1 red, i black) with 
banana plugs, isolating probe (see Fig. 3) 
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HOW IT WORKS 

Transistors Q1 and Q2 are connected as a 
high -gain, direct- coupled amplifier. Input is ap- 
plied to the base of Q1 and the resulting output 
at the collector of Q2 is measured by microam- 
meter Ml in series with calibrating potentiome- 
ter R19. A current proportional to the deflection 
of M1 flows in collector resistors R15 and R16, 
and a voltage proportional to the current flowing 
in R16 is fed to the emitter of Ql as negative 
feedback. 

In addition to stabilizing the gain of the am- 
plifier, this feedback accomplishes four other 
important functions: (1) it increases the input 
resistance of Ql; (2) it decreases the effective 
output resistance of Q2; (3) it makes the per- 
formance of the amplifier largely independent of 
the current gains of the transistors; and (4) it 
stabilizes the operating bias of Ql and Q2 in the 
presence of temperature variations. Residual 
drift due to thermal activity is nulled out by 
adjustment of Balance potentiometer R21, which 
is connected in the conventional manner of a 
bridge. Zero potentiometer R23 is adjusted to 
set the ground potential of the instrument equal 
to the base potential of Ql. 

Amplifier Ql -Q2 is preceded by a conventional 
resistive attenuator which enables the DCEV to 
measure from 0.5 volt full scale to 150 volts 
full scale in six settings of the Range switch. Re- 
duction of the input resistance on the two higher 
ranges is limited to 20 -plus megohms, which 
helps to keep the DCEV accurate during hot 
summer days when humidity percentages run high 
and insulation tends to behave like a very high 

resistance. As it is, the input resistance of the 
DCEV on the 150 -volt range is more than twice 
that of a VTVM. 

Capacitor Cl bypasses to ground any "hash" 
picked up on the test leads. The presence of this 
capacitor also increases the rise time of the input 
circuit to where very little overtravel of the 
meter needle occurs when a potential is suddenly 
applied to the DCEV's input terminals. 

Selector switch S2 not only makes provision 
for the measurement of either positive or nega- 
tive voltages at the DCEV input, but it a °so has 
a position for accurately checking the battery 
while the amplifier is in operation. To calibrate 
this part of the circuit, set potentiometer R17 
at maximum resistance, then connect a VOM 
(so you can read 10 volts conveniently) in par- 
allel with the battery. Set the Selector switch to 
Batt, and read the battery voltage on the VOM. 
Multiply the VOM reading by 5 and adjust R17 
until the meter of the DCEV reads this value. 
Thereafter, the DCEV battery can be checked at 
any time simply by setting S2 to Batt and divid- 
ing the DCEV's meter reading by 5. When the 
battery voltage begins to drop, replace the bat- 
tery. Power consumption of the DCEV is low, so 
battery life is long. 

When the Selector switch is set to Oó, the bat- 
tery is disconnected and the terminals of the 
microammeter are simultaneously short -circuited. 
So doing damps the meter movement substan- 
tially, thus nelping to protect the movement from 
damage and pivot wear while the DCEV is being 
handled or transported. This refinement is sel- 
dom, if ever, found even in instruments costing 
many times the DCEV. 

this respect is termed its "turnover lin- 
earity," and in the instrument described 
in this article, turnover linearity is bet- 
ter than in many a VTVM. 

The best way to obtain linearity in an 
amplifier is to provide means of auto- 
matically and continuously comparing 
the output level with the input level, and 
to maintain a fixed ratio between the 
two. In other words, it is essential to 
stabilize the gain of the amplifier over a 
wide range of current input. This has 
been done by designing a high -gain am- 
plifier with a response that is as linear 
as possible and then employing negative 
feedback to bring the gain down to the 
required level. The linearity improves in 
the same ratio as the gain reduction. 
Thus, if an amplifier is linear within, 
say, 10 %, without negative feedback, and 
a gain- reduction factor of 20 is obtained 
as a result of adding feedback, the lin- 
earity with feedback will be 10%/20, or 
0.5'; . 

Construction. The DCEV can be assem- 
bled in a 4" by 5" by 6" aluminum util- 
ity box with room to spare. The at- 

tractive appearance of the instrument 
depends in large measure upon how care- 
fully and accurately the front panel is 
laid out and machined. Layout dimen- 
sions are given in Fig. 2. If the layout 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Range 0.5, 1.5, 5.0, 15, 50. and 150 
volts d.c. 

Input 1 megohm -per -volt on four lower 
Resistance ranges; 300,000 ohms -per -volt 

on 50 -volt range; and better than 
150,000 ohms - per -volt on 150- 
volt range 

Linearity 1% from full scale to 1/5 full 
scale 

Turnover 1% or better 
Linearity 
Accuracy ±: 5% with unselected resistors 
Power 2 mA at 9 volts 
Consumption 
Other 
Features 

Special switching provides meter 
damping to avoid damage in 
transport, and also permits easy 
battery voltage check 
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lines are kept short, confined to the 
point of measurement, they will not show 
when the instrument is assembled. When 
all machine work is finished, deburr the 
openings, then degrease the panel by 
washing it thoroughly in a conventional 
detergent -water solution, rinse well, and 
dry. 

Panel lettering can be done with either 
decals or dry- transfer labels. The im- 
portant thing is to work slowly and care- 
fully, keeping in mind that there is as 
much satisfaction to be had in the ap- 
pearance of a good instrument as there is 
in its use. The switch positions will be 

SOLDERLESS-TYPE TIP 

PROD 

200K,T5% 
RESISOR 

I/2 WATT 

SOLDER INNER CONDUCTOR 
TO RESISTOR 

Fig. 2. Layout dimensions 
for front panel. Panel let- 
tering can be done with 
almost any type of dry 
transfer or decal kit. 

INCREASE ID OF PROD HANDLE 
TO SNUG FIT ON CABLE. 
CEMENT CABLE SOLIDLY IN 
PLACE 

SMALL DIA COAX MICROPHONE 
CABLE - 4 FEET LONG 

fl....._______-PROBE PLUG - LAFAYETTE 
99C6239 OR SIMILAR 

MI SOLDER INNER CONDUCTOR OF 
CABLE TO TIP; SHIELD BRAID 
TO SLEEVE 
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Fig. 3. Construction de- 
tails for the isolating 
probe for use with the 
DCEV. These parts are not 
included in Parts List. 

TRIMMING RESISTOR FOR R20 (IF NEEDED) 

- I-5/16"---.- 

2 HOLES, DIAMETER TO ACCOMODATE 
INSULATING WASHERS OF BANANA 
JACKS OR BINDING POSTS, AS DESIRED 

i 

6" 
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POS 
RI4 ! #! BUS 

Q2 

RII 

R15 

QI Ri6 t\EG 
BJS 

The completely assembled DCEV (left, above) is made up of the 
front -panel assembly (center), and the insulated board assembly 
(above, right). Battery is clamped to bottom of case as shown. Note 
that R20 is mounted on the transistor side of the board (see text). 

most legible and attractive if the lines 
are white and the legends black. 

Range switch S1 is a 9- position unit, 
but only seven of the positions are used 
in the DCEV. The stop provided with the 
switch specified in the Parts List should 
be located so as to confine rotation to 
these seven positions. Prewire the Range 
switch with the multiplier resistors (R2 
through R9) before mounting it on the 
panel. 

The accuracy of the readings obtained 
depends largely upon the accuracy of the 
multiplier resistors. Best accuracy will 
be achieved when the exact values speci- 
fied in the Parts List are used. These 
resistors can be selected from 5% units 
tested on an accurate resistance bridge. 
If stock (unselected) 5% resistors are 
used, the DCEV will still be of consider- 
able value in practical applications, how- 
ever, for much of the electronic equip- 
ment to be tested with it will not require 
an accuracy greater than -5% in oper- 
ating voltages. 

Most of the parts associated with the 
amplifier are assembled point -to -point on 
a 43/4" x 23/4" x 1/16" insulated mounting 
board. Wire terminals are used where 
multiple connections are needed. In the 
author's model, resistor R20 has been lo- 
cated on the outer surface of the board 
where it is easily accessible for trimming 
its value to obtain optimum initial cen- 
tering of the Balance and Zero controls. 
If you are not interested in such split- 
ting of hairs, this resistor can just as 
well be located below deck along with 
the others. 

The board is mounted on the meter 
terminals with 1 /2" spacers at the top 
and secured at the bottom by a small 
L- bracket under one of the screws hold- 
ing the battery clip. Layout is not criti- 
cal, and any other method of assembly - 
perforated mounting board and flea clips, 
or a printed circuit board -can be used 
instead, if desired. 

Construction details of an isolating 
probe for the DCEV are given in Fig. 3. 
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Calibration. After the instrument has 
been completely assembled, checked and 
rechecked to make certain there are no 
errors or omissions, set the Selector 
switch at Off and install the transistors 
and the battery. Then proceed as follows. 

(1) Set the Range switch (S1) at any 
position except Zero; set calibration con- 
trol R19 at maximum resistance; set 
Balance control (R21) and Zero control 
(R23) at about mid -position. 

(2) Set the Selector switch (S2) at 
Pos and adjust the Balance control for 
zero indication on the meter. When this 
control is properly set, moving the Selec- 
tor switch from Pos to Neg and then 
back to Pos again should produce no 
change in the zero indication of the meter. 

(3) Set the Range switch at its Zero 
setting and adjust the Zero control 
(R23) for zero indication on the meter. 

(4) Set the Range switch at 1.5 volts, 
apply an accurately known potential of 
this value to the input jacks, and ad- 
just the calibration control (R19) until 
the meter indicates exactly full scale. 
If no other source is available, a fresh 
flashlight cell can be used for this 
purpose. 

Maximum inaccuracy is likely to occur 
on the 0.5 -volt range, since on this range 
the input resistance of the amplifier is a 
significant fraction of the multiplier re- 
sistance. In an individual instrument, 
some slight adjustment of the value of 
R10 may be advantageous to improve the 
accuracy. Once the optimum value has 
been selected, it need not be changed. 

Using the Meter. Although it would 
have been quite simple, the author de- 
cided not to re -scale the original 0 -50 
microampere meter scale. If the builder 
desires otherwise, numerous articles 
have appeared in print on how to draw 
up a new meter scale. The author found 
it relatively easy to simply ignore the 
microampere sign and to mentally sub- 
stitute the word "volts." 

Thus, the meter indicates directly on 
the 50 -volt range, and on the 150 -volt 
range the indication is multiplied by 
three. On the lower ranges, the decimal 
point is moved, mentally, one or two 
places to the left (as the setting of the 
Range switch requires) and, when neces- 
sary (on the 1.5- and 15 -volt ranges) , 

the reading is multiplied by three. - - 

NGW TRANSISTOR TESTER 

(Continued from page 100) 

Depress the SI -GE (SI for silicon and 
GE for germanium) switch (S2) . If the 
meter pointer goes to full -scale deflec- 
tion, the transistor is a pnp unit; if no 
deflection is observed, it is an npn unit. 
If the meter deflects, move switch S4 to 
PNP and the pointer should return to 
zero. If no deflection is observed in either 
position of S4, the transistor is open. 

With the NPN -PNP switch (S4) in 
the proper position, as determined above, 
read the transistor's leakage current. 
Leakage for a germanium transistor 
should generally be less than 1 mA, zero 
for silicon transistors. (Consult a tran- 
sistor manual if you observe excessive 
leakage for germanium power transis- 
tors. Leakage in excess of 1 mA for some 
germanium transistors can be normal.) 

Depress GAIN switch Si, and if the 
meter shows less than 1 mA, set S3 to 
X100. Multiply the meter reading by the 
value indicated by the position of S3. 
This is the d.c. current gain of the tran- 
sistor. No meter indication means that 
the transistor has an interelement open. 

With S1 closed, depress SS. If the 
meter pointer deflection remains the 
same or drops slightly, the transistor is 
a germanium unit. If the indication 
should drop to zero, the transistor is 
silicon. A simplified step -by -step test- 
ing procedure that can be pasted on the 
tester appears on page 99. 

Testing Diodes. Connect the anode of 
the diode to be tested to the Collector 
jack (J3) ; the cathode goes to the Emit- 
ter jack (Ji). When S4 is then set to 
NPN, the meter should deflect fully up- 
scale. Now set S4 to the PNP position; 
there should be no deflection. (Full -scale 
deflection is obtained in both positions 
of S4 when the diode under test is short- 
ed; there is no deflection when the diode 
is open.) 

Zener diodes with less than 6 volts 
breakover potential (E,0) will normally 
produce a slight meter indication when 
S4 is set to PNP. The tester will NOT 
check tunnel diodes, trigger diodes, con- 
stant- current diodes, or four -layer di- 
odes. -®- 
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By FRANK H. TOOKER 

VERSATILE 

oil REGULATED 

LOW 

VOLTAGE 

POWER 

/SUPPLY 
JUST THE THING FOR YOUR WORKBENCH 

HAVE YOU a need for a voltage -regu- 
lated power supply -one that will 

regulate all the way down to zero out- 
put voltage with a maximum current 
capacity sufficient to handle 90% of your 
test and experimental setups -yet not 
cost too much to build? If so, want no 
longer. The instrument described in this 
article employs a simple, inexpensive, yet 
clean -working and reliable circuit de- 
signed to do just. what you've been wait- 
ing for. 

The specifications tell the story. On 
the low range, the voltage is variable 
between zero and 10 volts up to 250 mA. 
On the high range, the voltage can be 
set between 8 and 20 volts with a cur- 
rent drain up to 500 mA. Regulation on 
the low range is within 4% at 10 volts 
and 250 mA output, while on the high 
range it is within 2% at 20 volts and 
500 mA. Output hum and noise averages 
10 mV at maximum output on either 
range. The schematic for this power 
supply is shown in Fig. 1. 

Construction. If you purchase the rec- 
ommended 6" by 5" by 4" metal box, 

the U- shaped sides will not be used. To 
assure adequate ventilation for efficient 
heat dissipation, the sides are replaced 
with a thin, perforated aluminum screen- 
ing made to the same dimensions and 
shape as the original. If the screening 
is made to fit snugly in the mating part 
of the cabinet, screws will not be needed 
to keep it in place. Enlarge one of the 
perforations to take a rubber grommet 
for the line cord. When all work on the 
metal box is finished, spray -paint it with 
the desired color, then put it aside while 
work proceeds on the remainder of the 
supply. 

Dimensions for the front -panel layout 
are given in Fig. 2. After drilling and 
deburring are finished, wash the part 
briefly in a conventional solution of 
household detergent, rinse well, and dry 
thoroughly. Apply the lettering, using 
either decals or dry transfer. Then mount 
and wire the components required on the 
panel, as shown in Fig. 3. 

The chassis -plate, shown in Fig. 4, cut 
to 51 is " by 4.1/26", should be at least 32" 
thick, not just for rigidity, but because it 
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Fig. 1. Dual -range power supply uses conventional circuit. Output is up to 10 volts at 250 mA and 

20 volts up to 500 mA. Ripple voltage is extremely low. Output is controllable from front panel. 

functions as a heat -sink for the power 
transistor Q3 and the zener diode Dl. 
Make the cutout at the bottom large 
enough to clear the power transformer. 
Rectifier RECT1, capacitor Cl, and resis- 
tor R2 are mounted on a 21/4" by 2" by 
1 /g" -thick piece of phenolic held in place 
by two $6 screws and spaced from the 
chassis plate by a narrow strip of the 

114 

same material. The location of the re- 
mainder of the components on the chas- 
sis plate may be seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 
5. Hardware for insulated mounting of 
Q3 and Dl is supplied when you buy 
these components. When mounting Q3 
and D1 on the chassis plate, handle the 
thin mica insulating washers carefully, 
and coat all mating parts adequately 
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II/16" 

-1-- 

17/32'XI-5/8" 

-.-5/8" 

2-1/16" 

3/8"DIA 

I 

' 

I-.5/8"..- 

DIÁ I 

I- /e 

13/32" 1-1/4' 
X I-1/4" -k 

II/16" 

1 

1/2" 
DIA 

Fig 2. Front panel cutout and drilling information 
The author used a standard size aluminum utility 
box and discarded the mating section. A new 
section was bent from perforated aluminum. The 
new section provides ventilation and eliminates the 
shock hazard of accidentally touching components. 

Fig. 6. Side view of the completed power supply. 
Note the location of the special chassis plate to pro- 
vide easy clearance between components mounted 
on the front panel and those on the chassis plate. 

1969 Winter Edition 

with silicone grease compound to assure 
maximum heat transfer. 

Use four L- brackets, two at the top and 
two at the bottom, to mount the chas- 
sis plate in the cabinet. These must sup- 
port the weight of the transformer and 
provide rigidity to prevent distortion of 
the cabinet while the completed instru- 
ment is being carried around. The side - 
view of the completed instrument (Fig. 
6) shows the location of the chassis plate 
to provide clearance between the com- 
ponents on the rear of the front panel 
and those below -deck on the chassis plate. 
Adequate clearance to allow free circu- 
lation of air is highly desirable, inas- 
much as heat is produced in the cabinet, 
not just by DI and Q3, but by the 
transformer, power resistor R1, etc. 

In the course of wiring the supply, 
pay particular attention to the fact that 
no part of the circuit is electrically con- 
nected to the chassis plate or cabinet. 

Adjustment Procedure. Adjustment of 
the completed power supply consists of 
setting potentiometers R5 and R6 for 
full -scale reading on voltmeter MI at 10 
volts and at 20 volts output respectively. 
It is important, however, that these set- 
tings be made in the following manner. 

After all assembly and wiring is com- 
pleted, check and recheck to make cer- 

R3 

R4 

PLI R7 

Fig. 3. In this rear view of the front panel, the 
location of those components attached to the panel 
can be seen. All of these components should be at- 
tached after the front panel has been lettered. 
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tain there are no errors or omissions, 
then insert the fuses in the holder and 
transistors Q1 and Q2 in their respective 
sockets. Set RANGE switch Si at OFF; 
set ADJ OUTPUT potentiometer R4 in 
its maximum counterclockwise position; 
set R5 and R6 for maximum resistance 
in the circuit; then plug the line cord 
into an a.c. outlet. 

Set Si to the 10V position. The neon 
pilot light (11) should glow and the me- 

HOW IT WORKS 

Transformer Tl, silicon bridge -rectifier as- 
sembly RECT1, and electrolytic capacitor ( 1 

step -down, rectify, and filter the a.c. line voltage. 
The d.c. output is applied through fuse F2 to 
zener diode Dl and the output -voltage regulator 
which consists of transistors QI, Q2, Q3, and 
associated components. Resistor RI is DI's cur- 
rent limiter. 

When RANGE switch SI is set at its 20V posi- 
tion, transistor Q1 compares the output voltage 
of the supply with that across Dl and automati- 
cally produces, at the Ql collector, a control po- 
tential of the proper magnitude to correct the 
output voltage for variations due to load and line - 
voltage changes. Varying the setting of ADJ 
OUTPUT potentiometer R4 alters the ratio of the 
output voltage to the reference voltage I obtained 
across DI), thereby making a continuously vari- 
able range of output voltage available. Minimum 
output voltage on the 20 -volt range is equal to 
the voltage across zener diode Dl (about S volts). 
Maximum output is determined by potentiometer 
R6. When SI is set to its 20V position, multiplier 
resistor R7 is switched into the circuit, and the 
output voltage is then equal to the reading on 
voltmeter MI multiplied by two. 

The control potential at the collector of Q1 is 
coupled to the base of series -regulator transistor 
Q3 via emitter -follower Q2. The collector of 02 
supplies a small fraction of the output current, 
but by far the greater part of the output current 
is obtained via the emitter -to- collector resistance 
of Q3. This resistance depends on Q3's base cur- 
rent, which is varied automatically by the control 
potential to maintain the value of output voltage 
determined by the setting of R4. 

When RANGE switch Si is set at its 10V maxi- 
mum output position, operation of the regulator 
is exactly the same as described for the S to 
20 -volt range, but the voltage across zener diode 
DI is now subtracted from the output voltage. 
Since the output voltage is equal to the voltagt 
across Dl when ADJ OUTPUT potentiometer 
R4 is set for minimum output, the net result co 
this subtraction is zero. The regulator, however. 
is still performing efficiently, for it is actually 
operating at the 8 -volt level. 

Attainment of actual zero voltage output de- 
pends on the small voltage drop developed acros> 
resistor R3. Without this resistor, the minimum 
output voltage would be of reversed polarity and 
equal to the base -to- emitter voltage of Ql. Where 
precise setting of the zero is needed. R3 can 
be made a 100 -ohm potentiometer with a panel 
knob for control. However, the value specified 
for fixed resistor R3 holds the zero to within 2E 
millivolts (depending on the exact value of the 
other components in the voltage -divider string and 
the accuracy with which potentiometer RS is set). 
This is sufficiently close for most practical ap- 
plications. 

R, 

Fig. 4. Chassis plate is cut out according to in- 
structions in the text. Plate fits over the power 
transformer. It is held upright by 4 "L" brackets. 

ter needle should remain at zero. Ad- 
vance R4 slowly to its maximum clock- 
wise position. The needle of M.1 should 
now be upscale but well below the full - 
scale position. Advance R5 slowly until 
the meter reads exactly full scale. 

Fig. 5. Note how chassis plate is slipped into the 
utility box. Perforated aluminum replaces section. 

Some slight sluggishness will be noted 
in the response of the output voltage to 
a change in the setting of ADJ OUTPUT 
control R4. This is a perfectly normal 
occurrence, due to the functioning of 
capacitor C2, the purpose of which is to 
keep output hum and noise at a mini- 
mum and to assist Q1 in opposing rapid 

(Continued on page 153) 
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CHAPTER 
4 

COMMUNI- 

CATIONS 

SWL 

CB & HAM 

Because of space limitations, this chapter in the Winter 

1969 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK contains only 

three construction projects. However, each of the three is an 

item of equipment that thousands of electronics hobbyists are 

seemingly anxious to build. 

The "Police Special" receiver is a 1968 -69 version of a 

similar project published in the 1960 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENT- 

ER'S HANDBOOK. This receiver has been converted to solid 

state from tubes, from a superregenerative to superhet cir- 

cuit, and from tuning the low -band to tuning the high -band 

police /fire frequencies. We have carefully detailed construc- 

tion information on this project and it is our feeling that this 

is a receiver that almost any novice experimenter can build 

without hesitation. 

For the short -wave listener this edition of the HANDBOOK 

has two important projects. The first is a crystal calibrator 

designed around a FET (field- effect transistor). The second is 

an r.f. preselector also using FET circuitry. We are particularly 

pleased by the operation of this preselector and recommend 

it to any SWL for use with a receiver tuning 7 -30 MHz. The 

noise figure of this preselector is low and the signal gain is 

quite high. It will really make weak short -wave signals leap 

out of the static and background noise. 

118 FET CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR Frank H. Tooker 

121 POLICE SPECIAL II George J. Whalen, K2BIE 

131 THE "FERRET" DRAGS THEM IN George J. Whalen, K2BIE 
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Build FET 
crgtal 
Calibrator 
COMBINATION OF FET AND 

DRIFT -FIELD TRANSISTOR 

WILL PRODUCE 100 -kHz 

HARMONICS GALORE 

BY FRANK H. TOOKER 

F YOU WANT a 100 -kHz frequency 
calibrator designed for just that pur- 

pose, and therefore probably better than 
average, this project is for you. It uses 
the latest technological advancement in 
transistors -the field -effect transistor - 
as an oscillator and incorporates a har- 
monic generator to provide usable sig- 
nals well into the MHz range. Tempera- 
ture stability of the FET calibrator is 
excellent, and total power consumption 
is about 400 microamperes at 9 volts, or 
approximately 3.6 milliwatts. 

A built -in meter monitors the perfor- 
mance of the calibrator by providing a 
continuous indication of current con- 
sumption. This meter isn't otherwise 
essential to the performance of the cali- 
brator, and may be omitted if desired. 
Although a meter is useful in the initial 
adjustment of the calibrator, an external 
meter, temporarily connected in series 
with the battery, can be used for this 
purpose. 
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CI 
200pF 

150 
pF 

C5 
02 .OIyF / BPI 

F`-- OOUTPUT 21,1117 8 

R3 
15K 

0 C3 
VIAL .04 yF 

RI 100 R2 
10 kHz 4.7K 
MEG. 

MI 
500yÁ 

CIyF 

B1-9-volt transistor battery 
BP1 -5 -way binding post 
C1- 200 -pF silver mica capacitor 
C2- 120 -pF silver mica capacitor 
C3- 0.047 -AF Mylar capacitor 
C4- 150 -pF silver mica capacitor 
CS- 0.01 -AF ceramic disc capacitor 
C6- 0.1 -AF ceramic disc capacitor 
D1 -1N295 diode 
/1-Panel-mount phono jack 
L1- Variable inductor, 4 to 30 mil 

(Miller No. 6315 or similar) 

MPF103 

0 o 
D S G 

PARTS 

2NI178 

LIST 

SI EXT 

IINT 

BI 

9V+ 

EXT 
PWR 

SUPPLY 

JI 

Ál1- 500 -AA meter movement (optional) 
QI- Motorola MPF103 junction field -effect transistor 
Q2- 2N1178 transistor 
R1- 10- megohm, /2-watt resistor 
R2- 4700 -ohm, /2-watt resistor 
R3- 15,000 -ohm, V2-watt resistor Sl- S.p.d.t. slide switch 
XTAL- 100 -kHz frequency- standard crystal 

(Petersen Z -6A or similar) 
Misc. -Cabinet (3j" x 3" x 2 ?/8 "), etched cir- 

cuit board, crystal socket, battery clip, battery 
connector, wire terminals, wire, solder, etc. 

Circuit of the FET calibrator is designed around commonly available solid -state components. A 
phono jack on the front panel permits operation of the calibrator from an external power source. 

An ordinary transistor battery, such 
as the VS323, 2U6, 216, etc., can be used 
if necessary, but an alkaline battery, 
such as the Mallory "Duracell" MN1604B, 
will make for better frequency stability 
because of its superior voltage regula- 
tion in the course of aging. 

Construction. Almost any technique 
that meets two requirements -short 
leads and a minimum of stray capaci- 
tance across the crystal -can be used to 
build this calibrator. Stray capacitance 
across the crystal reduces its operating 
frequency and contributes to frequency 
instability. Long leads in the signal cir- 
cuits attenuate the amplitude of higher 
frequency harmonics. 

Components of the calibrator shown 
in the photos are mounted partially on 
a 21.," by 1t/" etched circuit board and 
partially point -to- point. With the excep- 

SOPRET 

TO HOY 
TERM. 
OF LI 
6 C2 

OI 
SOCKET 

Although the author used this PC board 
layout, you could build the FET cali- 
brator on a sturdy perforated board. 
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Inside -of -box view of the author's prototype. Alu- 
minum bracket prevents battery from jarring loose. 
Output is via the binding post on the unit's cover. 

tion of C2, which is connected directly 
across the terminals of Li, all sensitive 
components are mounted on the etched 
circuit board. An etched circuit board is, 
in fact, a "natural" for this type of in- 
strument ( even in experimental setups) , 

HOW IT WORKS 
A 100 -kHz crystal (X i .IL) is connected in a 

Colpitts oscillator circuit, utilizing an n- channel 
junction field effect transistor, Q1, in a common - 
drain configuration. The gate of Ql is at a very 
high impedance, and the crystal, connected be- 
tween gate and drain, operates- largely unre- 
stricted by loading -in its parallel- resonant mode. 

Resistor R2 limits Q1's starting current. Pro- 
vided r.f. feedback is adequate, oscillation occurs 
when the power supply voltage is sufficient to 
operate Q1 above the "knee- point" in its charac- 
teristic curve. Once oscillations begin, drain cur- 
rent drops abruptly, for the circuit generates its 
own bias, and in this way adjusts itself auto- 
matically for operation at maximum efficiency. 
Transistor Ql oscillates quite cleanly, although 
harmonic generation is restricted. On the other 
hand, harmonics are needed for frequency check- 
ing and calibration purposes. Output is taken 
from the relatively low- impedance source of Q1 
and fed through coupling capacitor C4 to the 
harmonic generator and limiter circuit Dl -Q2. 

Diode D1 advances the clipping of the positive - 
going alternations of the oscillator output voltage 
begun by Ql, while drift -field transistor Q2 clips 
the negative -going alternations. Clipping of both 
positive and negative peaks is quite sharp and 
very nearly equal. Thus, the signal appearing at 
the output terminal (BP1) is a well -sheared sine 
wave full of harmonics. With a 9 -volt battery, or 
other power source, and the clipping level em- 
ployed in this instrument, the signal voltage at 
the output terminal is approximately 3 volts 
peak -to -peak. 
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for it not only provides for the shortest 
possible leads but also insures lead ri- 
gidity- another important consideration 
in calibrator frequency stability. 

Inductor Li should be located where 
its adjusting screw is easily available 
with the back /sides cover of the cabinet 
in place. In the author's instrument, L1 
is snapped into a hole in the top left 
rear corner of the 33+" x 3" x 21A" cabi- 
net housing the calibrator. Keep the 
winding at least the diameter of the coil 
away from nearby sheet metal (such as 
the back and sides of the enclosure) . 

Adjustment. After the calibrator is as- 
sembled, check to make certain that there 
are no errors or omissions, then install 
the transistors, the crystal, and the bat- 
tery. Put the back /sides cover in place 
and tighten the mounting screws. Run 
the core of Li about one -third of the 
way out of the winding, and switch Si 
to INT. If all is well, the meter will read 
anywhere from 300 to 350 microamperes 
-indicating that QI is drawing its maxi- 
mum limited value of current because it 
is not oscillating, and Q2 is drawing 
only its leakage current. 

While observing the meter, turn the 
screw on L2 slowly in the direction that 
will move the core into the winding. A 
point will soon be reached where the 
meter needle deflects suddenly up -scale 
to about 450 FA. This increase in cur- 
rent is the net result of Q1 going into 
oscillation and Q2 increasing its collec- 
tor current. Advance the core of L1 an- 
other two complete turns into the wind- 
ing, and the meter reading should settle 
down to about 400 pA. 

Switch S1 to EXT (to turn the calibra- 
tor "off ") , wait a moment or two, then 
switch it back to INT. The meter needle 
should swing up -scale and come to rest 
immediately at about 400 A.A. If the nee- 
dle swings up to a higher value and 
hesitates briefly before dropping back, 
advance the core of Li one more full 
turn into the winding. 

The exact value of the meter readings 
may vary slightly with a different set 
of transistors, a different meter, or a 
battery other than the "Duracell" but 
the direction of deflection and the ap- 
proximate extent of the deflections dur- 
ing the adjustment procedure should be 
the same. --- 
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LISTEN TO THE BAND THAT 

CRACKLES WITH EXCITEMENT 

BY GEORGE J. WHALEN, K2BIE 

SOME of the most fascinating radio activity you will 
ever hear takes place 24 hours a day in the band of 

frequencies lying between 152 and 176 MHz. It is here 
where the listener can almost "ride along" with police 
and fire department patrol or emergency crews, or speed 
through the night with an ambulance driver as he races 
against time and death, hear movie companies at work, 
or listen to the animated conversations between fishing 
boats. If you live near the coast, 24- hour -a -day weather 
reports are yours, courtesy of your local weather bureau. 
If you live in a wooded mountain area, you can hear the 
forest rangers going about their business, or timber 
crews reporting in. The list of things to hear is long, 
but at all times, there is a feeling of participation on the 
part of the listener that no other band can match. 

The original "Police Special " made lots of friends for 
the old 30 to 50 MHz Public Service band. However, in 
the past year or so, Public Service stations have rapidly 
been moving "upstairs" to the 152 -176 MHz VHF Public 
Service band, and unique new classes of stations have 

.46 

' "Police Special Receiver," by George Whalen, 
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK, 1960 Edition 
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come on the air, never heard in the old 
low- frequency band. 

The "Police Special II" is a simple, sin- 
gle- conversion FM communications re- 
ceiver that tunes the entire 152 -176 MHz 
VHF Public Service band. It is entirely 
self- contained, in a 7" x 5" x 3" alumi- 
num cabinet, and features a built -in au- 
dio amplifier, speaker, telescoping whip 
antenna, vernier -drive tuning, and por- 
tability gained through battery opera- 
tion. The "heart" of the receiver is a 
printed- circuit r.f. module, featuring a 
grounded -base r.f. amplifier, stable VHF 
autodyne converter, two 10.7 -MHz i.f. 
amplifiers, and a solid -state ratio detec- 
tor circuit. 

The transistorized r.f. module per- 
forms the work of amplifying, selecting, 
and detecting the desired signals. Boost- 
ing the detected signals to speaker vol- 
ume is the job of the a.f. module, a 
prefabricated, imported four -transistor 
audio amplifier. The combination of these 
two modules produces an eight- transis- 
tor VHF receiver that is sensitive, stable, 

85 
68K 

p0 CII C12 
6.5-13 5-20 82pF F F 

*LI,LIA,L2,L3 -SEE COIL 
DIAGRAM AND TEXT 1+ C2S 

IOOPF 

Fig. 1. Using common -base circuits for the r.f. am- 
plifier and i.f. stages eliminates the need for neu- 
tralization. Alignment is reduced to a minimum, and 
reception within the 152-176 MHz band is excel - 
lent-as befits a first -class superhet. If desired, 
an outdoor antenna can be substituted for the whip. 

PARTS LIST 

BI -9 -volt battery (Burgess 2N6, or RCA VS- 
305) 

C1 -15 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C2 -5 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C3, C6- 6.8 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C4, C8, C13- 0.0022 -µF disc ceramic capacitor 
C5, C11 -5 -20 pF trimmer capacitor (Centralab 

820 -B, or similar) 
C7, C15- 0.001 -1)F disc ceramic capacitor 
C9- 3.3 -pF NPO tubular ceramic capacitor (Cen- 

tralab TCZ, or similar) 
C10- 6.5 -13 pF variable capacitor, fitted with re- 

duction vernier drive (Lafayette 32 C 0917) 
C12 -82 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C14, C17- 0.047 -µF disc ceramic capacitor 
C16- 0.033 -µF disc ceramic capacitor 
C18 -25 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C19 -56 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C20, C21- 390 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C22 -3 -µF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C23- 500 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C24- 0.033 -µF disc ceramic capacitor 

ow in noise, high in economy, and best 
of all, "buildable." 

Circuit Details. The schematic is shown 
in Fig. 1 and contains a few surprises 
for those of you who thought a VHF re- 
ceiver had to be complex to be good. For 
instance, the r.f. amplifier (Q1) and i.f. 
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C25- 100 -µF, 12 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
C'26, C27- 50 -AF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor 
D1, D2- 1N541, or matched pair 1X542 
L1, L1 -A, L2, L3 -See text 
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4- 2N3663 transistor (Texas In- 

struments) 
R1, R6, R7, R13 -1000 ohms 
R2, R5, R11- 68.000 ohms 
R3, R12 -220 ohms 
R4 -680 ohms 
R8 -4700 ohms 
R9 -560 ohms 
R10 -330 ohms 
R14, R15- 10,000 ohms 
R16 -68 ohms 
R17- 50,000 -ohm, 'A-watt pole itiometer, with 

s.p.s.t. switch (IRC Q11 -123, w.th 76 -1 switch) S1- 5.p.s.t. switch (part of R17) 
Ti, T2- 10.7 -MHz subminiature i.f. transformer 

11.W. Miller 2071) 
T3 -- 10.7 -MHz subminiature ratio detector trans- 

former (1.W. Miller 2073) 
TSl- Five -terminal tie lug strip (center ground) TS2- Three -terminal tie lug strip (center ground) 

All resistors 
'/z watt 

TS3-Antcnna terminal strip (optional -see text) 
1- A.F. amplifier module (Lafayette 99 C 9042 

or similar) 
I 2V2"-diameter permanent magnet speaker 
1- 7" x 5" x 3" metal box (Bud CU- 2108 -A or 

.similar) 
1 Printed circuit board for r.j. module* 
dlisc.- Telescoping whip antenna (Lafayette 

09 C 3114), 4" to ;4" shaft coupler (H.H. 
Smith 120). ¡:t " -o.d. x 1"-long brass spacer 
(H.H. Smith 2320), % " -o.d. x 1%" -long 
ceramic spacer (H.H. Smith 2647), ;Q " -o.d., 

x A.i" -long brass spacer (II.H. Smith 
2100), 6 -32 screws and nuts, 4 -40 screws and 
nuts, I;a "- diameter knobs, battery hardware, 
ground lugs (3), antenna angle bracket- sre 
text, rubber feet (4), perforated speaker grill, . 

tin pointer, wire, solder, etc. 

*An etched and drilled circuit board is avail- 
able Irons Southwest Technical Products Corp., 
219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 73216 
for $3.00. 

stages (Q3 and Q4) all operate in the 
common -base mode. Operating common - 
base pays dividends in this design, as it 
eliminates the need for tricky neutrali- 
zation circuits and simplifies impedance - 
matching between stages. Moreover, the 
higher input and output impedances 
gained by using common -base circuitry 

eliminate the need for tapped antenna, 
mixer and oscillator coils, and permit 
use of small coupling capacitors in the 
r.f. and converter stages which effective- 
ly reject unwanted i.f. signal "feed - 
through." 

Tuning of the receiver is also surpris- 
ingly simple, since only oscillator coil L3 
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is tuned, by single- section variable ca- 
pacitor CIO. This method of tuning was 
arrived at after experiments which 
proved that the small increase in gain 
obtainable by tuning antenna coil LZ and 
mixer coil L2 along with oscillator coil 
L3 was more than offset by the bulk and 
expense of a three -gang variable capaci- 
tor. Consequently, a "broad- band" ap- 
proach was adopted in the antenna and 
mixer resonant circuits. Antenna coil 
LI is resonated at about 168 MHz by 
fixed capacitor C2 while mixer coil L2 is 
resonated at about 158 MHz by trimmer 
capacitor C5. This tuning arrangement 
yields nearly uniform front -end gain 
across the entire 154 -174 MHz spectrum 
and considerably eases the problems of 
cost and alignment. 

The preassembled a.f. module cuts the 
construction time considerably, and helps 
to keep costs down. However, assembling 
the printed- circuit r.f. module and hook- 
ing up the two modules in the cabinet 

still calls for a fair investment of time 
and effort. 

The printed circuit board for the r.f. 
module is a must in a project like this 
one, as the very high frequencies at 
which the circuit operates demand strict 
control over parts layout, lead lengths, 
and grounding. You can make your own 
board using the full -size layout shown in 
Fig. 2, or you can obtain it ready -to -go 
(see Parts List) . 

Cabinet Details. Lay out the cabinet as 
shown in Fig. 3. Be sure to measure ac- 
curately before you drill. (Since antenna 
terminal strip TS3 is optional, the holes 
are also optional; they can be drilled 
now if you intend to use the receiver 
with an outdoor antenna.) Drill and 
punch the required holes, removing burrs 
and ragged edges with a tapered reamer 
or file. 

When metal work has been completed, 
make up a panel plate (Fig. 4) and ce- 
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Fig. 2. For best results, 
copy exactly the actual - 
size printed circuit 
board etching guide 
(on the opposite page). 

Fig. 3. To avoid unwanted 
interactions, mounting 

holes should be drilled to 
conform with dimensions 

and locations shown in the 
drawing (at right). 
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Fig. 4. Actual -size calibration guide can be copied or cut out and cemented directly on front panel. 

ment it to the front panel of the cabinet 
using a good -quality adhesive cement. 
When the cement has dried, apply two 
coats of clear, acrylic spray to the panel 
plate to protect it from wear and tear. 
Allow the spray to dry, and cut out the 
panel plate portions covering the clear- 
ance holes for the tuning capacitor and 
volume control shafts, using a razor 
blade or sharp knife. 

Install the six threaded metal spacers 
to support the r.f. module and a.f. ampli- 
fier module, and the threaded ceramic 
spacer to support the whip antenna (Fig. 

C27 
C26 

A.F MODULE 
SPACER(2) 

ó116A l.- 

-41 

V/ 
ANTENNA 

ANGLE 
BRACKET 

5). Slip a ground lug under the spacer 
closest to the volume control. Insert a 
3 /s " -o.d. rubber grommet into the clear- 
ance hole for the whip antenna. 

Cut a 21/ "- diameter circular speaker 
grille from perforated sheet metal or 
phenolic material and paint it black to 
complement the gray hammertone finish 
of the cabinet. When dry, place the grille 
inside the cabinet, over the speaker 
mounting hole, with the speaker on top 
of it. Insert two 4 -4O screws into the 
speaker mounting holes from the outside 
of the cabinet and slip a ground lug onto 

ANT. CERAMIC 
GROMMET ANT. 

SPACER PC BOARD 
SPACERS (4) 

Fig. 5. Shown at left are 
construction details for 
the antenna mounting 
bracket and the parts ar- 
rangement on terminal 
strip TS1. Battery is held 
in place by a metal clamp. 
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each screw from inside the cabinet, plac- 
ing each lug so that it bears against the 
mounting lip of the speaker. Fasten the 
lugs in this position with two 4-0 nuts, 
so that the speaker and grille are secure- 
ly held against the cabinet. 

Install volume control R17 on the front 
panel, being careful not to tear the panel 
plate when tightening mounting hard- 
ware. Fasten terminal strip TS1 to the 
rear panel of the cabinet and install re- 
sistor R16 and capacitors C26 and C27 
on it as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Run two 
leads from the high side and center of 
the volume control to the two empty 
terminals of TS1, for later connection to 
the a.f. amplifier module. Connect the 
low side of the volume control to one 
contact of its on -off switch; then, con- 

C26 RI6 C27 TSI 

T3 
BLUE 
CORE 
PINK 
CORE 

Fig. 6. Carefully orient detector transformer T3 exact- 
ly as shown. Commercially available audio amplifier 
module should be mounted on the rear apron of the 
chassis using appropriate size hardware and spacers. 

HOW IT WORKS 

Signals intercepted by the self- contained whip 
antenna are capacitively coupled to antenna tuned 
circuit Li and C2. The desired signal induces a 
voltage across LI -C2 which is coupled to the 
emitter of r.f. amplifier Qi by C3. The base of 
Ql is bypassed to ground by C4, with operative 
bias provided by R2, and emitter current stabili- 
zation furnished by R1. The minute signal cur- 
rent flowing into the emitter -base junction of Q1 
controls the flow of collector current through 
mixer tuned circuit L2 -05. The amplified signal 
voltage developed across this tuned circuit is 
coupled to the emitter of converter Q2 by C6. 

Converter Q2 is an autodyne circuit; i.e., it is 
both an oscillator and a mixer. Oscillation is 
established by coil L3 in series with the Q2 col- 
lector (resonated by tuning capacitor CIO and 
trimmer capacitor C11) feeding back a portion 
of the r.f. voltage to the emitter through C9. 
Since the feedback current is positive (in- phase), 
the circuit oscillates. 

Frequency of oscillation is determined by the 
setting of C/O and may be varied from 143.3 to 
163.3 MHz. An incoming signal current appear- 
ing at the emitter of Q2 mixes with the oscillator 
current, due to nonlinear detection in the emitter - 
base junction. This mixing process creates the 
familiar "sum" and "difference" signal frequen- 
cies. The important signal is the difference (or 
i.f.) signal, in this case, 10.7 MHz. 

A portion of the primary of Ti is resonated 
at 10.7 MHz by capacitor C12. Consequently, 
the 10.7 -MHz energy in the collector current of 
Q2 "sees" a high impedance across T1 -C 12 and 
is induced into the secondary winding of T1 and 
coupled to the emitter of i.f. amplifier Q3 by C13. 
Transistor Q3 amplifies the incoming i.f. signal, 
and applies its output across self -resonant i.f. 
transformer T2. The secondary of T2 couples the 
amplified 10.7 -MHz i.f. signal to the emitter of 
second i.f. amplifier Q4, which further amplifies 

the signal, applying it to the primary of ratio 
detector transformer T3 through "swamping" 
resistor R12. The effect of strong signals on the 
high primary inductance of T3 is limited by R12, 
preventing "ringing" and oscillation in the cir- 
cuit. The i.f. signal applied to the tuned primary 
of T3 is induced into the tuned secondary through 
mutual coupling. Both the primary and secondary 
windings are resonant at 10.7 MHz, being tuned 
by C18 and C19 respectively. 

Voltages across the primary and secondary 
tuned circuits of T3 are 90° out -of -phase at 
resonance, but this phase difference changes as 
the frequency of the incoming i.f. signal varies. 
Therefore, the signal voltages applied to diodes 
D1 and D2 for peak detection also change, in 
step with the frequency variations of the incom- 
ing signal. Both diodes are placed "back-to-back," 
so that both conduct simultaneously during one - 
half of the signal frequency cycle. Thus, as the 
frequency of the i.f. signal varies, the diodes 
detect the peak voltage excursions, developing 
audio voltages in series across equal capacitors 
C20 and C21. Capacitor C23 bypasses residual 
i.f. voltages appearing in the audio signal after 
detection. Resistors R14 and R15 provide the 
d.c. load for the detector diodes. Capacitor C22 
prevents the diodes from responding to noise 
pulses or other amplitude -modulated interference 
by holding the rectified signal voltage constant 
across the load resistors. The audio recovered 
from the incoming signal is applied via C24 to 
volume control R17. 

The prefabricated a.f. amplifier module raises 
the audio signal to a comfortable listening level 
through two cascaded audio amplifier stages and 
a push -pull, Class -B output stage, delivering a 
maximum of 100 milliwatts of audio to the 
speaker. Operating power for both the r.f. and 
a.f. modules is supplied by 9 -volt battery BI, 
bypassed by decoupling capacitor C27. Additional 
decoupling is furnished by R16 and capacitors 
C25 and C26, to prevent audio modulation of 
the d.c. voltage applied to the r.f. module. 
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nett this contact to the ground lug under 
the nearby spacer. 

Install terminal strip TS2 and the 
whip antenna angle bracket on the tapped 
ceramic antenna spacer, securing them 
with a 6 -32 bolt. Position the angle 
bracket so that it lines up under the 
grommeted clearance hole. 

Wire the "hot" contact of the on -off 
switch to the right -hand terminal of 
TS2, but don't solder until the battery 
clip is installed. Wire the left -hand ter- 
minal of TS2 to the left -hand side of re- 
sistor R16 on TS1, but don't solder at 
TS2 until the battery clip is installed. 

A.F. Module. The prefabricated audio 
amplifier module has four pre -drilled 
mounting holes in its printed circuit 
board. However, only two of these holes 
are used. Hold the board in position on 
the rear panel spacers to check align- 
ment of the board holes with the two 
tapped spacers. Drill out the two mount- 
ing holes matching the spacer positions 
to accept 6 -32 screws. Install the a.f. 
amplifier module on the spacers as shown. 

Next, remove the battery clip from the 
a.f. amplifier module, cutting the red and 
black leads about halfway along their 
respective lengths. Strip the leads at- 
tached to the battery clip and connect 
the black (negative) lead to the left - 
hand terminal of TS2 and the red (posi- 
tive) lead to the right -hand terminal of 
TS2. Solder both connections. The color - 
coded leads of the a.f. amplifier module 
should then be connected as shown in 
Fig. 1. When you've completed these 
steps, check your wiring carefully. 

Mount the battery as shown in Fig. 5, 
then connect the battery clip to the bat- 
tery, switch the set on, and turn the vol- 
ume control to maximum gain (fully - 
clockwise). Touch the center terminal of 
the volume control with your finger and 
note if an audible 60 -Hz buzz comes 
from the speaker, indicating that the 
a.f. amplifier module is working proper- 
ly. If nothing happens, check the wiring 
again, and the battery, or look for a de- 
fect in the volume control, a.f. amplifier 
module, or speaker. 

R.F. Module. First install tuning capac- 
itor CZO on the non -foil side of the print- 
ed circuit board, using two #6 self -tap- 
ping screws inserted through the board 

into the holes on the underside of the 
capacitor frame (see Fig. 7) . Tighten 
the screws securely to prevent vibration 
of the capacitor and to make good ground 
contact with the printed pattern on the 
underside of the board. 

Now attach a ground lug to the tapped 
hole at the far left on the front of the 
tuning capacitor frame, using a short 
6 -32 machine screw. Bend the ground lug 
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CiWi 3 ..i 
IR I RI c3 1I rr 

CIMMvcl i. 
e cES `----i RI O i+ T2 4111 

SIS.y.L2 ,RTC.61 
SOLDERED t/ \, R4 6 ACROSS L2 C+6`R3 

..,+ Ct 0 arR6-' 
? 

fyS R6\ 03 C HSÿ 1 E 
pp 6..; L3 R I3+ 

SELF-TAPPINO ; .Ti I 

SCREWS h . l 

I CIO I 

JUMPER TO STATOR OF CIO? - - - J 
(TRIMMER IS MOUNTED ON I I 

CIO) SEE PHOTOS L,TJ 

ü 

Fig. 7. When mounting capacitor C10 on board, 
make good electrical contact between frame and foil. 

around the left side of the capacitor. Re- 
move the mounting clip from C11 and 
solder rotor terminal to the new ground 
lug. From stator of CIO feed a jumper of 
busbar down through the stator terminal 
of trimmer capacitor C11 and through 
the printed circuit board, trimming off 
the excess busbar length after you are 
finished soldering. 

Install i.f. and ratio detector transfor- 
mers Ti, T2, and T3 in their respective 
locations on the printed circuit board 
( see Figs. 6 and 7 ) , being careful not to 
bend the terminal pins in the process 
since you may break the micro -thin wire 
leads inside. The mounting tabs of each 
transformer should be bent flat and sol- 
dered to the foil ground conductor. Be 
careful to install ratio detector trans- 
former T3 properly. The blue core (out- 
put side) should be closest to diodes DI 
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and D2, and the pink core ( input side ) 

closest to transistor Q4 (see Fig. 6). 
Then install all resistors and capaci- 

tors on the board, as shown in Fig. 7. 
When all components have been in- 

stalled, check the parts layout and sche- 
matic to make sure that none were 
missed or installed in the wrong posi- 
tion. If everything checks out, install 
transistors QI through Q4. Gently spread 
the leads of the transistors to fit the 
widely spaced mounting holes in the 
printed board, and be sure that the emit- 
ter and base leads are inserted into the 
proper holes. Bend leads flat against the 
printed conductor pattern and solder 
quickly to avoid heat damage. Clip off 
excess lead lengths when connections 
have cooled. Install diodes DI and D2 
( observing proper polarity) , with the 
same care given the transistors. 

Fabricate coils L1, L2, and L3, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The coil forms used in 
each case are standard 1 -watt resistors. 
The exact values of resistance may be 
within ±20% of the specified values, as 
long as the diameter of the resistor body 
is the same. If you intend to use an out- 
door antenna with the receiver, add 
coupling link L1 -A to antenna coil Li, as 
shown in Fig. 8. Install the finished coils 
on the printed board as shown in Fig. 7. 

Remove the mounting clip from trim- 
mer capacitor C5 and solder its rotor 
and stator terminals to the end leads of 
mixer coil L2 as shown. Then install a 5" 
length of hookup wire lead to the B -minus 
conductor pattern of the board, a 7" 
length to the output end of C24, and a 
2" length to the input end of Cl. Cut a 
2" length of shield braid and solder it to 
the ground lug on tuning capacitor C /O. 
Attach and solder a ground lug to the 
free end of the shield braid. 

The r.f. module is now complete and 
ready for installation in the cabinet. Do 
a final check on all wiring and soldered 
connections and clean up any excess flux 
or solder splashes on the conductor side 
of the board. Remember that this receiv- 
er is tuning the very -high frequencies 
where short leads are a prime requisite. 
ALso make sure that there are no cold 
soldered connections and that all parts 
are rigidly mounted. 

Slip the assembled module into the 
cabinet and align the board properly on 
the four spacers. Secure the board to the 

spacers using short 6 -32 screws. Don't 
tighten the screws too much or you will 
crack the board. 

Next, slip a short 4 -40 screw through 
the front panel and slip the ground lug 
connected to the shield braid onto it- 
secure it with a 4 -40 nut to make a good, 
solid ground connection. Attach the 7" 
hookup wire lead from output capacitor 
C24 to the high side of volume control 
R17, and connect the 5" hookup wire 
lead to the junction of resistor R16 and 
capacitor C26 on terminal strip TS2. The 
2" antenna input lead connects to the 
center terminal of TS2. 

Finishing Touches. Fabricate the point- 
er of the tuning dial as shown in Fig. 9. 
Sand the shaft coupling end to remove 
the plated finish. Then cut the pointer 
from sheet tin (a tin can is fine) and 
solder it to the sanded end of the shaft 
coupling. When the solder has cooled, 
apply a coat of white enamel to the 
pointer and allow it to dry. 

The 1 /8 "- diameter flatted shaft of tun- 
ing capacitor CIO can be adapted to fit 
standard 4" knobs by soldering a ? "- 

COIL DETAILS 

LI 

13OK 112 TURNS N0. 18 
1- WATT TINNED BUS BAR 

RESISTOR SPACED 3/8 INCH 

IDA 3 -I/2 TURNS N0.18 
1-WATT TINNED BUS BAR 

RESISTOR SPACED 1/4 INCH 

150K 3 TURNS NO.18 
I- WATT TINNED BUS BAR 

RESISTOR SPACED 1/2 INCH 

ANTENNA 
COIL LI 
(WOUND 
AS ABOVEI 

APPLY 
POLYSTYRENE 

COIL DOPE 
TO HOLD 
LI - A IN 
PLACE 

LI -A 

-V 
V V V 

I!TURN NO 20 SOLID INSULATED HOOK-UP 
WIRE AROUND GROUND -END OF LI. 

Fig. 8. Wind coils 
on 1 -watt resistor 
bodies to provide 
solid support. If 
an outdoor antenna 
is used, antenna 
coupling coil L1 -A 
must also be used. 

TO TRI TERMINALS 
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I /4 "O.D., 1/8 °1. D. 

BRASS SPACER 

SHAFT MODIFICATION 

1/8" DIA BRASS 
FLATTED 

INNER SHAFT 

SAND, AND TIN SHAFT 
WITH SOLDER. SLIP 
ON SPACER AND HEAT 
UNTIL "SWEATED" 
JOINT IS CREATED. 

I/4" DIA 
OUTER 
SHAFT 

Fig. 9. Solder a short length brass spacer 
to shaft of tuning capacitor C10. Slip pointer 
assembly onto spacer, and tighten setscrews. 

6.5 -13 pF 
TUNING 

CAPACITOR 
CIO 

SAND, AND TIN 
THIS AREA OF 
COUPLING. PLACE 
POINTER ON 
TINNED AREA 
AND SOLDER 

POINTER DETAILS 

3/4" 

CUT POINTER FROM THIN 
BRASS OR TIN STOCK. 
APPLY WHITE ENAMEL TO 
POINTER AFTER ATTACHING 
TO COUPLING 

1/4° 
BRASS SHAFT 

COUPLING . 

SET SCREWS 

o.d. x 1/2" -i.d. brass spacer to the exist- 
ing shaft. Lightly sand the shaft and 
apply a thin coat of solder. Now slip the 
brass spacer onto the tinned shaft, heat 
the spacer until the solder on the shaft 
flows and allow the spacer- and -shaft- 
joint to cool. 

Loosen the setscrews on the shaft 
coupling and slide the coupling onto 
CIO's inner shaft, through the clear- 
ance hole in the front panel. Align the 
pointer with the rotor plates of the vari- 
able capacitor and tighten the rear set- 
screw to lock the shaft coupling to the 
outer shaft of the tuning capacitor. In- 
stall knobs on the adapted tuning capaci- 
tor inner shaft and the volume control 
shaft. 

Install four rubber feet on the bottom 
half of the cabinet. For best results, use 
a good quality rubber or contact cement 
to attach the feet, rather than drilling 
holes and using hardware. 

Alignment. Proper alignment of the 
completed receiver requires a fairly ac- 
curate signal generator, capable of pro- 
ducing tone -modulated 10.7 -, 158 -, and 
168 -MHz r.f. signals. To align the receiv- 
er, extend the antenna and rotate the 
volume control to the maximum position. 
Set the signal generator to 10.7 MHz, 
amplitude -modulated about 30 %, and 
loosely couple the generator output to 
the receiver's antenna. 

Then, using an insulated alignment 
tool, tune the slugs of Ti, T2, and T3 
for maximum output. When no further 
increase in output can be obtained, reset 
the signal generator to 158 MHz, ampli- 
tude- modulated about 30 %, and place its 
output lead within six inches of the re- 

ceiver's antenna. Set the tuning capaci- 
tor to a dial reading of 158 MHz and 
adjust oscillator trimmer capacitor C11, 
until the generator's signal is heard 
from the receiver speaker. Reduce the 
output of the generator to minimum and 
adjust mixer trimmer C5 for maximum 
output from the receiver. (You may have 
to readjust oscillator trimmer C11 to 
retune the receiver as the mixer trimmer 
is adjusted, since some interaction be- 
tween the two adjustments is inevitable.) 

When the receiver has been peaked at 
158 MHz, retune the generator to 168 
MHz, and tune in the signal on the re- 
ceiver. Squeeze or stretch antenna coil 
LZ as necessary to peak the generator 
signal at this frequency. Check the 
tracking and tuning range of the receiver 
by setting the signal generator to 152 
MHz and picking up the signal with the 
receiver. Tune progressively higher in 
the band in 2 -MHz increments, to 176 
MHz. If no parts substitutions were 
made and the coil specs were followed 
exactly, your receiver should easily tune 
from 152 to 176 MHz. 

Now null the ratio detector for best 
reception of narrow -band FM signals. 
This adjustment can be performed on the 
bench and "touched -up" later using local 
Public Service signals. Tune the signal 
generator to 160 MHz, amplitude -modu- 
lated about 30 %. Tune the receiver to 
the generator frequency, then adjust the 
blue core of ratio detector transformer 
T3 for a "null" in the received signal. As 
you make this adjustment, the signal 
should rise, drop off sharply, and rise 
again as the core is adjusted. The drop - 
off point is the correct null setting. 

(Continued on page 152) 
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PHONES B. F.O. REOi 

The 
"FERRET" 

Prags 
Them In 

SINGLE -CONTROL PRESELECTOR 

PEPS UP SHORT -WAVE 

RECEPTION 

BY GEORGE J. WHALEN, K261E 

IF you're an avid SWL or ham with a 
general -coverage receiver in the "un- 

der $100 class," chances are you've dis- 
covered that the sensitivity of your re- 
ceiver falls off rapidly as you tune above 
14 MHz, especially if the receiver lacks 
an r.f. amplifier stage. What is worse, 
however, image rejection also drops off 
sharply with increasing frequency, mak- 
ing such a receiver highly susceptible to 
interference and annoying heterodynes. 

Obviously, even the best antenna and 
a good Q- multiplier can't make up for 
deficiencies in the receiver's front -end. 
This is the job of an r.f. preselector, a 
unit combining high -gain r.f. amplifica- 
tion with a selective tuned circuit, in- 
serted between the antenna and the re- 
ceiver's antenna input terminals. It is 
the equivalent of adding a new front -end 
to your receiver, and the results can be 
astonishing. 

The Ferret is such a unit. It is a high - 
gain, solid -state r.f. preselector designed 
to boost the sensitivity and selectivity 
of moderately priced short -wave receiv- 
ers tuning the 7- to 30 -MHz range. It 
consists of a two -stage amplifier, em- 
ploying a high- frequency FET and a npn 
bipolar transistor, in combination with 
a high -Q tuned circuit which covers the 
7- to 30 -MHz range in a single sweep of 
the tuning dial. 

The Ferret features a uniform gain of 
at least 30 dB throughout its tuning 
range and has a noise figure of better 
than 3 dB at 30 MHz. The high -Q coil 
in the Ferret input circuit and the uni- 
versal input circuitry permit a good 
match to most antenna types, and the 
Ferret will even operate efficiently with 
an antenna made up of a dozen feet of 
hookup wire. 

The prototype Ferret (see Fig. 1) is 
housed in a 5" x 4" x 3" gray- hammer- 
tone -finish aluminum box, with all major 
components mounted on a 3" x 3" printed 
circuit board. A single- section 10 -365 
pF variable capacitor mounted on the 
board and the on -off toggle switch se- 
cured to the front panel of the box are 
the only controls. Terminal strips on 
the rear wall of the box permit connec- 
tion to any antenna type anc: to the re- 
ceiver's input terminals. 

Construction. Putting the Ferret to- 
gether shouldn't take more than a few 
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TO 
ANT. 
(SEE 

TEXT 

TS! RG -513/U 
COAX CI 

39pF 

OI 
253619 

C4 
470pF 

02 
2N3663 

RG -5B /U 
COAX TS2 

300 OHM 
TWIN -LEAD 

OI 02 

BV EWM 

DRAIN 

GATE 

SOURCE o 
BOTTOM 

VIEW 

BASE 

COLLECTOR 

EMITTER 

RI 
3.3K 

C2 
0-365pF 

Fig. 1. The "Ferret" short-wave preselector 
has three optional inputs: one for single -wire- 
fed antennas, a second for coax -fed antennas, 
and a third for any balanced input leadin. 

The coil for the "Ferret" is hand -wound ac- 
cording to the plan detailed below. Carefully 
observe winding direction and connections 
to terminals. Coil is tuned by ferrite slug. 

LI 
3 TURNS #26 

ENAMELED 
WIRE 

SPACE I/13' 
FROML2 

WOUND CW 

3/B °DIA 

L2 10 TURNS#26 
ENAMELED 
WIRE 
CLOSELY 
SPACED 
WOUND CW 

HEX CORE 
FERRITE 

SLUG 

TOP 
VIEW 

C5 
.02yF 

B2 
9V 9V 

SI 

TO 
RCVR 

PARTS LIST 
BI, B2 -9 -volt battery (Burgess P6 or similar) 
C1 -39 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C2 -10 -365 pF variable capacitor (Lafayette 

32 H 1103) 
C3, C5, C6- 0.02 -gF disc ceramic capacitor 
C4- 470 -pF disc ceramic capacitor 
C7-0.00I-AF disc ceramic capacitor 
L1, L2 -See coil drawing 
L3 -55 -gH r.f. choke (J. TV. Miller 4629 or 

similar) 
Q1- 2N3819 or TIS -34 FET 
Q2- 2N3663 or 2N4254 transistor 
RI- 3300 -ohm, V2-watt resistor 
R2- 10,000 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R3- 2700 -ohm, (. -watt resistor 
R4- 1800 -ohm, 3/2-watt resistor 
R5- 4700 -ohm, % -watt resistor 
R6-330-ohm, V, -watt resistor (optional -see text) 
SI- S.p.s.t. toggle switch 
TS1-4 -point terminal board 
TS2-2-point terminal board 
Misc.-- Printed circuit board *, battery holder, metal 

box, %" spacers, RG -58 /U coaxial cable, 300 -ohm 
twin lead, hookup wire, solder, nuts, bolts 

*An etched and drilled printed circuit board is avail- 
able from Southwest Technical Products, 219 W. 
Rhapsody, San Antonio. Texas 78216, for $2, post- 
paid. Transistors, $2; coil form 30e. 

evenings' work, provided you use an ex- 
act duplication of the author's printed 
circuit board, wiring, and parts layout - 
which is especially important in high - 
gain r.f. circuitry. You can make the 
PC board yourself, using the actual -size 
layout in Fig. . 2, or purchase it etched 
and drilled (see Parts List) . 

Before starting on the printed circuit 
board, lay out the box as shown in Fig. 
3. Drill the required holes and remove 
burrs and ragged edges with a tapered 
reamer and warding file. Then install 
the dual battery -holder on the rear wall 
of the box using two short 4 -40 screws 
and nuts. Mount terminal strips TS1 and 

TS2 in their respective positions and 
check that each lug clears the edges of 
the mounting holes. Install toggle switch 
Si on the front wall of the box as shown 
in the photographs. Solder a jumper be- 
tween the top two terminals of the dual 
battery holder so that the holders are 
placed in series. 

Next, connect a length of insulated 
hookup wire to the bottom left terminal 
of the dual battery holder and run it for- 
ward along the box surface to one ter- 
minal of toggle switch Si. Attach a sol- 
der lug to a short length of hookup wire 
and connect the free end to the other 
terminal of the toggle switch. Secure 
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Fig. 2. Actual-size foil pattern for the 
printed circuit board (right). If you don't 
want to make your own, you can buy an 
etched and drilled board from the supplier 
listed in the Parts List on facing page. 

Fig. 3. If you build your "Ferret" in the 
same type box used by the author, follow 
the drilling and cutting plan below. Not 
shown on side B are holes for four mount- 
ing feet (holes are not really necessary 
since 3M adhesive bumpers can be used). 

t --i h2 vi'-4 
7' 1 VB.DIA¡ 

. 
(6) 1 7i8 

7/_í6"_1f 

11$1-liT/4'. 

7/16"/tz 3/32+ 
3/8 OI§A nL " 

/-2-3/4 -y 
Tj I/8"DIA 

(4) 

7/16" O 
DIA 

I-1/2" 

7/16" 

7/16 

7/16 

T 
1-7/8" 

2 -3/4" 

--.13/- I-I/8" 1.4- 

the solder lug to the box surface with a 
4 -40 screw and nut to make a solid 
ground connection to the box. Scribe a 
minus ( -) sign near the bottom left 

terminal of the battery holder and a plus 
( +) sign next to the bottom right ter- 
minal as a reminder to install batteries 
B I and B2 correctly. 

Begin assembly of the parts on the PC 
board by installing variable capacitor C2. 
First bend the four stator lugs up against 
the side of the capacitor to prevent in- 
terference when mounting. Then install 
C2 using four short 6 -32 screws inserted 
through the board holes into the tapped 
holes in the underside of the capacitor 
frame. Tighten the screws sufficiently 
to make a good ground contact with the 
printed pattern on the underside of the 
board and to prevent vibration of the 
capacitor. 

Now install the coil assembly on the 
board, being careful to insert the four 

CI 

FROM TSIl3) ---- 
FROM TS1(4)--- 

HOLES FOR 
LI-L 2 

TO C2 STATOR 

MOUNTING 
HOLES 

FOR 02 

FROM TSI(11 
+ L3 

! 
I±! 

C 3 -- f 
R 3 , U 

RI } ICS 01 

f - 

1 L4 
C6 

R4 / 
t R2 Fig. 4. This is how the components should 

appear as you look up through the PC 

board. Rotate coils L1 -L2 so that coil pins 1 

and 2 face the left -hand side of the board 
(looking up). The coil mounting holes 
must be enlarged to pass the terminals. E C 

02 

I-- M-- + le v 

RS CI}7 TO TS2 
(HI) (LO) 
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Fig. 5. The three methods of connecting an antenna to the preselector. At left, a single -wire lead -in is 

connected to ANT terminal 1 and a ground to terminal 2. In center photo, a coax -fed antenna is con- 
nected to terminal 3 and the shield connected to terminals 2 and 4. At right, a balanced 300 -ohm 
twin -lead input is connected to terminals 3 and 4. A ground connection from terminal 2 is optional. 

The "Ferret" fits snugly in metal box. You'll have 
to adjust the height of the metal spacers to permit 
the shaft of tuning capacitor C2 to clear hole. 

terminals of the coil form into the prop- 
er holes in the board. Solder the termin- 
als to their respective printed conduc- 
tors, using just enough solder to make 
a good secure connection. Then proceed 
to install the remaining components 
shown in Fig. 4. 

Although battery drain is small, it's a good idea 
to shut off the power when the "Ferret" is not in 
use. You should be able to build it in four hours. 

134 

HOW IT WORKS 
In the Ferret, FET QI operates in the com- 

mon- source mode, and is biased by resistor Rl, 
bypassed for r.f. by capacitor C3. Unlike the 
conventional bipolar transistor, the gate input 
impedance of QI is substantially higher than a 
megohm, permitting tuned circuit L2 -C2 to be 
connected directly to the gate. Variable capacitor 
C2 resonates L2 at any frequency between 7 and 
30 MHz. 

Primary winding Ll and capacitor Cl each 
provide a path through which signal currents in 
the antenna may be introduced into tuned circuit 
L2 -C2; capacitor Cl provides a moderately high 
impedance path, while LI offers a fairly low im- 
pedance, inductively -coupled path into the tuned 
circuit. An amplified version of the signal ap- 
pears across the 55 -pH r.f. choke (L3), which 
is self- resonant at a frequency below 7 MHz. Ca- 
pacitor C5 decouples the d.c. applied to the drain 
of Q1 and supplies a return path for r.f. current, 
preventing feedback through the common imped- 
ance of series -connected batteries Bl and B2. 

The amplified r.f. output of QI is coupled to 
the base of Q2 through C4, which has no appre- 
ciable reactance at the signal frequency. Tran- 
sistor Q2 operates in the common- emitter mode 
to contribute best gain. Emitter current limiting 
is provided by R4, bypassed for r.f. by C6. The 
operating point of Q2 is established by base -bias 
divider resistors R2 and R3, with collector cur- 
rent maintained at 1.5 mA. 

The output of Q2 appears across R5. Capaci- 
tor C7 couples the amplified signal to output 
terminal strip TS2 through a short length of 
coaxial cable to prevent unwanted coupling be- 
tween output and input circuits. The short -wave 
receiver's input circuitry provides the tuned cir- 
cuit load for the Ferret. And resistor R6 (nomi- 
nally 300 ohms) shunts the output terminals of 
the preselector, providing a mutual terminating 
impedance for the preselector and receiver. 

When the resistors and capacitors have 
been installed (except for R6), check 
the parts layout and schematic to make 
sure that none were missed or installed 
in the wrong position. If everything 
checks, install transistors Q1 and Q2. 

Then cut two 6 -inch lengths of RG- 
58/U coaxial cable and one 6 -inch length 
of 300 -ohm twin lead. Strip both ends of 
all cables. Connect one of the lengths 
of coax to the board points provided 
near output capacitor C7. (The inner 
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conductor goes to C7 and the outer con- 
ductor is connected to the board ground 
pattern.) 

Finally, attach the length of 300 -ohm 
twin lead to the board points provided 
adjacent to coil assembly L1 -L2, and sol- 
der a 4 -inch length of hookup wire to 
the B+ point. The board is now com- 
plete, but should be given a final check 
for solder splashes before being installed 
in the box. 

Finishing Touches. Insert four 4 -40 
screws (at least / -inch in length ) 
through the holes in the bottom of the 
box. Slip four h/ -inch spacers over the 
screws. Then slip the assembled PC 
board into the box, guiding the shaft of 
variable capacitor C2 through the hole 
in the front panel. Ease the board down 
until the screws pass through the board 
mounting holes and the board rests on 
the four spacers. Secure the board in 
this position by tightening four 4 -40 nuts 
on the four mounting screws. 

Next, attach the cables from the print- 
ed circuit board to the input and output 
terminal strips (TS1 and TS2). 

As the final wiring step, connect the 
length of hookup wire from the B+ point 
of the board to the ( +) terminal of the 
dual battery holder. Apply decals to the 
front panel to give your Ferret a more 
finished appearance. It is also a good 
idea to install four rubber feet on the 
bottom of the box since, sooner or later, 
the Ferret will wind up sitting atop your 
short -wave receiver. 

Alignment. Connect a length of RG- 
58/U coaxial cable to the output terminal 
strip (TS2) of the Ferret. The inner 
conductor attaches to the HI terminal 
and the outer conductor (shield) at- 
taches to the LO terminal. Attach the 
other end of the cable to the input ter- 
minals of your receiver. 

Using Fig. 5 as a guide, attach your 
antenna to the input terminals of the 
Ferret. Install batteries B1 and B2 in 
the dual battery holder, observing prop- 
er polarity. Then turn on your short- 
wave receiver and allow it to warm up 
for a few minutes. 

Tune your receiver to exactly 7 MHz 
and set toggle switch S1 on the Ferret to 
the "ON" position. Rotate the tuning 
control of the Ferret to fully mesh the 
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plates of tuning capacitor C2. At this 
point, you should hear a slight increase 
in noise in your receiver, or an increase 
in level if you happen to be tuned to a 
signal. Using an insulated hex alignment 
tool, adjust the core of coil assembly 
L1 -L2 until peak output is obtained at 
7 MHz. 

Next, tune your receiver to 30 MHz 
and rotate the tuning knob of the Ferret 
to fully open the plates of tuning capaci- 
tor C2. Using an insulated screwdriver, 
adjust the trimmer capacitor on the side 
of 02 until the noise or signal output 
of the receiver peaks up. Then tune 
down from 30 MHz in 2 -mHz steps, peak- 
ing the Ferret tuning knob to maximum 
receiver output at each step. You should 
notice a substantial improvement in the 
performance and sensitivity of your re- 
ceiver. 

In some instances, the Ferret may per- 
form erratically due to lack of imped- 
ance matching between the output of the 
Ferret and the input of your receiver. 
To cure this problem, solder a 300 -ohm 
resistor (R6) across the terminals of 
TS2. This resistor will present a common 
impedance to the two circuits. 

Another cure for instability is to try 
a really short lead between the case 
ground of the Ferret and the chassis of 
your receiver. This would be in addition 
to the grounding provided by the shield 
braid of the coax cable. 

On The Air. A few minutes of use will 
teach you all there is to know about 
operating the Ferret. With the tuning 
knob peaked to a specific frequency, you 
will be able to tune about 300 kHz up or 
down the band without changing its set- 
ting. This latitude should prove ample 
under most conditions, since it will per- 
mit you to tune through just about any 
short -wave broadcast band, ham band, or 
the Citizens Band without undue knob 
twisting. 

The antenna you choose will depend 
upon the portion of the 7 -to -30 MHz spec- 
trum you're interested in. A random 
length of wire will give fairly good per- 
formance throughout the tuning range of 
the Ferret. However, you can multiply 
the extra punch delivered by the Ferret 
by using a dipole, vertical, quad, or beam 
cut to the frequencies you want to tune 
in. 
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METHODS 

THE BEST OF TIPS & TECHNIQUES 
I GADGETS 

MAKE -IT- YOURSELF 

PHONE JACK FROM SCRAP PARTS 

For those who like to home -brew everything 
for a project, here's a simple and reliable 
phone jack that can be added to the list. It's 
made from a short length of threaded iron or 
brass pipe, a pair of hex nuts, and a length of 
springy brass. The actual length of the 
threaded pipe depends on the thickness of the 
panel on which the jack is to be mounted; the 
thicker the panel, the longer the pipe (about 
3.f" long for a 1/4" -thick panel). After the pipe 

is cut, secure it 
to the panel 
with the hex 
nuts as shown 
in the photo. 
Solder hookup 
wire directly to 
the pipe, or to 
a solder lug 
placed under 
the hex nut. 
Now bend a W' 
wide by 2" -long 
(approx.) piece 
of springy 
brass strip as 
shown, and 

drill a hole in it for mounting on the panel. 
Then solder another piece of wire to the brass 
strip. If you mount the newly made jack on 
a metal panel, be sure to insulate the brass 
strip from the chassis by using one extruded 
and one flat fiber washer. -Art Trauffer 

PAPER -CLIP JIG 

HOLDS PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 

Two large paper clips mounted on a suitable 
bracket can be used to support a printed cir- 
cuit board and small components. Both sides 
of the printed circuit board are accessible for 
work at the flip of the clips. There's less 
chance of damaging the components and you 
can place a work light behind the board to 
help you trace out a circuit. The jig shown in 

the photo can be duplicated for about $2.00. 
The upright supports can be either wood or 
metal and, with a little ingenuity, can be 
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made to adjust the height of the work. Slip 
wide rubber bands over the jaws of the clips 
to cushion the board. Here, each clip is bolted 
to an eye bolt which is held in place with a 
small compression spring. However, almost 
any other mechanically secure arrangement 
can be used. -David A. Reid 

MODEL AIRPLANE CEMENT 

REDUCES CORROSION AND SHOCK HAZARD 

For use in space, military and industrial elec- 
tronics, printed circuit boards are often en- 
capsulated in a tough epoxy plastic to protect 
them from moisture, dirt, grease, etc. While 
your printed circuit boards are not likely to 
be subjected to 
space, marine 
and corrosive 
atmospheres, 
they are sus- 
ceptible to 
moisture and 
dirt and can be 
a potential 
shock hazard. 
After all com- 
ponents have 
been installed 
and all soldered 
connections checked, you can protect your 
boards against damage and yourself against 
shock by coating the boards with a film of 
clear plastic model airplane cement. Apply a 
coat to one side of the board, let it set, then 
repeat the process for the other side of the 
board. Two or more coats may be necessary 
for boards used in high -voltage circuits. 

-Michael Evangelist 

USE PERMANENT MARKER PEN 

TO LAY OUT ETCH PATTERN 

The most time -consuming part of building a 
project that incorporates a printed circuit 
board is the laying down of the resist pattern. 
You've probably struggled along with messy 
liquid resist or resist tape, strips, and dots. An 
easier way to lay out the etch pattern is to use 
a felt- or nylon- tipped permanent marker. 
(The ink in such markers has the properties 
of regular etch resist solutions.) The marked 
tips can be shaped with a knife for the de- 
sired foil pattern width. Draw the resist pat- 
tern directly on the foil side of the board, 
making large dots where holes are to be 
drilled. Two or more coats of ink are general- 
ly needed for good resistance to the etching 
solution. To etch the board, immerse it in a 
concentrated solution of hot ferric chloride 
(without additives). -Bert Thiel 
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10 Reasons why 
RCA Home Training is 

your best 
investment 
for a rewarding 
career 
in electronics: 
1 

LEADER IN ELECTRONICS 
TRAINING 

RCA stands for dependability, integrity 
and pioneering scientific advances. For 
over a half century, RCA Institutes, 
Inc., has been a leader in technical 
training. 

2 RCA AUTOTEXT TEACHES 
ELECTRONICS FASTER, EASIER 

Beginner or refresher - AUTOTEXT, 
RCA Institutes' own method of Home 
Training will help you learn electronics 
faster, easier, almost automatically. 

3 THOUSANDS OF WELL PAID 
JOBS ARE OPEN NOW 

RCA Institutes can help you qualify for 
a rewarding career if you have an inter- 
est in electronics. Every year, thousands 
of well paid electronics jobs go unfilled 
just because not enough men take the 
opportunity to train themselves for 
these openings. 

4 WIDE CHOICE OF CAREER 
PROGRAMS 

Start today on the electronics career of 
your choice. On the attached card is a 
list of "Career Programs ", each of 
which starts with the amazing AUTO - 
TEXT method. Look the list over, pick 

Transistor experiments 
on programmed breadboard - 
using oscilloscope. 

the one best for you and check it off on 
the card. 

5 SPECIALIZED ADVANCED 
TRAINING 

For those working in electronics or 
with previous training, RCA Institutes 
offers advanced courses. Start on a 
higher level. No wasted time on mate- 
rial you already know. 

6 PERSONAL SUPERVISION 
THROUGHOUT 

All during your program of home 
study, your training is supervised by 
RCA Institutes experts who become 
personally involved in your efforts and 
help you over any "rough spots" that 
may develop. 

7 VARIETY OF KITS, YOURS TO KEEP 
At no extra cost, a variety of valu- 

able specially engineered kits come with 
your program -yours to keep and use 
on the job. 

8 FROM RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
TRANSISTORIZED TV KIT AND 
VALUABLE OSCILLOSCOPE 

All students receive a valuable oscillo- 
scope. Those enrolled in the TV pro- 
gram or courses receive the all -new 
Transistorized TV Receiver -both at no 
extra cost and only from RCA. 

9 UNIQUE TUITION PLAN 
You progress at your own pace. 

You only pay for lessons as you order 
them. There's no long -term contract or 
large down -payment to lose. Even if 
you decide to interrupt your training, 
you don't lose a single cent. 

1.0 RCA GRADUATES GET TOP 
RECOGNITION 

Thousands of graduates of RCA Insti- 
tutes are now working for leaders in the 
electronics field; many others have their 
own profitable businesses ... proof of 
the high quality of RCA Institutes 
training. 
SEND ATTACHED CARD TODAY FOR 
FREE DESCRIPTIVE BOOK 

All courses and programs approved 
for veterans under new G.I. Bill. 

CLASSROOM TRAINING ALSO AVAIL - 
ABLE. FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST. 

Canadians: These same RCA courses 
are available to you in Canada. No 
postage. No customs. No delay. Your 
inquiry will be referred to our school 
In Canada. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept EE -98 

320 West 31st St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001 

ACCREDITED MEMBER National Home Study Council 

Construction of Oscilloscope. 

RC,' 
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Now, what's the best way 
to play your records 

for under $80? 

For years the AR manual 
turntable, at $787 has been the 
only truly fine record playing 
mechanism you could buy for 
under $80. 

But now, you'll have to take 
one other product into 
consideration. 

The new automatic Dual 1212 
At $74.50" 

Just like the AR, the Dual 1212 
exceeds every NAB standard for 
broadcast turntables in rumble, 
wow, flutter, and speed accuracy. 
And its balanced tonearm can 
track any cartridge flawlessly. 

But, in addition, the Dual has 
a convenient cueing control. 
A variable -speed pitch control. 
Built -in anti -skating. Automatic 
start and stop, with one record or 
a stack of six. 

So now you've got a decision 
to make. 

Do you want to play your 
records with a host of Dual 
convenience features, for $74.50.. . 

or without them, for $78? 
United Audio Products Inc., 

535 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10022. 

Dual 'Including base and dust cover. 
"Base and dust cover are extra. 
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CANCEL MONO NOISE 

ON STEREO RECORDS 

Rumble and record surface noise are common 
problems when mono records are played on a 
stereo record player. You can reduce or even 

eliminate this 
noise if the two 
"signal" con- 
ductors from 
the phono 
pick up are 
shorted to- 
gether. This 
can be quickly 
accomplished 
with a simple 
switching ar- 
rangement at 
the amplifier 
input. Mount a 
miniature 

s.p.s.t. slide switch in a small metal case. 
Then mount two phono jacks on one side of 
the case and two phono plugs on the other 
side. using the case as a common ground for 
the four parts. Wire the jacks, plugs and 
switch so that in one position the switch is 
open and provides normal stereo channel 
separation and in the other position both 
channels are combined. Plug the switch box 
into the inputs of your amplifier and the 
phono pickup cables into the switch box as 
shown in the photo. When playing mono 
records, just switch to the "combine" position. 

-Art Trauffer 

PLUG -IN DUST COVER MAKES 

MODIFICATIONS SAFE AND EASY 

When updating a power supply from tubes to 
silicon rectifiers, you can use a plug -in relay 
dust cover (similar to the Potter and Brum- 
field 35D070) to house the parts and protect 

against high voltage hazards. After removing 
the plastic case from the octal base as shown 
in the photo, solder the silicon rectifiers to the 
correct base pins. Then drill a few small holes 
in the plastic cover to allow for heat dissipa- 
tion when the rectifiers are in operation, and 
replace the cover. This same type of dust 
cover can be used for housing small projects 
and other circuit modifications not associated 
with power supplies. -Fred H. Horan 
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CABLE CONNECTORS 

SAVE TIME AND EFFORT 

Still fumbling with a screwdriver to discon- 
nect the antennas from your TV set and FM 
and short -wave receivers whenever the sets 
have to be moved? If so, you can save a lot 
of time and effort with a couple of twin -line 
antenna cable connectors. These Mosley 301 
and 311 connectors can be fitted between the 
set's antenna input terminals and the 300 - 
ohm twin -line cable in short order. Connect 

When you write for our 
condensed high fidelity 
SPEAKER, ELECTRONICS 
or MICROPHONE catalogs ... 

the lead -in cable to the female connector as 
needed. Then fit a pair of heavy bare wires 
into the male connector and bend the wires 
as shown in the photo. Finally, mount the 
male connector -via the bent wires -to the 
antenna input terminals on your set, and snap 
the two sections of the connector together. 
When you have to remove the antenna for 
any reason, simply reach behind the set and 
unplug it -total time, about 2 seconds. 

-Steven Koons 

HIDDEN SWITCH PREVENTS 

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

If you are bothered by unauthorized people 
turning on your equipment, here is a way to 
hide the power switch so that it cannot be 
readily switched on. As shown in the drawing, 
mount the switch inside the device you want 

PLASTIC 
TUBE 

it to control the power to, and position the 
toggle (or slide) between two holes, one in the 
chassis cover and one in the chassis. A piece 
of plastic rod protrudes through the cover 
hole and rests on the toggle. To turn on the 
switch, insert another plastic rod through the 
hole in the chassis and the plastic tube and 
press until the switch clicks on; then remove 
this rod. The switch is easily turned off by de- 
pressing the permanently mounted plastic 
rod on the chassis cover. Because this rod on- 
ly touches the switch toggle, it cannot be used 
to reactivate the switch.-Richard Rylander 
1969 Winter Edition 

you really get a 
brief progress 
report on the state 
of the art in sound. 
Both FREE 
for the asking, 
of course. 

gLe.rdOkz 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 883EH 
615 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

Please send me the latest word on 
E -V high fidelity E -V microphones 

I am particularly interested in E -V Model 

Name 

Address 
City State Zip 
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NEW! 
SOI,III ST1 i KITS 

Automatic 
Recording -Level 

Control 

FOR ANY TAPE RECORDER 

Low -noise distortionless compressor - preamp 
easily installs in mike line. Easy -to -build kit with 
complete instructions. 
MODEL ACP -1 KIT $18.50 

Voice /Sound Actuated Controller 
Voice operate any tape recorder, ham and CB 
transmitter. Ideal for intrusion alarms. Built -in 
relay switches up to 1 amp. Easy -to -build kit with 
complete instructions. 
MODEL VOX -1 KIT $18.50 

Other Kits 
Audio Amplifiers Power Supplies Test Equip- 
ment Treasure Locators and many others 

FREE Data sheets with circuit description, diagrane 
and specifications for all kits. 

1371 
CARINGELLA ELECTRONICS, Inc. 
P.O. Box 327 Upland, California 91786 

Phone 714 -985 -1540 
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SYDMUR 
The Last Word In Ignition Systems 

SAVE 
MONEY 
on GAS! COILS! 
SPARK PLUGS! 

TUNE -UPS! 

The most advanced solid state C.D. ignition systems 
available. Take advantage of the latest technology... 
Get the most out of your car's engine. 

Increased Mileage 
Greatly Extended Spark Plug Life 
Longer Battery Life 
Fewer Tune -ups 

Rugged construction and conservatively rated com- 
ponents. 
Every Sydmur unit is pre. tested and guaranteed. The 
easy to install Sydmur -is fully adaptable: 6 or 12 
volt systems, positive or negative ground. 
Available in either kit or assembled form. 
Fly -away assembled $60.00 prepaid 
Fly -away kit 44.50 prepaid* 
And the smaller "COMPAC" unit (6 or 12V. negative 
ground only) designed for automobiles, motorcycles, 
go karts, outboard motors, etc. 
Compac assembled $34.75 plus 75f handling* 
Compac kit 24.95 plus 750 handling* 
( *New York State residents add sales tax.) 

Recommended by many of the world's leading automo- 
tive manufacturers. Send check or money order today. 

For free literature, write: 

SYDMUR ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES 
1268 East 12th Street Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230 
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STRIPPED SCREW HOLES 

CAN BE BEEFED UP BY "STAKING" 
Because of the stripping action of overtight- 
ened self- tapping screws, getting them to 
hold firmly in soft aluminum after they have 
been removed 
and replaced a 
few times can 
become a prob- 
lem. You can 
use a larger 
screw, but this 
would necessi- 
tate using an 
even larger 
screw subse- 
quently. How- 
ever, there is a 
simple solution 
to the prob- 
lem-at least 
temporarily. 
"Stake" the edges of the screw hole with a 
broad -bladed screwdriver or small dull chisel. 
All it takes is a few light taps with a hammer. 

-Henry R. Rosenblatt 

OLD TRICK KEEPS 

TAPE FROM UNWINDING 
Here's how to make electrical tape stick to 
small round surfaces without unwinding: cut 

off a short 
length from the 
roll and wrap 
two turns 
tightly around 
the area being 
covered. Tear 
the piece that remains 
lengthwise 
down the mid- 
dle and inter- 

lace the split ends until the surface is covered. 
Bet the tape won't slip while you are putting 
it on or ever afterwards. -Glen F. Stillwell 

PLUG -IN LOOP ADAPTER 

FOR CLAMP -ON AMMETERS 

Here's an easy way to wrap a clamp -on am- 
meter around one side of the a.c. power line 
without breaking into the line, and without 
disconnecting the unit under test. Secure a 
plastic light 
flasher (such 
as the "Snapit" 
by Cable Elec- 
tric Products, 
Inc.) and care- 
fully drill out 
the center re- 
taining rivet. 
Break away 
the wire -wound 
flasher ele- 
ment, and connect a 1% "- diameter loop of 14 
AWG stranded wire in place of it. Cut a notch 
in one of the walls of the case to clear the loop 
of wire. Use a 4 -40 nut and bolt in place of the 
rivet. -Vincent F. Allen 
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SELECT -DON'T SETTLE - 
FROM TWO FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

No experimenter's workbench is complete 
without a low- voltage a.c. power supply, but 
it's not necessary that the supply be continu- 
ously variable from O to its top voltage. A.few 
of the most commonly used low voltages will 
usually he enough. With two low -cost fila- 
ment transformers and a simple switching 
arrangement as shown in the schematic, you 
can obtain 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 volts (positions 
1 through 6 of S2, respectively). Build the cir- 
cuit in any convenient size case. Then plug it 
into a 117 -volt a.c. source, turn the power on, 
set S2 to position 6, and measure the voltage 
from J1 to J2. If the meter reading is approxi- 
mately 6 volts (it should be about 18 volts), 

INPUT 
117 V 
A.C. 

T 

Ti and T2 are improperly phased. For correct 
phasing, simply reverse the primary connec- 
tions of only one of the transformers. When 
d.c. voltages are required, the output at J1 
and J2 can be connected to a rectifier and d.c. 
filter network. -Frank H. Tooker 

ELECTRIC FOOD MIXER 
DOUBLES AS LIGHT -DUTY DRILL 

If you have an old electric food mixer that 
still has a usable motor, don't sell it to a junk 
dealer. It can be converted into an electric 
drill for light -duty work. In most cases it is 
necessary only to insert an adapter chuck 
into one of the 
mixer sockets 
and tighten a 
setscrew. How- 
ever, some 
mixers do not have set- 
screws; so 
you'll have to 
exercise a little 
ingenuity in 
such a case. An 
adapter chuck that allows 
larger drills to 
be used with 1/1" drills is the most convenient 
and inexpensive type. Many hardware stores 
sell imported chucks for about 98 cents. The 
mixer- cum -drill can then be used to drill holes 
in metal chassis or woodwork. You can also 
take advantage of the variable speeds avail- 
able on this type of mixer. -Art Trauffer 
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Delta Launches the 

COMUTACU® 
An exclusive computer - 

tachometer for precise RPM 
measurement in easy -to- 
build Kit form! 

s2995 
ppd. 

Delta, pioneers in CD ignition who pro- 
duced the fabulous MARK TEN., now offer 
a precise computer- tachometer which obso- 

letes any type tachometer on the market 
today! You achieve unbelievable accuracy 
in RPM readings due to the advanced, 
solid -state electronic matched components 
used in the computer, coupled with the 
finest precision meter in the world. Works 
on all 2, 3, 4, and 6 cylinder 2 cycle and 
with 4 -6 -8 cylinder -4 cycle 12 volt engines, 

A 0 -8000 RPM range 

A Perfect linearity - zero paralaX 

A 

A 
A 

A 
A 

Adjustable set pointer 
Wide angle needle sweep 

Translucent illuminated dial 

Chrome plated die -cast housing 
All -angle ball & socket mounting 

Use it with ANY ignition system 
Meter: 31/2 " dia. X 33/8" deep 

Calibration kit included, no test eqpt. 
needed. 

Orders shipped promptly. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 4 

DELTA PRODUCTS, INCDP e 

Send check today! 
P.O. Box 1147 EEH Grand Junction, Colo. 81501 
Enclosed is s.._ _ r Ship ppd. Ship C.O.D. 
Please send: 

COMPUTACH a Kits a $29.95 ppd 
Sold in Kit Form ONLY! 

Name 

Address 

City State_ _.Zip___ 
_ L 
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McGEE HAS THE SPEAKERS - 
$60.00 

VALUE 

12 
SPECIAL 

SALE! 

Goodman 
Woofer 

$3295 
Two for $65.00 

Goodman of England professional 
quality 12 inch low frequency woof- 

er (25 to 5000 C.P.S.). Features -a die cast frame with a 2 lb. 
12 oz. ferite magnet in a 9 lb. magnet structure. The very high 
nun density of 14.000 gauss and total flux of 157,000 Maxwell's 
is more than 10% higher than American made speakers selling 
for $50.00 or more. 
The sophisticated woofer cone is treated front and back for good 
cone action. The 2" voice coil matches hi -fl amplifier of either 
the 4 or 8 Ohm impedance. Free air resonance 25 C.P.S. rated 
op to 55 watts (Music Power). 51/4" depth is required behind the 
baffle. Speakers may be mounted on the front or rear of your 
baffle board. Hole template and rubber mounting gasket is fur- 
nished. Woofer may be used in baffle as small as 2 cubic feet. 
Shipping weight 18 lbs. Price FOB Kansas City, Missouri. 
When sending full remittance Include postage. Any extra sent 
with order will be refunded. Price 

32.95oeaÌ Model for $65.00. McGee s" 
woofer, Shipping weight 5 lbs. 

M514.95 
each-Two for $29.00. 

cGee Model T-67 " 
Super tweeter 10 0e. ferite mag- 
net. $3.95 each -Two for $7.50. 
Above two speakers are fea- 
tured in P.E. Mighty Mag speak- 
er system. 

WRITE FOR FREE 1968 McGEE CATALOG 
SPEAKERS- PARTS -TUBES -HIGH FIDELITY 

COMPONENTS- RECORD CHANGERS - 
Tape Recorders -Kits -Everything In Electronics 

1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, EN, Missouri 64108 
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Because you've got to SEE it to BELIEVE 

it ... we will send you a FREE sample! 

7a 
6 4 

LERATE SWITCH 

L 
o TFnEEf r` 

ONEf T 
[ 

MSCESEESle w3STO.,E 
TRACK TPIANISCOMS TRANS 

LOOK FOR 

DATAMARK SETS ... only $1.25 each - at leading electronic distributors 
DATAMARK SETS AVAILABLE FOR: 

Amateur Radio. CB 
Audio, Hi -Fi, TV 
Experimenter Home Intercom 
Industrial Test Equipment 
Switch & Dial Markings 
Alphabets & Numerals in 1/4", 1/4" and 1/4" - each set has black, white, and gold 

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE 

THE DATAK CORPORATION 
85 HIGHLAND AVENUE PASSAIC, N. J. 07055 
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DATAMARK - the easy new 
way to label 
your projects! 

lust rub over the pre- print- 
ed words or symbols with a 

ballpoint pen and they 
transfer to any surface - 
looks like finest printing! 
Label control panels, meter 
dials, letter on anything! 

4.4444 late.44..s 
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FUSE HOLDER 

DOUBLES AS PHONE JACK 

A snap -in type fuse holder can come in 
handy when you need a phone jack in a hurry 
and can't find one in your spare parts box. 
These fuse holders will accommodate almost 
any conventional 1/4"-diameter phone plug, 
as shown in the photo. All you need do is 
solder a pair of wires or shielded audio cable 

to the lugs on the holder and clip in the 
phono plug. Then connect the wires or cable 
from the fuse holder into the circuit where 
it is to be used. If necessary, bolt the fuse 
holder to your workbench or to the case of 
the device. -Dave Edlund 

USE TWO ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS 

TO ELIMINATE SHOCK HAZARD 

One isolation transformer eliminates much of 
the shock hazard so far as the electrical chas- 
sis ground in a given electrical device is con- 
cerned. But if two transformerless devices 
are plugged into the same outlet, the chassis 
of one can be 117 volts "hot" with respect to 
the other. This is true whether or not an 
isolation transformer is connected between 
the devices and the outlet. To completely 
eliminate electrical shock hazards between 
two transformerless devices that are plugged 
into the same outlet, each device should be 
powered by its own isolation transformer. 

-Frank H. Tooker 

TELESCOPING ANTENNA 

DOUBLES AS MULTIPLE COIL FORM 

The next time you have to wind a coil and 
need a coil form, try using one of the sections 
of a telescoping antenna. Most telescoping 
antennas are made up of three or more con- 

centrically fitted 
parts, or sections, 
each of which pro- 
vides a different di- 
ameter. Select the 
section that has the 
most suitable di- 
ameter for the coil, 
and begin winding. 
When the job is 
done, unscrew the 

plastic or metal cap from the antenna end as 
shown in the photo, remove the coil, and re- 
place the cap on the antenna. Almost any 
type of TV "rabbit ears," short -wave receiver, 
walkie- talkie, etc., antenna can be used in 
this manner. -David N. Bascom 
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BOLT SPEAKERS TOGETHER 

TO PREVENT CONE DAMAGE 

Loudspeakers are perhaps the most fragile 
and easily damaged "spare parts" to store. 
A punctured 
or torn cone 
can mean the 
total loss of a 
speaker. You 
could box each 
speaker indi- 
vidually, but 
this might pre- 
sent a space 
problem. Two 
same -size 
speakers can 
be bolted to- 
gether as shown in the photo to protect the 
cones from damage. Take care not to over - 
tighten the bolts, or you might bend the 
speaker baskets out of shape. 

-James E. Arconati 

SALVAGED TUBE PINS ADAPT 

CRYSTALS AND COILS TO TUBE SOCKETS 

A substitute part can present a problem if it 
has small wire -type connector pins and the 

socket into which it is supposed to he plugged 
is designed to accept larger pins. Instead of 
changing the socket, simply modify the termi- 
nals on the part. The pins on an old octal 
tube will usually do the trick. After carefully 
breaking away the tube's Bakelite hase, cut 
the connecting wire flush with the tops of 
the pins. Then slip the pins onto the com- 
ponent's terminals and solder them in place 
if necessary. This simple modification will 
work for coils, plug -in relays, crystals, and 
most other types of components. 

-James S. Green 

FUSE BOTH SIDES 

OF THE A.C. POWER LINE 

Even if the manufacturer of an electronic de- 
vice that employs a transformerless power 
supply does not specify it, there should be a 
fuse in both sides of the incoming a.c. line. 
A careful check of a one -fuse circuit will 
show that if the power line is plugged into 
an a.c. outlet so that the fuse is in the ground 
side of the line, a short circuit between the 
"hot" side and ground will simply bypass the 
fuse. This can result in extensive damage to 
the electronic device. The only way to ef- 
fectively avoid such a situation is to put a 
fuse in both sides of the line. -B. W. Biechiord 

put a price 
on your 
equipment! 

Then add 
this one, 
and stop 
heat from 
robbing you 
of component life. 
The Hi Fi Boxer fan can return its cost 10 
times or more by increasing the life of the 
average color TV or Hi Fi set. Save money 
with fewer service calls, fewer replacements 
and better performance. 
This unit, made by the company that pro- 
duces airmovers for computers, broadcast- 
ing equipment, and the Minuteman missile 
is now available in the new long -life Grand 
Prix model at no extra cost. 
Avoid plastic substitutes, get the real Grand 
Prix from your nearest Hi Fi dealer or write: 

IMC Magnetics Corp 
H íIMCEI 

New Hampshire Division, Route 16B, 
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 
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Now, subscribe to the most 
popular electronics publication 

--___ in the field 

at 
exactly 

HALF- 
PRICE! 

BUILD IT 
YOURSELF 
Clear -as- crystal diagrams 
guide you each step of the 
way through fun -to -build 
projects you can put 
together in just a few 
hours -for pennies! 
Fascinating items such as 

a one -eyed intruder 
detector...versatile binary 
adder...60 -watt ss 
instrument amplifier... 
powerful color organ and an 

anti -gravity demonstrator. 

CALL /N& 
A003631 

AMATEUR, CB 
& SWL 
All the latest news and 
developments including 
candid equipment reports, 
FCC regs, satellite 
frequencies, DX contests, 
English -language foreign 
broadcast schedules. 
PLUS tips on getting 
tough QSL's from all over 
the world...antenna 
systems innovations... 
and how to increase the 
range of even the 
simplest receiver. 

-4tt 
HIGH FIDELITY 
& STEREO 
In addition to complete 
coverage of every major 
hi-fi component and kit on 

the market, you'll get plans 
to improve your present 
set -up...learn about every 
type of speaker system, 
the ins and outs of 
amplifiers, and just what 
hi -fi and stereo are 
really all about. 

ELECTRONICS 
FEATURES 
Brilliantly illustrated 
feature stories keep you 
on top of every vital 
breakthrough. You'll follow 
the latest advances in 
aviation and marine 
electronics, telemetry, 
computers, radio 
astronomy, nucleonics. 
And you'll learn about the 
challenging career 
opportunities they create. 

Please enter my subscription to 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS at 
the special HALF -PRICE rate of: 

One year for just $2.50 
Payment enclosed 

Bill me later 
Mail this coupon today to: 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 
Dept. 0287, Portland PI., 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

-I POPULAR ELECTRONICS' regular sub- 
scription rate is $5 a year! 
But, as a reader of ELECTRONIC 
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK, you get 
the special HALF-PRICE rate of- 

A l2months 
$ SO for only 2 

print name 

address 

city Use handy order card opposite this 
page or mail coupon at left-today! 

state zip code 
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CABLE SHIELD SPEEDS AND 

SIMPLIFIES DESOLDERING 

If you've ever soldered shielded cable into a 
circuit, you are aware of the fact that the 
shield absorbs quite a bit of solder before the 
job is done. This ability of the shield to soak 
up solder comes in handy when you're desol- 
dering components from a printed circuit 
board, solder lugs, etc. When placed over the 

connection to be desoldered and heated with 
a soldering iron or gun, the shield will usually 
soak up all but a thin film of the solder. The 
residue of solder left on the connection will 
not hamper easy removal of the component. 

-Donal4 E. Hammack 

SIMPLE JIG IMPROVES 

APPEARANCE OF PROJECTS 

When wiring several small parts to closely 
spaced terminals, you can give your project 
a neat, factory -wired appearance by bending 
component leads to a uniform shape. A simple 
jig, consisting of a block of wood and a few 
headless nails, 
is all you need. 
Before driving 
the nails into 
the block of 
wood, bend the 
leads of a small 
component to 
the desired 
shape, then set 
the component 
on the block of 
wood, and 
drive the nails 
in at the bends 
as shown in 
the photo. For 
different size components, you may need sev- 
eral of these easy -to -make jigs. With the aid 
of a jig, you can speed assembly time, elimi- 
nate "kinked" and broken component leads, 
and reduce the possibility of unwanted short 
circuits. -Frank H. Tooker 

MAKE YOUR OWN 
MINIATURE MERCURY SWITCH 

If you have an old thermometer and a minia- 
ture NE -2 neon lamp, you have the makings 
of a mercury switch for compact projects. 
The glass tip of the lamp must first be care- 
fully ground down until you have about a 
1969 Winter Edition 

Now... 
the most enjoyable, 
most rewarding 
electronic kit project 
of your life 

a Schober 
Electronic Organ! 
HAD YOUR FILL of amplifier kits, receiver 
kits, meter kits, all the conventional kits? 
Then go to work on the biggest, most fascinat- 
ing kit of them all-and end up with a finer 
musical instrument than you could buy for 
twice the price. The Schober Theatre Organ 
above, for example, plus Schober's self- teach- 
ing music courses, lets you participate in mu- 
sic, not just listen to it. This is one electronic 
project the wife and kids will encourage - 
because it's for them, too! It contains the best 
components available- thousands of them - 
plus the kind of unmistakable, step -by -step 
instructions you've dreamed of and Schober 
is famous for. 

The Theatre Organ (above) costs just $1550 
if you use your own amplifier and speaker 
system, and you can pay as you build to 
spread out the cost. There are three other 
Schober Organ models, too, starting at $645. 
Each one includes every bit and piece you 
need, including a magnificent walnut console 
-unless you want to build your own wood- 
work and save even more. And each model 
has the kind of pipelike tonal variety you 
don't often find in electronic organs. The 
free Schober color catalog has lots of pictures 
and data; and for 25¢ we'll send you 72 pages 
of schematics and tech specs so you can see 
just what you're buying. 
FREE INFORMATION AND DEMONSTRATION RECORDING 
Send today for your free copy of Schober's 16- 
page, full color booklet, plus 7" free recording. 

The Schober Organ Corp., Dept. EH -5 
43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and 
free 7 -inch "sample" record. 
Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P. 
record of Schober Organ music. 

Enclosed is 25c for schematics and tech specs. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP NO 
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FR 
.':'; APPLBEE 

ANNUAL 
CATALOG 

No. 691 

11 4 MLR(I114 ST KANSAS CITI. M" 64111 

WRITE FOR t 
Ni.CTY 

CIRCLE 

GIANT 1969 

RADIO -TV 
ELECTRONICS 

CATALOG 
228 GIANT 

l'AL UE -P ACKE l) 
PAGES 

YOUR FREE COPY TODAY 

BURSTEIN- APPLEBEE CO., DEPT. EEHC 
3199 MERCIER ST., K. C., MO. 64111 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

' 
I 

STATE - _ZIP - - - - - -1 
NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

FIVE COURSES 
FOR TECHNICIANS WITH 

EXTENSIVE LABORATORY TRAINING! 

ALL Courses approved for Veterans' training 
Electronics Technician eight, 10 -week sessions 
Electronics Mechanic six, 10 -week sessions 
Broadcast Engineer six, 10 -week sessions 
Radiotelegraph Operator five, 10 -week sessions 
Radio -TV Servicing four, 10 -week sessions 

1968 date: 
1969 dates: 

November 11 
January 20, March 31, June 9, 
September 2, and November 10 

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE 
1500 Procter, Box 310H, Port Arthur, Texas 77640 

FREE BROCHURE 
CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

1/32" diameter hole in the envelope. Insert a 
sewing needle through this hole and bend the 
electrodes as far apart as possible (see draw- 
ing). Break the thermometer in half, and 
heat the bulb end to extract a 1 /10" to 1/8" 
bead of mercury. Use a medicine dropper to 
force the bead of mercury through the hole 
in the lamp's envelope. Now check the make - 
and -break action of your home -made mer- 
cury switch using a continuity checker; inter- 

CRC URY 

mittent "make" action means that more mer- 
cury must be added, and improper "break" 
action indicates that some of the mercury 
must be removed. Finally, seal the hole in the 
lamp's envelope with plastic cement. 

-Frederic W. Chesson 

COLOR- CODING SAVES TIME WHEN 

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A SPECIFIC TOOL 

Nutdrivers and screwdrivers often have sim- 
ilar sizes and shapes; so locating the correct 
tool for a given 
piece of hardware 
can be time -con- 
suming. However, a 
simple color -code 
system, similar to 
that found on some 
nutdriver sets, will 
speed things up. All 
you need are sev- 
eral different colors 
of enamel paint. Se- 
lect the tools that 
have been giving 
you trouble, dip 
their handles into different color paints, re- 
move and let dry. Two or more color bands 
can be used to identify special features; one 
to identify the type of tool, another to identify 
its size, and a third to tell whether or not the 
tool is magnetized. Each successive band of 
color is produced by dipping the tool handle 
into the paints and varying the depths by 
about 1/4 ". If three bands are desired, the first 
band would extend about 1" from the end of 
the handle, the second about 4 ", and the 
third about 1/2" from the end. 

-Jerome B. Koons 

FLASHLIGHT CELLS 

PROTECTED AND DATED 

When flashlight cells are to be stored away 
for future use, or when they are taken along 
on camping or fishing trips, they will be pro- 
tected from water or moisture and quick de- 
terioration if they are kept in readily avail- 
able plastic pill containers. Some pill con- 
tainers come with adjustable reminder dials. 
These can be used to note the time of the 
year you bought the cells. For example, if 
you bought the cells in the middle of Septem- 
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ber, you could set the pointer halfway be- should be handled with jeweler's tools and 
tween 9 and 10. -Art Trauffer under a magnifying glass. -Mike Rocha 

MECHANICAL DRAFTING PENCIL 

LENDS A THIRD HAND 

A mechanical drafting pencil can be as use- 
ful a "tool" in electronics as it is on a drafting 
table. It will serve as a heat sink, a vise for 
small parts, or as a grasping tool for picking 

up things. To use the "pencil," simply depress 
the plunger at the top, and when the gripper 
jaws extend, clamp them over the part to be 
heat -sinked or picked up. Then release the 
plunger. After the work is done, depress the 
plunger again to release the jaws. You'll find 
that this "tool" is a real time -saver when 
you're working on circuits that look like they 

COLOR INDICATOR LAMPS AND LENSES 

WITH MODELER'S PAINT 

In projects where several different color indi- 
cator lamps are used to indicate the unit's 
various functions or modes of operation, the 
glass envelopes of the bulbs can be colored to 
save time and 
money. A metal 
flake type of paint, 
used for painting 
model cars, is avail- 
able in several 
colors (each costing 
about 15 cents) and 
makes an ideal 
coloring agent. Be- 
fore you use the 
paint, however, let 
it stand undis- 
turbed for a day or 
two to allow the 
metal flakes to set- 
tle to the bottom. Then all you need do is 
dip the envelope of the bulb into the upper 
layer of clear lacquer, being careful not to dis- 
turb the metal flakes. Let the first coat dry, 
and dip the bulb into the lacquer again. Two 
coats will suffice in most cases. If you prefer, 
you can paint the inside of clear lenses to ob- 
tain the same effect. -Frank G. Palesh III 

PI 00 
Model RM 2-4 

MONITOR RECEIVER 
AC - Mobile - Portable 

Frequency Range 2 -200 Mc 

Features plug -in card, sensitive squelch 
integrated circuit audio amplifier and built -in 
117V AC power supply at 3 watts. 

Available with mounting bracket, nickel 
cadmium battery pack and charger as well 
as DC power cable. 

1969 Winter Edition 

PETERSEN'S PRECISION CRYSTALS 
available in 100 Kc to 150 Mc range. 

Check Readers Guide number, or 
Write for more information. 

PETERSEN RADIO CO. INC 
2800 West Broadway Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501 
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FACTORY NEW 

BRANDED IC'S 
Manufacturer's name withheld, but you will 

find it marked on every unit. Manufactured to 
Fairchild 900 RTL Series. All first grade, spec 
sheets included. A really amazing buy. Never 
previously offered by anyone at these ridiculous 
prices. 

Any number shown below at 

$1.00 EA OR $10.00 DOZEN 
Shipped prepaid airmail delivery. 

Buffer 900 
Dual Input Gate 2 -903 
Quad 2 -Input Gate 2 -914 
.1K Flip Flop 923 
Dual .1K Flip Flop 2 -923 
Dual 2 -Input Gate, 

Dual Expander 1 -914, 1 -925 
Dual 2 -Input Gate 

Expander 925 

MESHNA WINTER CATALOG 1968 -2 
NOW OUT 

Send 250 mailing and handling charge 

SUPER - STUPENDOUS - ASTOUNDING 
BARGAINS GALORE 

Fattest Catalog Yet 

JOHN MESHNA, JR. P. 0. BOX 62A 

EAST LYNN, MASS. 01904 
CIRCLE NO. 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

c 
Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscrip- 
tion to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantastic Value 
Packed Catalog- Unheard of LOW, LOW PRICES 
on Brand Name Speakers, Changers, Tubes, 
Tools, Stereo Amps, Tuners, CB, and other Val- 
ues. Credit plan available. 

If you hove a friend interested in electronics send 
his name and address for a FREE subscription also. 

940 S. Forge Street Akron, Ohio 44308 
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POLICE RECEIVER 
(Continued from page 130) 

On -the -air "touch -up" of the receiver's 
alignment requires patience and a steady 
hand. The adjustment calls for a slight 
de- tuning of the blue core of the ratio 
detector transformer to narrow the re- 
sponse for improved NBFM detection. 
To complete the "touch -up," tune across 
the band until you hear a Public Service 
station of medium signal strength. While 
the station is transmitting, adjust the 
blue core of transformer T3 a fraction of 
a turn in each direction from null, "rock- 
ing" the tuning capacitor slightly across 
the signal frequency. Leave the blue core 
set at the position which yields maxi- 
mum audio output. 

Antennas. If you live in a fairly well - 
populated city or town, chances are the 
whip antenna will be all you'll need for 
good local reception (up to 10 miles) of 
VHF Public Service stations. However, 
if you're out in the country, you may 
need an outdoor antenna to boost recep- 
tion. A roof -mounted TV antenna will 
give excellent results, expanding the 
pickup range by a fair margin. - 

TECHNICIAN SHORTAGE 
(Continued from page 78) 

the psychological tests given by a few 
companies valid or do they work against 
experienced personnel ? Just how impor- 
tant is fluent English, especially in bi- 
lingual areas of the country? 

Judicious relaxation of some of these 
regulations and prejudices could put a 
large number of technicians to work at 
all levels, not only ameliorating the tech- 
nician shortage but reducing the relief 
rolls. In addition, company policies lead- 
ing to upgrading of technical personnel 
would lessen the shortage at the upper 
levels, where it is reported to be most 
acute. A few manufacturers subsidize 
further study and profit by it in many 
instances. Company training programs 
also help in many cases. 
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There is, however, one "stinker" in the 
whole situation. Many of those who can 
become good technicians do so, but also 
have the ability to become good engi- 
neers, and do that too. The net result is 
that the economy has gained an engineer 
but lost a competent technician! -i-- 

LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLY 
(Continued from page 116) 

change in the output voltage. In the lat- 
ter respect, it does its job so well that 
it even opposes, for the moment, changes 
in the output voltage produced by al- 
terations in the setting of R. If the re- 
sponse to changes in the setting of the 
output control is found to be too slow 
for the majority of your applications, the 
value of capacitor C2 may be reduced 
to as low as 25 -AF without serious de- 
terioration in the performance of the 
supply. 

Turn R4 back to its maximum counter- 
clockwise position and set SI at its 20V 
position. The meter needle should deflect 
upscale to about 4 (indicating about 
8 volts output with multiplier resistor R7 
now in the circuit). The tolerance of 
D1's zener potential will produce some 
variation in this reading from one unit 
to another, but this is of no consequence. 
Rotate R4 to its maximum clockwise po- 
sition, and advance R6 slowly until the 
meter reads exactly full scale (20 volts 
output). 

With S1 at either 10V or 20V, and R4 
set for maximum output, allow the in- 
strument to idle for about half an hour 
or so-then check full -scale output on 
both ranges. Some slight readjustment 
of R5 and R6 may be needed as a result 
of the forming of C2. -[3 

SPEED CONTROLLER 
(Continued from page 16) 

the circuit touches the metal case. A 
metal case is used so that Q3 will have a 
built -in heat sink. Use a mica insulator 
and insulated mounting hardware to se- 
cure Q3 in position. If desired, a light 
1969 Winter Edition 

compact seis 
SPEED DRIVING OF BRISTOL 

AND ALLEN HEX TYPE SCREWS 

0 No. 99PS-60 
Bristol Multiple Spline Type 
Screwdriver Set 

4 and 6 -flute blades 
with diameters from 
.048" thru .183" 

No. 99PS -40 Allen Hex 
Type Screwdriver Set 

Hex diameters 
from .050" thru se" 

Compact, interchangeable blade, Xcelite sets permit 
quick selection of the right tool for the job. With 
greater reach than conventional keys, these handy 
blade and handle combinations make it easier to get 
at deep set or awkwardly placed socket screws, 
simplify close quarter work. 

Each set contains 9 precision formed, alloy steel, 
4" blades; 4" extension; shockproof, breakproof, 
amber plastic (UL) handle with exclusive, positive 
locking device. 

Sturdy, see -thru plastic cases fit pocket, have flat 
bases for use as bench stands. 

XCELITE INC. 54 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N. Y. 

Send Bulletin N365 on 99PS 60 and 99PS -40 sets. 

name 

address 

city 

L 
state & zone 
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Deluxe POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
MAGAZINE CASES 
DESIGNED TO HOLD A FULL YEAR'S COPIES 

These decorative cases are lust what ydu've been looking for 
to keep your copies of Popular Electronics Magazine in 

easy -to -find order. 
Constructed of reinforced fibreboard and 
covered in rich leatherette. these durable 
cases guard against soiling and tearing 
of your magazines while lending them- 
selves handsomely to the decor of any 
room. The magazine cases are available 
with embossed gold lettering in either 

all black or attractive maroon back 
with black sides. 

$3.50 ea., 3 for $10, 6 for $19 

FULLY GUARANTEED! 

Ziff -Davis Publishing Co., Dept. SD ' 1 Park Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016 
Please send me Popular Electronics Magazine 

1 Files as checked below: 
All black, gold embossed 
Maroon back, gold embossed /black sides 

1 

I 
NAME i 

EEn -,cv 
ADDRESS 

I CITY 

STATF 7IP 
Enclosed is $ at $3 50 per case, I3 for $10, 6 for $19 (Quantity prices apply for com- 
bination orders of more than one title). Orders outside 
U.S.A. $4.50 ea., 3 for $13, 6 for $25. 
fl i MI (Payment must accompany order) Fa i 
EXPERIMENTAL 

REED 
SWITCH 

KIT 

Many hobbyists like to experiment with a new 
electronic device before they proceed to de- 
sign a circuit in which it might be used. The 
Wabash "Engineering Design Kit" (No. 67 -001) 
was assembled for those who want to practice 
using dry reed switches without spending a lot 
of money in the process. 

The kit contains fifteen dry reed switches, 
three solenoids -one of which is a logic coil, 
four permanent magnets, and a "how" and 
"why" instruction booklet. The switches come 
in two sizes and three sensitivities, to give 
you a well- rounded idea of the versatility of 
reed switch -type relays and proximity switch- 
ing devices. 

With this kit, you can test and evaluate prox- 
imity and position detectors, demonstrate sen- 
sitivity, latching relays, logic circuits, and 
matrix or crosspoint latches. The particular 
reed switches supplied are said to respond to 
a frequency of up to 2000 counts per second. 
That's about an average 0.5- millisecond open - 
or -close response time. 

You can obtain your experimental reed switch 
kit by sending $10 to New Product Engineering, 
Incorporated, Wabash Magnetics, 812 Man- 
chester Ave., Wabash, Ind. 46992. 
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coat of silicone transistor grease on both 
sides of the mica insulator will assist in 
dissipating any heat developed. The 
speed -control potentiometer can be 
mounted as desired, making sure that its 
metal cover does not touch the circuit at 
any point. Use a rubber grommet to pass 
the insulated positive and negative pow- 

HOW IT WORKS 
Transistors QI and Q2 form a free -running 

multivibrator with the "on" time of Q2 deter- 
mined by the setting of potentiometer R3. Ro- 
tating this control to one extreme produces a 
short "on" time, while rotating to the other ex- 
treme produces a lengthy "on" time. Resistor R2 
acts as a limit resistor to establish the maximum 
"on" to "off" time of Q2. The selected ratio of 
R3 to R2 limits the maximum "on" to about 
90% of the multivibrator's time interval. 

The d.c. voltage for the motor being controlled 
passes through switching power transistor Q3. 
The transistor specified for this circuit can handle 
about 10 amperes, but R5 is included to limit cur- 
rent to about 2.5 amperes. Since Q3 is operating 
in a switching mode, it is always saturated when 
"on" and therefore dissipates very little heat even 
with a multi -ampere load. Of course, when it is 
"off," it has no dissipation. Therefore, it always 
operates relatively cool and a large heat sink is 
not required. 

In operation, Q3 is alternately switched "on" 
and "off" by the action of the multivibrator. This 
switching action permits full power to be applied 
to the motor in pulses, with the result that when 
the motor is slowed down, it does not lose any 
torque and develops full power even when rotat- 
ing slowly. The power pulses are integrated by 
the mass of the motor -driven device so that a 
smooth flow of torque exists. As the power pulses 
are made wider, the motor receives more power 
and rotates faster. Conversely, as the pulses are 
made narrower (more "off" than "on" time of 
Q3), the motor slows down. 

Diode D1 is used to prevent the back- e.m.f. 
generated by the rapidly rotating motor from 
damaging Q3. This diode also acts as a brake, 
because when power is removed from the motor, 
the diode absorbs the motor -generated voltage 
and this rapidly slows the motor to a stop. Diode 
D2 protects transistors QI and Q2 in the event 
that the d.c. voltage input is applied incorrectly. 

er leads through the side of the metal 
case. Use a red -colored lead for the posi- 
tive, and a black -colored lead for the 
negative. 

Operation. As shown in the schematic, 
you must remove both the positive and 
negative leads from the motor being con- 
trolled and connect them to the control- 
ler with the polarity shown. Then con- 
nect the two motor leads to the terminals 
of TS1. Turn on the d.c. power, then con- 
trol the speed of the motor by adjusting 
R3. This control can be calibrated in 
terms of speed for the particular motor 
being used. -®- 
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE 

FOR SALE 

NEW Sensitive Treasure -Metal Detectors. New low 
prices. Free catalog. Jetco Instruments, Box 132 -Z, 
Huntsville, Texas 77340. 

TELEPHONES -Build your own system. Telephones, Box 
WEE -6, Simpson, Penna. 18407. 

PHOTO ETCHED XXXP. SEND INK DRAWING. $2.50 PP. 
5x7" MAXIMUM. HORNUNG, 1751 CREEK DRIVE, SAN 
JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95125. 

TELETYPEWRITERS, parts. Buy -Sell. Typetronics, Box 
8873, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33310. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS: "Hornet " -50 watts output, $98.50; 
"Raider" -100 watts, $139.95; "Maverick- 250" -250 
watts, $244.95. AM and SSB. "Scorpion -50 watt 12 V. 
mobile amplifier, $99.95; "Bandit II " -12 V. mobile am- 
plifier, $169.95. Frequency range 20.35 megacycles (il- 
legal for Class D 11 meters.) Dealer inquiries invited. 
D & A Manufacturing Co., 1217 Avenue C, Scottsbluff, 
Nebraska 69361. 

CONVERTERS, three transistor, 50.54 me in, 14 -18 me 
out. Crystal, $6. Non -crystal, $5. Syntelex, 39 Lucille, 
Dumont, New Jersey 07628. 

P.E. PROJECT BUILDERS: If you use photo- sensitized 
copper -clad or would like to but don't have the time to 
make PHOTO NEGATIVES. We can supply them for all 
P.E. projects which use P.C. boards. Starting with the 
year 1964. Order by year, month and page. Remit 65 
cents for each negative ordered. Checks and Money 
Orders only. TECO, 3704 Penderwood Drive, Oakton, 
Virginia 22124. 

AMAZING Projects Catalog! Motors! Generators! Bat- 
teries! Equipment! MODELEC, Box 10025, Kansas City, 
Missouri 64111. 

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

WORLD'S FINEST selection of "Best Buys" in Gov't 
Surplus electronic equipment. Thousands of outstand- 
ing bargains included in our big catalog. Write for your 
FREE copy today. Fair Radio Sales, Dept. CH, Box 1105, 
Lima, Ohio 45802. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

LOUDSPEAKERS, Enclosures, Kits, Literature, Factory 
Prices! Auratone 2W9, Chula Vista, California 92011. 

WRITE for money saving quotations on component sys- 
tems built up around the new Morrison bookshelf speaker 
systems. Tell us your requirements and we'll better them 
for less, satisfaction guaranteed. Write today: CEM 
Systems, 611 First Avenue, Coralville, Iowa 52240. 

PLANS AND KITS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT KITS; COMPUTER CIRCUIT KITS; 
Others. New catalog free. KAYE ENGINEERING, Box 
3932 -W, Long Beach, California 90803. 

ELECTRONIC FENCE CHARGER KIT, $24.95 Postpaid. 
GREENLEE, Box 1036, Anderson, Indiana 46015. 
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INVENTIONS WANTED 

INVENTIONS WANTED; Patented, unpatented. Global 
Marketing, 2420 -V 77th, Oakland, California 94605. 

PRINTING 

QSL- SWL -WPE Cards. Samples 25e. Decals, Log Books, 
QSO File Cards. MALGO PRESS, Box 375, Toledo, Ohio 
43601. 

SUPERIOR QSL's -New owners, better service. Illinois 
Sesquicentennial samples. 10e. HAMSCO, 402 East Wash- 
ington, Bloomington, Illinois 61701. 

RECORDS 

SPECIAL INTEREST RECORDS AVAILABLE, PRODUCED 
BY THE EDITORS OF THE WORLD'S LEADING SPECIAL 
INTEREST MAGAZINES. SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. 
RECORD CATALOG -EH, ZIFF -DAVIS PUBLISHING COM- 
PANY, ONE PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016. 

TAPE AND RECORDERS 

LATEST tape releases at lowest prices. Ron's Stereo 
Tape Club, 449 East 7th, Red Wing, Minn. 55066. 

MAIL ORDER 

OPPORTUNITIES 

WAITING FOR YOU! 
Classified Advertisers find more outlets 
for their product and service advertising 
in Ziff -Davis Electronics Publications than 
in any other media. 

Whether in a monthly publication: 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONICS 
WORLD, HiFi /STEREO REVIEW ... or in 
an annual: COMMUNICATIONS HAND- 
BOOK, ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S 
HANDBOOKS, ELECTRONICS INSTALLA- 
TION AND SERVICING HANDBOOK, or 
TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL -Classified 
Advertising is responded to regularly by 
an affluent audience of active electronics 
enthusiasts. 
Prove to yourself the effectiveness of 
Classified Advertising in Ziff -Davis Elec- 
tronics Publications. Write today for in- 
formation, assistance or sample copies to: 

Hal Cymes, Classified Advertising Manager 

Ziff -Davis Publishing Company 

One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 
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SHOPPING MART 
Products available by mail. Money -back guaran- 
tee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M.O.. 

YOUR MUSIC IN DAZZLING ACTION with 

s Otikal 

Now you can have a thrilling psychedelie right i lour 
Iw club. echo .,) r business -in fact -anywhere You t l)t 

to l lull esensational mod ol edicts. colored light 1,0.íI Bo dance `and 
pr whirl and swirl in Yerfe', t ti3OI' u ith the , Ich lIi(II 'isard 
note` eating its nique twisting, radiating shape. Adds 
spectacularly w'i l,i. n dl,nrnsiorl to the world of music u o enter- 
taimnent. Combines electronics, cience "and art with dramatic 
results. Attaches seconds to your radio, tape recorder. In.1i 
iereo with two alligator clips. can he used on small ee ,., large 
sails, stages and whine auditoriums. Build lour own IlusicVislon 

with low -cost Do -ItYourself Kit, Loads of fun! Fast! I Easy! All you 
need is a light source. t u rce. 1f you don't have one, the versatile Edmund 
35mm SOU Watt it a r ic bargain. All [ the 15" p t motorized accessories. available In 
1 i u Walnu t Cabinet Model. Tube Un or 8" and 2 

" 
elf 

which Include encased 12" 
Mo 5diner. Wheel set of 

apertures for use will your projector. Large 12" s 
provides fabulous for commercial applications. Order st olk 
number listed Money-back guarantee. Complete Information new 

available September you want additional de- 
tails q 

sen 
d coin r folly Illustrated, I6 

-page 
Booklet 

0096. GO "Introduction to 1luslc Vlslun." 
.patent pending. 
8e' DO -IT- YOURSELF KIT Stock No. 71,009GD .......$22.50 Postpaid 
EDMUND 500 WATT 35MM PROJECTOR 

Stock No. 71,057GD .$24.50 Postpaid 
8" SET (Motiondizcr, color wheel, apertures) 

Stock No. 71,030GD $45.00 Postpaid 
12" SET (Sanie as above w /larger Motiondizer) 

Stock No. 7I,032GD $57.50 Postpaid 
WALNUT VENEERED CABINET MODEL: 

Stock No. 05.101G D $99.50 F.O.B. 

Dramatic 
Audio -Visual 
Breakthrough 

EXPERIMENTAL FUN WITH TESLA COIL 

V. for 1111 V. OU-C. AC. Dien 
Stock No. 70.301GO $44.00 Ppd. 

Now perform spectacular 
perimen is without wires ' tecla dl1lir511 

. 

ago. Oeneralor with poll. etc.. 
transmits extremely high (re- 
nuencl electromagnetic radia- 
tion Ulim its uf 'ches per 

ndl) -througt space. second) 
fluorescent tubs 2 ft. val. ionizes case., performs 

total 21 fascinating osperl- 
annts. mol, neon [.:,m p, sis" 

electrode. adral antenna plates. fcncratc.. 

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE KITS 
Grind your own mirror for 
powerful telescopes. Kit 
contains fine annealed pv. 
rex mirror blank, tool. 
abrasives. diagonal mirror, 
and eyepiece lenses. In- 
struments you build range 
in value from $ î 5.00 to 
hundreds of dollars. 

Stock No. 70,003600....41,4 charm, a " thick $8.00 Ppd. 
Stock No. 70.004GD....6" diam,. 1" thick $12.95 Ppd. 
Stock No- 70,O05GD... 8" sham., 13.0" thiCk $21.00 Ppd. 
Stock No. 70,006GD. 10" Mom., 11,4" thick, 30 lbs $34.25 FOB 
Stock No. 70.007GO. 121.2" Mom.. 21/2" thick, 46 lbs $65.85 FOB 

Order by Stock No. -Send Check or M.O.- Money -Back Guarantee 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO BARRINGTON N.J. 08007 

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE CATALOG 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., Lop,. OnNPJBO80Ó7 
Completely New 1969 Edition, 148 pages 

Nearly 4000 Bargains. 
plea, ,u.l, Free giant catalog.G EI 

Name 

Ari,lre. 
Slate 'Lip 

J 
ORDII ST STOCK NOMRER SONO CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MONEY RACK OOMANTN 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO . 
300 EDSCORP BUILDING 
BARRINGTON NEW JERSEY 00007 
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I Allied Radio 103, 104 

2 Burstein- Applebee Co 150 

4 Caringella Electronics 142 

3 Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
157, 158, THIRD COVER 

6 Datak Corporation. The 144 

7 Delta Products, Inc' 143 

5 EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc 
FOURTH COVER 

8 Edmund Scientific Co 156 

9 Electro- Voice, Inc 141 

10 Heath Company 69, 70, 71 

II IMC Magnetics Corp 145 

12 International Crystal Mfg. Co.. Inc 6 

13 Johnson Company, E.F 10 

14 Lafayette Radio Electronics 35, 36 

15 McGee Radio Co 144 

16 Meshna Jr., John 152 

18 Multicore SECOND COVER 

National Radio Institute I 2, 3 
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19 Olson Electronics Incorporated 152 

20 Petersen Radio Co. Inc 151 
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22 RCA Electronic Components & Devices 8 
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24 Schober Organ Corp., The 149 

25 Sydmur Electronic Specialties 142 

26 United Audio Products, Inc 140 

27 Xcelite, Inc 153 
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More than 5 million two -way trans- 
mitters have skyrocketed the demand 
for service men and field, system, and 
R & D engineers. Topnotch licensed 
experts can earn $12,000 a year or 
more. You can be your own boss, build 
your own company. And you don't 
need a college education to break In. 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to earn $5 to 
$7 an hour... $200 to $300 a week 

... $10,000 to $15,000 a year? One of 
your best chances today, especially if 
you don't have a college education, is 
in the field of two -way radio. 

Two -way radio is booming. Today 
there are more than five million two - 
way transmitters for police cars, fire 
trucks, taxis, planes, etc. and Citizen's 
Band uses -and the number is grow- 
ing at the rate of 80,000 new transmit- 
ters per month. 

This wildfire boom presents a solid 
gold opportunity for trained two -way 
radio service experts. Most of them 
are earning $5,000 to $10,000 a year 
more than the average radio -TV re- 
pair man. 

Why You'll Earn Top Pay 
One reason is that the U.S. doesn't 
permit anyone to service two -way ra- 
dio systems unless he is licensed by 
the FCC (Federal Communications 
Commission). And there aren't enough 
licensed experts to go around. 

Another reason two -way radio men 
earn so much more than radio -TV 
service men is that they are needed 
more often and more desperately. A 
two -way radio user must keep those 
transmitters operating at all times, 
and must have them checked at regu- 
lar intervals by licensed personnel to 
meet FCC requirements. 

This means that the available li- 

censed expert can "write his own 
ticket" when it comes to earnings. 
Some work by the hour and usually 
charge at least $5.00 per hour, $7.50 
on evenings and Sundays, plus travel 
expenses. Others charge each cus- 
tomer a monthly retainer fee, such as 
$20 a month for a base station and 
$7.50 for each mobile station. A sur- 
vey showed that one man can easily 
maintain at least 15 base stations and 
85 mobiles. This would add up to at 
least $12,000 a year. 

How to Get Started 
How do you break into the ranks of 
the big -money earners in two -way ra- 
dio? This is probably the best way: 
1. Without quitting your present job, 
learn enough about electronics funda- 
mentals to pass the Government FCC 
License. Then get a job in a two -way 
radio service shop and "learn the 
ropes" of the business. 
2. As soon as you've earned a reputa- 
tion as an expert, there are several 
ways you can go. You can move out, 
and start signing up your own cus- 
tomers. You might become a fran- 
chised service representative of a big 
manufacturer and then start getting 
into two -way radio sales, where one 
sales contract might net you $5,000. 
Or you may be invited to move up 
into a high -prestige salaried job with 
one of the same manufacturers. 

The first step- mastering the fun- 
damentals of Electronics in your spare 
time and getting your FCC License - 
can be easier than you think. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
has been successfully teaching Elec- 
tronics by mail for over thirty years. 
Right at home, in your spare time, you 
learn Electronics step by step. Our 
AUTO -PROGRAMMEDTM lessons and 
coaching by expert instructors make 

everything clear and easy even for 
men who thought they were "poor 
learners." You'll learn not only the 
fundamentals that apply to all elec- 
tronics design and servicing, but also 
the specific procedures for installing, 
troubleshooting, and maintaining two - 
way mobile equipment. 

Your FCC License... 
or Your Money Back! 

By the time you've finished your CIE 
course, you'll be able to pass the FCC 
License Exam with ease. Better than 
nine out of ten CIE graduates are able 
to pass the FCC Exam, even though 
two out of three non -CIE men fail. 
This startling record of achievement 
makes possible our famous FCC Li- 
cense Warranty: you'll pass the FCC 
Exam upon completion of your 
course or your tuition will be refunded 
in full. 

Find out more. Mail the bound -in 
post -paid card for two FREE books, 
"How To Succeed In Electronics" and 
"How To Get A Commercial FCC 
License." If card has been detached, 
send your name and address to CIE 
at the address below. 

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
All CIE courses are available under 
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on 
active duty since January 31, 1955, 
or are in service now, check box on 
card for G.I. Bill information. 

CIE 
Cleveland Instit..ite 
of Electronics 
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. EH -5 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

How to get into one of today's hottest 
money- making fields-servicing 2 -way radios! 

li,"., flying high. Be /ore he got his CIE training and FCC License, Ed Dulaney's only 
professional skill was as a commercial pilot engaged in crop dusting. Today he has 
his own two -way radio company, with seven full -time employees. "I am much better 
oft financially, and really enjoy my work," he says. "J found my electronics lessons 
thorough and easy to understand. The C'IE course was the best investment I ever made." 

Business is booming. August G ibbemeyer 
was in radio -TV repair work before study- 
ing with CIE. Now, he says, "we are in 
the marine and two -way radio business. 
Our trade has grown by leaps and bounds." 
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EICO Makes It Possible 
Uncompromising engineering -for value does it! 

You save up to 50% with Eico Kits and Wired Equipment. 

12111111 

NEW 

Cortinastereo 
-- - --- THE VERDICT IS IN. High fidelity authorities agree: 

Cortina's engineering excellence, 100% capability, and 
compact dramatic esthetics all add up to Total 
Stereo Performance at lowest cost. 

ij 44 re 
A Silicon Solid -State 70 -Watt Stereo Amplifier for $99.95 kit, 
$139.95 wired, including cabinet. Cortina 3070 

mpi . r OW +- A Solid -State FM Stereo Tuner for $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired, 
including cabinet. Cortina 3200. 

NEW A 70 -Watt Solid -State FM Stereo Receiver for $169.95 kit, $259.95 wired, 
including cabinet. Cortina 3570. 

NEW Silicon Solid State 150 -Watt Stereo Amplifier designed for audio 
perfectionists. Less than 0.1% harmonic distortion, IM distortion. 
Less than 0.6% at full output. Controls and inputs for every music 

-- source. $149.95 kit, $225.00 wired including cabinet. Cortina 3150. 

I I f °' 1 (" NEW70 -Watt Solid State AM/ FM Stereo Receiver for $189.95 kit, 
°m -- $279.95 wired including cabinet. Cortina 3770. 

4'9 

Eicocraft The newest excitement in kits. 
100% solid -state and professional. 

L -:n to build and a - . ;- - 'dable, interconnectable. Great as "jiffy" projects 
and as introductions to elrvc tronics. No technical experience needed. Finest parts, 
pre -drilled etched printed circuit boards, step -by -step instructions. 

EC -100 Electronic Siren $4.95, EC -101 Electronic Burglar Alarm $6.95, 
EC -102 Electronic Fire Alarm $6.95, EC-200 Electronic Intercom $5.95 
EC -300 Audio Power Amplifier $5.95, EC -400 Electronic Metronome $3.95, 
EC -500 Tremolo $9.95, EC-600 Electronic Light Flasher $3.95, 
EC -700 Electronic "Mystifier" $4.95, EC -800 Photo Cell Nite Lite $4.95, 
EC-900 Power Supply $8.95. EC -1000 Code Oscillator $2.50, 
EC -1100 FM Wireless Mike $9.95, EC -1200 AM Wireless Mike $9.95, 
EC -1300 Electronic VOX $8.95, EC -1400 Solid State FM Radio $9.95, 
EC-1500 Solid State AM Radio $8.95, EC -1600 Electronic Bongos $7.95 

Color n' Sound ...,.. Add a new dimension to your 
music system. Introducing 
the first inexpensive solid -state 
electronic system which 
provides true synchronization 
of color with sound. Watch 
the music you love spring 
to life as a vibrant, ever 
shifting interplay of colors. 

Simply connect to speaker leads of your 
Hi -Fi system (or radio). Kit can be assembled 

in several hours - no technical knowledge or 
experience necessary. Kit $49.95, Wired $79.95. 

el1001101-e 
6 EXCITING NEW PROJECTS 
EC -1700 Ham /CB Vox $8.95, 
EC -1800 Electronic "TOX" $8.95, 
EC -1900 "Treasure Finder" $9.95, 
EC -2000 Electronic Organ $9.95, 
EC -2100 Electronic "Eye" $9.95, 
EC -2200 Electronic Touch Switch $8.95 

Automotive 
EICO 888- Car /Boat 
Engine Analyzer. 
For all 6V/ 12V 
Systems; 4, 6, 8 -cyl. 
engines. 
Now you can keep 
your car or boat 
engine in tip -top shape 
with this solid -state, portable, self -powered universal 
engine analyzer. Completely tests your total . 

ignition /electrical system. 
Complete with a Tune -up & Trouble- shooting Manual. 
Model 888; $49.95 kit, $69.95 wired. 

Test Equipment/ 
100 best buys to choose from. 
"The Professionals" 
-laboratory precision at lowest cost. 

Model 460 Wideband Direct -Coupled 
5" Oscilloscope. DC -4.5mc 
for color and B &W TV service 
and lab use. Push -pull DC vertical 
amp., bal. or unbal. input. Automatic 
sync limiter and amp. 
$99.95 kit, $149.95 wired. 

Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must for color or B &W TV and industrial use. 
7 non -skip ranges on all 4 functions. With exclusive Uni -Probe." 
$34.95 kit, $49.95 wired. 

E/CO 
rä, 

FREE 1969 CATALOG EH -9 

EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 
D Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO 
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip - 
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